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ABSTRACT

Many elements contribute to the regulation of protein expression in eukaryotes. One such

element, the upstream open reading frame (uORF), is the focus of this dissertation

because it has not previously been well-characterized on a genome-wide scale. To

undertake this project, an evaluation and improvement of full-length cDNA collections

was implemented (Chapter 2). Most uORF amino acid sequences are not conserved in

evolution, but those that are conserved seem likely to play sequence-specific roles in

translational control of  downstream, or major, open reading frames (mORF). By

comparing full-length cDNA sequence libraries from Arabidopsis and rice we identified

26 homology groups of conserved peptide uORFs, only two of which had been reported

previously. The conserved uORF amino acid sequences of each homology group were

distinct from those of any other homology group, and within each uORF homology group

mORFs always code for similar proteins in Arabidopsis and rice. Essentially all uORFs

and their associated mORFs have been subject to purifying selection as determined by

Ka/Ks analysis. The mORFs of conserved uORF transcripts encode transcription factors at

a much higher frequency than expected (31% vs. 6% for the genome as a whole, p=10-7);

a variety of different types of transcription factors are represented among these mORFs.

Duplicate copies of conserved uORF-possessing genes that were created by whole

genome duplication in an Arabidopsis ancestor are much more likely to have been

retained in extant Arabidopsis than duplicates of the average gene (39% vs. 14%,

p=5x10-3). Two of the 26 uORF homology groups were also found to be present in

animals, indicating a high degree of sequence conservation and an ancient origin for these
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groups. The evolutionary history of one of these groups suggests that some uORFs arise

by a 'transcriptional fusion’ model.
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CHAPTER 1:

PERSPECTIVE ON EUKARYOTIC GENE REGULATION AND

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDY OF UPSTREAM OPEN READING FRAMES

Studying gene regulation is central to comprehending biology, not only because spatio-

temporal expression of specific genes controls the development of all organisms, but also

because activating and repressing genes allows organisms to respond to, and survive in,

their environment. In plants, changes in gene regulation can alter plant morphology

dramatically (Doebley 2004) and changes in expression levels are needed to respond to

stresses such as drought, salinity, heat and pathogenic attack. Therefore, a more rigorous

understanding of the elements required to mediate gene regulation could lead to the

development of improved crop varieties and tolerance to adverse conditions. These will

be particularly salient issues as the world’s arable land becomes more salinized due to

flood irrigation (Eynard et al. 2005) and as environmental stresses increase due to global

warming (Sivakumar et al. 2005). Because many of the same mechanisms govern

regulation in plants, animals, and fungi, information gained from studying plant systems

can also be applied to other eukaryotic organisms and potentially lead to medical

applications (Haasnoot et al. 2003).

Various regulatory mechanisms have been elucidated and can be loosely defined

as transcriptional, post-transcriptional, or post-translational in nature. Transcriptional

regulation is thought to primarily occur via promoters, DNA sequences located directly
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upstream of a transcribed region. These regions can be bound by transcription factors,

can be influenced by enhancer, silencer, and boundary elements, and can undergo

epigenetic changes which affect transcript levels (Tyagi 2001). Promoters were first

described in bacterial systems almost 40 years ago (Ippen et al. 1968), and since then

have been extensively characterized in most organisms. Post-translational regulation has

been studied over a similar timeline and has defined several types of protein

modifications that are essential for cellular function (eg. phosphorylation, methylation,

acetylation, myristoylation).

More recently, there has been evidence of regulation at the  post-transcriptional

level. When promoters were discovered, mRNA was considered simply a necessary

intermediate from DNA to protein production. In fact, it is a molecule which can affect

the level of translated protein and can influence the degradation of its own transcripts in a

cell. Elements within the mRNA achieve this control by affecting ribosome loading,

scanning and/or translation, or by inducing mRNA degradation mechanisms such as the

nonsense mediated decay (NMD) pathway or the micro RNA (miRNA) degradation

pathway (see next section). One of the most promising research directions in this field is

the study of regulatory elements in the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNA,

some of which are known to be essential for normal growth and development (Geballe

and Sachs 2000; Pickering and Willis 2005; Zhang et al. 2006). Furthermore, UTRs in

Drosophila have undergone as much positive selection as protein coding regions,

suggesting that UTR sequences are key to developing adaptive traits (Andolfatto 2005).

If UTRs are equally important for adaptation of plant species, there are certainly elements
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in these regions that are important to the survival of certain species and possibly to

speciation itself. The study of 5’ and 3’ UTRs is still in its infancy but promises to be a

very interesting avenue of future research. In the following dissertation, the study of a

largely uncharacterized element within some 5’UTRs, the upstream open reading frame

(uORF), is presented.

ELEMENTS WITHIN 5’ AND 3’ UTRS INFLUENCE MRNA DEGRADATION

AND TRANSLATION

Within one mRNA transcript, several types of elements can simultaneously affect the

level of protein being produced (Gaba et al. 2005; Wang and Wessler 2001; Yaman et al.

2003) therefore it is essential to understand the various elements affecting mRNA

translation and degradation when studying one particular element. To put these elements

into context, a brief, simplified overview of mRNA transcription and translation is given

(Figure 1-1).

Promoters determine the position of transcription initiation and generally guide

RNA polymerase II to transcribe the introns and exons of a gene to produce the

preliminary-mRNA (pre-mRNA). This pre-mRNA is typically capped at the 5’ terminus

with 7-methyl-guanosine, polyadenylated at the 3’ terminus, and spliced to remove

intronic sequences, producing mature mRNA. In most mRNAs there is one stretch of

sequence that codes for the protein, starting with an AUG codon, continuing with in

frame codon triplets, and terminating with one of three stop codons (UAG, UAA, or

UGA). This protein coding sequence, otherwise known as a major open reading frame
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of eukaryotic post-transcriptional processing and translation
(mORF), is flanked by the 5’ and 3’ UTRs. Once the mRNA is exported from the nucleus
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to the cytoplasm, a simplified model of translation posits that a ribosome binds the 5’ cap

of the mRNA, scans along the mRNA until it reaches a start codon, initiates translation,

continutes translation until it reaches a stop codon, and then terminates translation.

Complexity and exceptions to the model arise when considering start codon

initiation context, 5’UTR initiation codons, secondary structure, miRNA target

sequences, premature termination codons (PTCs), and uORFs. Exhaustive reviews have

been written addressing these and other factors, such as RNA modifications, alternative

splice sites, codon usage, length of poly(A) tract, initiation factor activity, and absence of

stop codons in coding sequences (Fasken and Corbett 2005; Helm 2006; Kozak 2002;

Mathews 2000; Peltz 1993), but a brief overview of the former list of elements will be the

focus of this introduction as it is directly pertinent to the work presented in the

dissertation on uORFs.

Initiation context

In mammals, the optimal recognition context for a start codon is

GCC(A/G)CCaugG (Kozak 1986b). Designating the A, U, and G nucleotides as the +1,

+2, and +3 sites, mutations to the G+4 and the A-3 residues strongly impair translational

initiation and have been shown to be the most important sites for a strong initiation

context (Kozak 1999). The consensus sequence in dicotyledenous plants,

A(A/C)AaugGC, is similar but the –3 position shows a preference for A rather than A/G

when compared to the mammalian optimal context (Joshi et al. 1997; Lukaszewicz et al.

2000). Additionally, AUG is not the only codon shown to initiate translation; CUG,
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ACG, and GUG can all be recognized by the ribosomal complex, although the context is

much weaker (Kozak 1999). Because these start codons are sometimes present in the 5’

UTR, this results in an upstream ORF (uORF) from which translational initiation can

occur and protein can be produced independently of the translation and protein produced

from the mORF (Oyama et al. 2004). However, the strength of start codon context, from

optimal to suboptimal to weak, influences the scanning ribosome and allows leaky

scanning (bypassing of a start codon) to occur some proportion of the time (no uORF

translation) and initiation at the first start codon to occur the rest of the time. If one or

many start codons occur upstream of the mORF translation start site, this can effectively

decrease the amount of protein being produced from the mORF. Translation is further

complicated by ribosome reinitiation that can occur after a ribosome terminates

translation of a uORF and instead of dissociating from the mRNA, continues to scan the

transcript until the next start codon is reached.

Secondary structure

Additionally, recognition of start codons, and therefore uORFs, can be affected by

secondary structures which form easily due to the single-stranded nature of RNA. For

example, ribosomal shunting occurs when a ribosome encounters a secondary structure

and bypasses this sequence by skipping over the structured region to a proximal

unstructured region of the mRNA in order to continue scanning or translation (Figure 1-

2; Ryabova and Hohn 2000). In this case, a start codon present in the structured segment

of the mRNA would not affect the translation of the mORF.
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Figure 1-2. Diagram depicting ribosomal shunting

Modified from Hohn et al, 2001.
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Secondary structure can also affect the position of ribosomal loading. Normally,

the 40S ribosomal unit binds the 5’ cap before initiating scanning, but internal ribosome

entry sites (IRESs) are secondary structure elements that can, as their name implies,

initiate scanning at a position internal to the 5’UTR (Figure 1-3). There seems to be an

association between IRES activity and stress conditions in animal cells, but it remains to

be seen whether IRESs are directly mediating regulation during the induced stress

(Martinez-Salas et al. 2004). Similarly to ribosome shunting, IRESs can affect whether

uORFs are recognized by a scanning ribosome because start codons positioned upstream

of the IRES do not come into contact with the ribosome when the ribosome loads at the

IRES site. In mammalian cells, the arginine/lysine transporter, cat-1, contains a uORF

and an IRES in its 5’UTR (Yaman et al. 2003). A regulation model has been presented in

which the uORF is exclusively translated under amino acid starvation conditions which

alters the secondary structure of the 5’UTR to uncover a functional IRES. Ribosomes can

then load at the IRES site and promote translation initiation of the cat-1 mORF (Figure 1-

4).

A third type of RNA structure, stemloops, can also mediate effects on translation.

When a stemloop is located near the 5’ cap and is relatively stable (∆G = -16 kcal/mol),

these small structures can block loading of the 40S ribosome (Wang and Wessler 2001).

If they are placed further downstream in the 5’UTR they can disrupt ribosome scanning

but must have a more stable structure (∆G < -50 kcal/mol; Kozak 1986a). Stemloops with

less stable structures (∆G = -7 kcal/mol) can also affect translation but must interact with

RNA-binding proteins to disrupt ribosome loading
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Figure 1-3. Internal Ribosome Entry Site from hepatitis C virus

Regions required for binding of eIF3 and the 40S subunit are in yellow, ochre and red.

RNA sequence interacting with the 40S subunit is colored in blue. Modified from Hellen

and Sarnow, 2001.
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Figure 1-4. Regulation model of translational control in the cat-1 mammalian mRNA

Recognition of the IRES requires translation of the uORF (red line), causing a

conformational change in the 5’UTR to expose the IRES and allow cap-independent

ribosome binding and cat-1 translation.

Modified from Yaman et al, 2003.
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 (Hentze and Kuhn 1996). For example, the iron response element (IRE), a small

stemloop of approximately 30 nucleotides, regulates the expression of proteins involved

in iron storage and metabolism such as ferritin (Hentze et al. 1987) and erythroid 5-

aminolaevulinic acid synthase (Dandekar et al. 1991). Under low iron conditions, two

iron regulatory proteins, IRP1 and IRP2, bind the IRE and prevent stable association of

the ribosome with the mRNA. Under high iron conditions, IRP1 and IRP2 are inactivated

and degraded, respectively, and because the IRE stemloop is only moderately stable, the

ribosome can proceed to the mORF initiation codon (Figure 1-5; Hentze and Kuhn 1996).

These IRE stemloop structures can also be found in the 3’UTR of mRNAs

encoding the transferrin receptor protein (Casey et al. 1988). While 5’UTR IREs regulate

translation, 3’UTR IREs affect mRNA degradation in an IRP-dependent manner. These

differentially located elements also have inverse effects on protein production: under high

iron conditions IRPs bind five 3’UTR IRE elements, stabilizing the mRNA resulting in

high receptor protein production, while under low levels of iron the IRPs no longer bind

to the IREs, leading to increased mRNA degradation (Hentze and Kuhn 1996). The

importance of these elements for iron metabolism is highlighted by diseases present in

the human population. Mutations in the IRE result in weak binding of the IRPs which

leads to hereditary hyperferritinemia-cataract syndrome (HHCS), a disease associated

with early onset cataracts (Pickering and Willis 2005).

Although this specific iron homeostasis pathway does not occur in plants, the

regulatory system is functional in vitro in wheat germ extracts (Shull and Theil 1983),

and therefore similar
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Figure 1-5. Iron Responsive elements found in the A) 5’UTR and B) 3’UTR of mRNA

Modified from Hentze and Kühn, 1996.

A

B
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regulatory mechanisms may act in the plant kingdom. Stemloop structures and uORFs

can additively repress production of a specific protein in maize (Wang and Wessler 2001)

and this mode of control may be found in other mRNAs containing uORFs.

miRNA target sequences

miRNA genes are non-coding RNA molecules which encode a hairpin structure

that is recognized, cleaved, processed to a single strand, and annealed to the

complementary miRNA target sequence, usually found in the 3’UTR of an mRNA

(Figure 1-6). This leads to translational inhibition, and often mRNA degradation, of the

target gene. miRNA target sequences were first described in the 3’UTR of the

Caenorhabditis elegans gene lin-14 (Wightman et al. 1991). The 3’UTR-localized lin-14

miRNA target sequence is required for the transition from larval to adult cell fates,

therefore individuals with mutations in this element develop abnormally and cannot

reproduce. The regulation of lin-14 not only requires the miRNA target, but also the

miRNA gene, lin-4 (Lee et al. 1993).

Regulation via miRNAs and their target sequences is as important during plant

development as it is during worm development. miRNAs have been shown to control the

expression of APETELA2, CUP SHAPED COTYLEDON1 and 2, AUXIN RESPONSE

FACTOR8, 10, 16, and 17, TARGET OF EAT 1, PHABULOSA, PHAVOLUTA,and

REVOLUTA, genes that are required for floral development, organ boundary formation,

auxin signalling, floral timing, and organ polarity (Chen 2005). miRNAs seem to be an

ancient and important post-transcriptional regulatory factor; many miRNA targets have
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Figure 1-6. miRNA pathway

Modified from Zhang et al, 2006.
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been conserved evolutionarily over long periods of time in the land plant lineage (Axtell

and Bartel 2005) and it is estimated that 50% of miRNAs target transcription factor

mRNAs (Zhang et al. 2006).

Premature Termination Codons

Other sequence elements such as premature termination codons (PTCs), stop

codons occurring upstream of the normal mORF translation termination site, can have

equally strong effects on mRNA degradation. The mRNA surveillance cellular machinery

induces the NMD degradation pathway when PTCs are detected in mRNA, leading to 3’-

->5’ and 5’-->3’ exonucleolytic decay of the transcript (Fasken and Corbett 2005). This

strategy could potentially be used by the cell to 1) ensure that aberrant or incorrectly

processed mRNA is degraded, or 2) as a biological mechanism to regulate gene

expression (Hilleren and Parker 1999). PTCs can arise in mRNAs in several ways: a

mutation in the DNA can give rise to a PTC, an incompletely spliced intron can introduce

an early stop codon in the mORF, or a translated uORF could be perceived as a

prematurely terminated mORF. In most cases characterized to date uORFs cause an

inhibition of mORF translation, therefore inducing the NMD pathway can further reduce

protein expression by inducing mRNA degradation as in the yeast gene CPA1 (Gaba et

al. 2005). uORF-containing mRNAs have also been shown to be protected from NMD by

a stabilizer element (STE) interacting with an RNA-binding protein, Pub1 (Ruiz-

Echevarria and Peltz 2000) and by a translational repressor protein, GLD-1, interacting

with the uORF (Lee and Schedl 2004). Therefore, it seems plausible that the NMD
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pathway can work in concert with uORF regulation to downregulate protein levels, or in

other instances NMD can be circumvented.

UORFS AND REGULATORY MECHANISMS

In addition to the mechanism of regulation set out by Yaman et al (2003) involving

uORFs and IRESs (see previous section), uORF regulation of mORF protein levels can

be attributed to four factors: ribosome leaky scanning, reinitiation, dissociation, and

stalling (Morris and Geballe, 2000; Figure1-7). Once a ribosome is loaded onto a

transcript at the 5’ cap, it scans along the mRNA until it reaches a canonical or alternate

start codon. The presence of a uORF can result in translation initiation or leaky scanning,

which seems to be largely initiation context dependent, as previously mentioned. If

translation is initiated at the uORF start codon, ribosomes can undergo three fates: they

can dissociate from the mRNA once they reach the termination codon, they can reinitiate

scanning and continue until they reach the mORF start codon, or they can be stalled on

the mRNA by interacting with the nascent uORF protein product (Morris and Geballe

2000).

The leaky scanning mechanism is important for strong downregulation of

mammalian thrombopoietin (TPO), a gene which contains seven uORFs. The seventh

uORF, the uORF largely responsible for maintaining low levels of TPO, overlaps with

the TPO mORF. When uORF7 is disrupted this causes an overproduction of TPO,
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Figure 1-7. A. Upstream Open Reading Frame within the context of an mRNA. B.

Factors affecting uORF translational control

1) Leaky scanning, 2) Reinitiation, 3) Dissociation, and 4) Ribosome stalling. Modified

from Morris and Geballe, 2000.
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manifesting itself as hereditary thrombocythemia in humans (Ghilardi et al. 1999; Kozak

2002). Since TPO can still be translated at low levels despite seven uORFs in the 5’UTR,

it is not surprising that in yeast approximately 10% of ribosomes can bypass upstream

AUGs (uAUGs) in the most favorable initiation contexts (Wang and Rothnagel 2004).

Up-regulation of mORF expression under stress conditions by a reinitiation-

dependent mechanism has been well-characterized in the yeast GCN4 gene. GCN4 is a

transcriptional activator controlling transcription of at least 40 genes encoding amino acid

biosynthetic enzymes (Gaba et al. 2001; Hinnebusch 1997). In the GCN4 5’UTR, the first

and fourth uORFs are required for regulation of mORF translation via scanning

reinitiation. Under nonstarvation conditions, ribosomes translate uORF1, reinitiate

scanning, and translate uORF4 which precludes GCN4 translation. Under starvation

conditions the active pool of eIF2 is depleted, increasing the time needed for ribosome

reacquisition of Met-tRNAi. Therefore, when amino acids are scarce, uORF1 is

translated, scanning is reinitated, the uORF4 AUG is bypassed because ribosomes have

not yet had time to reassociate with Met-tRNAi, thus allowing GCN4 to be translated.

Indeed, when a 146nt fragment is inserted between uORF1 and uORF4, GCN4

suppression is restored. The ability of a ribosome to reinitiate scanning and begin

translation is not only dependent on the distance between the uORF stop codon and the

next start codon (Hinnebusch 1997; Kozak 1987b), but also on the length of the uORF

peptide. One study in viruses found that ribosomes could not reinitiation translation after

translating uORFs of 40 codons and predicted that translation occurring over more than

28 codons would severely inhibit reinitiation (Luukkonen et al. 1995).
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All of the above mechanisms of translational control are dependent on the

presence of the uORF start codon, and in some cases on the length of the uORF, the

distance from the uORF termination codon to the next initiation codon, and the location

of the uORF within the 5’UTR (whether it overlaps with the mORF or is translated

wholly within the 5’UTR). With the exception of the initiation codon, therefore, the

aforementioned factors affect mORF protein expression levels independently of the

amino acid sequence encoded by the uORF. Ribosome stalling, a mechanism in which an

actively translated peptide interacts with the ribosome causing it to stall on the mRNA,

acts in a sequence-dependent manner. The mammalian Adenosylmethionine

Decarboxylase (AdoMetDC) gene contains a hexapeptide uORF, MAGDIS, needed to

regulate mORF translation (Hill and Morris 1993). AdoMetDC is a key enzyme required

for the production of polyamines spermine and spermidine from putrescine. Mutation of

any one of the three final uORF amino acid residues disrupts the polyamine-dependent

regulation of AdoMetDC translation to varying degrees (Mize et al. 1998).

The AdoMetDC uORF nascent protein is thought to inhibit ribosome termination

(Raney et al. 2002) while other sequence-dependent uORFs, such as CPA1 and arg-2 in

fungi, are thought to inhibit both termination and elongation (Fang et al. 2004; Fang et al.

2000). CPA1 and arg-2 are orthologous genes in Neurospora crassa and Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, respectively, which code for a subunit of arginine-specific carbamoyl

phosphate synthetase. The evolutionarily conserved uORF is referred to as the arginine

attenuator peptide (AAP) because it downregulates mORF translation in response to

levels of arginine. The AAP is larger than the AdoMetDC uORF, ranging from 24 to 26
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amino acids in different fungal species. Mutation of the AAP aspartate at position 12 to

asparagine (arg-2 used as positional reference) abolishes the uORF arginine-dependent

regulation (Freitag et al. 1996; Gaba et al. 2005) and allows ribosomes to translate the

mORF efficiently (Morris and Geballe 2000). There are a handful of other sequence-

dependent uORFs that have been characterized in animals and fungi (Jin et al. 2003; Lee

et al. 2002; Lincoln et al. 1998; Parola and Kobilka 1994), but none as fully as the two

examples given.

PREVALENCE OF UORFS

Historically, the possibility of translation initiation in the misnomered 5’ untranslated

region was entertained because AUGs occur in some 5’UTRs. The presence of AUGs in

Arabidopsis 5’UTRs is not unexpected since the GC content is approximately 40%

(Rogozin et al. 2001) Therefore if adenines, cytosines, guanines, and uracils occur at

random these regions are likely to contain AUG codons at significant frequencies. In fact,

AUGs occur less frequently than expected (Kochetov et al. 2002; Rogozin et al. 2001),

presumably because they affect ribosome scanning and can have important effects on

mORF translation. Perhaps not surprisingly, transcripts with uAUGs tend to have longer

5’UTRs, and tend to have fewer ribosomes loaded per transcript (Kawaguchi and Bailey-

Serres 2005; Yamashita et al. 2003).

By examining the prevalence of AUGs in 5’UTRs, it is possible to estimate the

frequency of mRNAs with uORF regulation. This is not a perfect estimate because, as

previously mentioned, it is difficult to determine whether a given AUG or alternate start
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codon will initiate translation due to variable initiation context. Early estimates based on

fewer than 700 transcripts calculated AUGs occurring in 3% of yeast, and 10% of

mammalian transcripts (Kozak 1987a; Vilela et al. 1998). More recent full genome

surveys have increased this estimate to between 20 and 30% of plant, animal, and fungal

transcripts (Churbanov et al. 2005; Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres 2005). Based on these

analyses, there are potentially thousands of transcripts that are affected by uORFs in any

given organism and therefore could have a large impact on biological processes.

UORFS IN PLANTS

Up to one third of transcripts may be regulated by uORFs, but relatively few of these

have been studied in plants (Table 1-1). These genes code for various types of proteins:

transcription factors Lc, Myb7, Opaque2 (O2), ETTIN (ETT), MONOPTEROS (MP),

and AtbZIP11, decarboxylases Ornithine Decarboxylase (ODC), Arginine Decarboxylase

(ADC) and S-Adenosylmethionine Decarboxylase (SAMDC1), serine/threonine kinase

Esi47, H+ ATPases Pma1 and Pma3, and transporter protein AtMHX. It is noteworthy

that many of these genes play regulatory roles. For example, ETT and MP are auxin

response factors required for normal growth and development of Arabidopsis gynoecia

(Nishimura et al. 2005); Lc is a beta helix-loop-helix (bHLH)-like transcription factor

required for anthocyanin pigment patterning in maize (Damiani and Wessler 1993);

ODC, ADC, and SAMDC1 are decarboxylases required for polyamine biosynthesis,
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Table 1-1.  Plant genes containing functionally characterized uORFs

Gene name Gene function

Total
uORFs

in
5’UTR

(n)

uORF
length
(a.a.)

Species References

ETTIN Auxin Response
Factor 3 (ARF3)

2 92
  5

Arabidopsis
thaliana

(Nishimura et al.
2005)

MONOPTEROS ARF5 6 10
12
24
  6
16
  3

Arabidopsis
thaliana

(Nishimura et al.
2005)

Lc bHLH-like
transcription
factor

1      37 Zea mays (Damiani and
Wessler 1993)

Myb7 MYB
transcription
factor

1 40 Oryza sativa (Locatelli et al.
2002)

Opaque2 (O2) Transcription
factor

3  3
21
20

Zea mays (Lohmer et al.
1993)

ATB2/ATbZIP11 bZIP
transcription
factor

4      18
 42*

 5
     19

Arabidopsis
thaliana

(Wiese et al. 2004)

Pma1 H+-ATPase 1   9 Nicotiana
plumbaginifolia

(Michelet et al.
1994)

Pma3 H+-ATPase 1  5 Nicotiana
plumbaginifolia

(Lukaszewicz et
al. 1998)

AtMHX Tonoplast
transporter

1 13 Arabidopsis
thaliana

(David-Assael et
al. 2005)

Esi47 Serine/Threonine
protein kinase

1      17 Lophopyrum
elongatum
(wheatgrass)

(Shen et al. 2001)

Arginine
Decarboxylase (ADC)

Decarboxylase 1  7 Dianthus
caryophyllus
(carnation)

(Chang et al.
2000)

Ornithine
Decarboxylase (ODC)

Decarboxylase 1  5 Lycopersicon
esculentum

(Kwak and Lee
2001)

S-Adenosylmethionine
decarboxylase
(SAMDC1/
AdoMetDC1)

Decarboxylase 2  3
 51*

Arabidopsis
thaliana

(Hanfrey et al.
2002)

* uORFs with conserved peptide sequence
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molecules essential for normal cell proliferation (Chang et al. 2000; Hanfrey et al. 2002;

Kwak and Lee 2001); and O2 is a bZIP transcription factor that regulates storage protein

production in maize endosperm (Lohmer et al. 1993).

All characterized genes in Table 1-1 contain sequence-independent uORFs with

two exceptions: group S basic region leucine zipper transcription factor AtbZIP11 and

decarboxylase AdoMetDC1/SAMDC1. The AtbZIP11 5’UTR contains 4 uORFs. The

second uORF, encoding a 42 a.a. peptide, regulates translation of bZIP11 in a sucrose

concentration-dependent manner and this regulation is dependent upon the uORF amino

acid sequence (Wiese et al. 2004). There is still no mechanism for the uORF protein’s

role in translational regulation, either for sensing a signal or for inhibiting the

translational machinery.

The second sequence-dependent uORF in plants is found in the

AdoMetDC1/SAMDC1 gene which harbors two uORFs in its 5’UTR (Hanfrey et al.

2002). Interestingly, this is a homolog of the mammalian AdoMetDC which also has a

sequence-dependent uORF. There are several differences between these two transcripts,

however. The mammalian AdoMetDC transcript contains a single hexapeptide while the

Arabidopsis AdoMetDC transcript contains two uORFs, one encoding a 3 a.a. peptide and

the other encoding a 51 a.a. peptide. Only the second plant uORF regulates translation in

a sequence-dependent manner in response to polyamine concentrations (Hanfrey et al.

2005). This second uORF amino acid sequence has been conserved throughout the land

plant lineage and some elements, such as intron position and distance relative to the first

uORF, seem to have been conserved in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
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(Hanfrey et al. 2005). The AtbZIP11 sequence-dependent uORF can also be found in

other land plant species by searching for uORF and mORF homology at the amino acid

level (Wiese et al. 2004).

DISSERTATION FOCUS

Typically, ORFs smaller than 100 amino acids have been ignored by de novo annotation

software because most proteins in the genome seem to be larger than this threshold. It is

difficult to accurately predict small functional ORFs in a genome since small ORFs are a

common occurrence due to random chance. All uORFs characterized to date are < 100

a.a. therefore they have not been systematically predicted computationally by large

sequencing efforts (Robin Buell, personal communication). There have been attempts to

identify uORFs in 5’UTRs by another group (Pesole et al. 2002), but these predictions

have since been retracted from their database (Graziano Pesole, personal communication)

presumably for lack of evidence.

There was, therefore, a need for well-supported annotations of uORFs in all

eukaryotic genomes but uncertainty over splice site and transcription start site predictions

pose a challenge for annotating uORFs directly from the genome. Full-length cDNA

sequence collections circumvent these problems because they define the 5’ end of a

transcript as well as the exact location of splice sites. Unfortunately, full-length cDNA

sequences are typcially obtained by single pass sequencing and therefore often contain

sequencing errors. Chapter 2 of this dissertation describes a program, cDNA Quality

Control, which improves the quality of cDNA sequence collections by comparing cDNA
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sequences to available genomic sequence. This chapter also compares the relative quality

of different cDNA collections so that analyses already performed with these collections

can be appropriately evaluated. This work has been published in Bioinformatics, and a

web-based version of the program is now available for use by the scientific community

(Hayden et al. 2005).

These improved cDNA collections for Arabidopsis and rice have subsequently

been used to predict uORFs in 5’UTRs in Chapter 3. Several published studies have

already predicted uORFs by searching for AUGs in 5’UTRs (Churbanov et al. 2005;

Crowe et al. 2006; Galagan et al. 2005; Iacono et al. 2005; Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres

2005; Kochetov et al. 2002; Yamashita et al. 2003; Zhang and Dietrich 2005). Chapter 3

shows a more targeted approach to identifying putatively functional uORFs by focusing

on plant uORFs that have conserved amino acid sequences between rice and Arabidopsis,

and between Arabidopsis homeologs. These conserved peptide uORFs have maintained

sequence similarity over long evolutionary periods of time and show evidence of negative

selection therefore they likely represent a subset of sequence-dependent uORFs. This

approach has not only identified the two previously characterized plant conserved peptide

uORF homology groups (AdoMetDC and AtbZIP11 groups), but an additional 24

homology groups. The analysis also includes a reconstruction of the evolutionary history

of one uORF homology group, providing the first evidence for a uORF emergence

model. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes the findings of the dissertation and places them

within the context of uORF research today.
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CHAPTER 2:

DEVELOPMENT OF CQC FOR THE EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF

CDNA SEQUENCE COLLECTIONS

INTRODUCTION

The sequencing of genomes has considerably advanced our understanding of DNA

structure and function on a genome-wide scale as well as on a gene-by-gene basis. In

principle, RNA and protein sequences can be extrapolated from DNA sequence, but in

eukaryotic organisms splicing confounds computational predictions of RNA composition.

In an attempt to describe the transcriptome more accurately, many groups have

undertaken the production of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and full-length cDNA

libraries to reconstruct messenger RNAs (mRNAs; Castelli et al. 2004; Clegg et al. 2004;

Nugent et al. 2004; Ota et al. 2004; Seki et al. 2002; Stommel 2001). These transcript

sequences can then be used to improve protein sequence prediction, define intron/exon

junctions, and infer secondary structure.

Because ESTs and full-length cDNAs are generated by single-pass sequencing,

sequence errors are frequent. Substitutions, deletions, and insertions can alter reading

frames or introduce premature termination codons, but these errors are often not reported

in individual Genbank files. In addition to sequencing errors, bacterial insertion

sequences (ISs) can introduce themselves into a sequence during propagation of cloned

sequences in bacteria (Hill et al. 2000; Kovarik et al. 2001), rRNAs can make their way
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into mRNA libraries (Gonzalez and Sylvester 1997), and chimeras can be produced by

cDNAs deriving from two or more distinct genomic locations (Burke et al. 1998).

cDNA libraries have been used to improve gene annotations (Haas et al. 2003;

Haas et al. 2002; Wolfsberg and Landsman 1997; Zhu et al. 2003), but the variable

quality of the original sequence datasets has not been investigated in these studies.  When

researchers have looked at cDNA sequence quality using genomic sequence as a

reference, detailed interpretation of results has been obscured by the extensive

polymorphisms that are found in the human genome (Furey et al. 2004). In addition to a

lack of information about sequence quality, there is a lag from the time cDNA sequences

are publicly available until they are aligned to genomic sequence, cleaned of

contaminants, and incorporated into the annotation of a given organism. As a result,

bioinformaticians find themselves with the dilemma of either waiting for genome

annotations to reflect new mRNA transcript data, or using raw existing cDNA sequence

data with no knowledge of the quality of the sequences. This waiting period may be

significant if funding is lacking for a particular annotation project.

In this report, we evaluate the quality of full-length cDNAs from two Arabidopsis

datasets (Castelli et al. 2004; Seki et al. 2002). A third collection, derived from rice

(Kikuchi et al. 2003), is also assessed. This evaluation is performed using a Perl program

called cDNA Quality Control, or cQC (Appendix A). In addition to evaluating the quality

of the cDNA sequences, we provide a file of corrected cDNA sequences and the cQC

application as both a standalone application and a web-based tool, found at

http://genomics.arizona.edu/software/cQC/.
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METHODS

Sequence acquisition

Two Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia) full-length cDNA collections  were

downloaded from the internet; 13,181 RIKEN sequences from

http://pfgweb.gsc.riken.go.jp/projects/raflcdna.html (full-reading sequences updated

2003.3.12) and 12,503 Genoscope cDNA sequences from Genbank,

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Nucleotide (Nucleotide search option:

Genoscope AND Arabidopsis[Organism] AND full-length[Titl]).  Castelli et al. (2004)

describe 21,572 Genoscope sequences but only 21,503 could be found in either the

Genbank or EMBL databases. 28,469 Oryza sativa spp. japonica cv Nipponbare  cDNA

sequences were obtained from Genbank by retrieving accession numbers AK058203

through AK074028 and AK098843 through AK111488.

Identifying Insertion Sequences, rRNA sequences, and removing polyA tails

cQC, a Perl-based program, initially removes poly A tails from mRNAs and reports ISs

and rDNA contaminants. ISs were identified by performing BLASTn (Altschul et al.

1990) against an IS BLAST database (E-value cutoff=1e-10), comprised of E.coli-

derived ISs (Mahillon and Chandler 1998; Table 2-1). IS10R and IS10L, common

cloning contaminants originally described in Salmonella typhimurium, were also included

in the BLAST database (Kovarik et al. 2001). A second BLAST database was created
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Table 2-1:  Sequences included in IS BLAST database

IS element Accession number
IS1A X52534.1
IS2 V00279.1 (M18426)
IS3 X02311.1
IS4 J01733.1
IS5 J01735.1
IS30 X00792.1
IS50L U15572.1
IS91 X17114.5
IS102 J01728.1
IS103/150 X07037.1
IS186A M11300.1
IS421 Y07501.1
IS903 V00359.1
IS1203 U06468.1
IS1294 X82430.1
IS1397 X92970.1
IS3411 M19532.1
IS4521R M17618.1
IS4521L M17617.1
ISEc5 L02372.1
IS10 J01829.1
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from Arabidopsis and rice rDNA and aligned to full-length cDNAs using an E-value

cutoff of 1e-50 (Table 2-2 and 2-3). ISs were removed manually from cDNA sequences

along with their direct repeat, and cDNAs containing rDNA sequence were removed

from the dataset by cQC.

Sequence correction

cQC subsequently identifies and corrects any discrepancies between genomic and cDNA

sequences (Figure 2-1). Sequences were aligned to Arabidopsis genomic sequence

(NC_003070.5, NC_003071.3, NC_003074.4, NC_003075.3, NC_003076.4,

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Nucleotide) or rice genomic sequence

(ftp.tigr.org/pub/data/Eukaryotic_Projects/o-

sativa/annotation_dbs/pseudomolecules/version_3.0/all_chrs/) using MegaBLAST (E-

value cutoff 1e-50, requires approximately 100 nt of perfect similarity, Zhang et al.

2000).  A 95% sequence identity cutoff was used for analyzing the BLAST report. Query

sequences were divided into three categories based on clustering high scoring pairs

(HSPs):  those with chimeric sequences (different regions of the cDNA aligning to very

different parts of the genome), those with no genomic counterpart, and those with only

one genomic counterpart. Although the largest reported intron in Arabidopsis is 3 kb

(Hong et al. 2003) and in rice is 28 kb (Tadege 2003), cQC found evidence of 8kb

Arabidopsis introns, therefore we allowed for maximum intron sizes of 10 and 40 kb.

Arabidopsis HSPs within 10 kb of each other, and rice HSPs within 40 kb of each other,

were clustered together. If different clusters aligned to distinct regions of the cDNA, the
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Table 2-2:  Arabidopsis thaliana sequences included in rDNA BLAST database

genome Sedimentation coeff. (S) gi numbers/coordinates
nuclear 25 gi|16131_25Snucl:848-4222

 18 gi|30698031_18Snucl:3706-5513
 5.8 gi|1245682_5_8Snucl:268-431
 5 gi|30698031_5Snucl:5782-5945

chloroplast 23 gi|7525012_23Schlor:104691-107500
 16 gi|7525012_16Schlor:101012-102502
 5 gi|7525012_5Schlor:c130700-130580
 4.5 gi|7525012_4.5Schlor:107599-107701

mitochondria 26 gi|26556996_26Smito:c11415-8848
 18 gi|26556996_18Smito:c363284-361350
 5 gi|26556996_5Smito:c361179-361062

Table 2-3:  Oryza sativa sequences included in rDNA BLAST database

genome Sedimentation coeff. (S) gi numbers/coordinates
nuclear 25 gi|169818_25Snucl:1-3377

 17 gi|20359_17Snucl:1-1812
 5.8 gi|37730540_5.8Snucl:201-364
 5 gi|169811_5Snucl|gb|M18171.1

chloroplast 23 gi|11957_23Schlor:95213-98096
 16 gi|11957_16Schlor:91299-92789
 5 gi|11957_5Schlor:98514-98634
 4.5 gi|11957_4.5Schlor:98192-98286

mitochondria 26 gi|23495417_26Smito:38705-42211
 18 gi|27922978_18Smito:c284461-282767
 5 gi|27922978_5Smito:c282653-282532
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Figure 2-1. cQC program design

Identify IS and remove
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Cleaned Sequences

Append to
Cleaned
Sequences

BLAST to genomic
sequence and cluster hits

Discrepancies between cDNA 
and genomic counterpart?

Trim termini, correct
internal sequence if
needed, and append to
Cleaned Sequences
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cDNA was categorized as chimeric. If clusters overlapped by more than 100 nt on a given

cDNA, it was assumed that these clusters were due to gene duplications; the cluster with

the highest scoring HSP was used to extract genomic sequence from that genomic

location. Genomic sequence was extracted, including 5 kb flanking DNA, using fastacmd

(NCBI BLAST executable archives) and aligned using sim4 (A=3, K=20, version

2003.09.21, Florea et al. 1998). If the sim4 alignment did not cover the whole cDNA,

flanking DNA was extended by 10 kb and sim4 was run a second time. These single

locus alignments were further divided into three categories: 1) those lacking similarity at

the ends of the cDNA, 2) those lacking similarity internally, and 3) those with continuous

similarity throughout the whole cDNA. The program allowed up to 20 bp of mismatch at

either end of the cDNA to tolerate short fragments of contaminating vector or poor

sequence reads (which were subsequently truncated). Those with continuous similarity

were processed to count discrepancies when compared to genomic sequence

(substitutions, deletions, insertions, frameshifts, and premature termination codons), in

the 5’UTR, ORF, and 3’UTR.  The longest ORF starting with an ATG was designated the

ORF and flanking regions were denoted as the UTRs. Some transcripts contain alternate

start codons (GUG, ACG, CUG) but these sequences probably do not significantly

change the count frequencies since they make up a small proportion of total transcripts.

Discrepancy counts were written to a file (altered sequences), and corrected sequences

were included in a final set of cDNAs along with sequences containing perfect identity to

genomic sequence. The Cleaned Sequences file includes this final set of cDNAs, the

cDNAs with no genomic counterpart, and cDNAs misaligning to genomic at their
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termini. The latter cDNAs were trimmed of their misaligning sequence and corrected of

internal discrepancies, if necessary, before being appended to the Cleaned Sequences file.
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RESULTS

Libraries of cDNA sequences are well known to possess errors and to be contaminated

with foreign DNA sequences (Gonzalez and Sylvester 1997; Hill et al. 2000; Kovarik et

al. 2001). To assess the quality of cDNA sequences from large-scale sequencing projects,

we have developed cDNA Quality Control (cQC) which can assess and correct cDNA

sequence libraries from species for which complete, or nearly complete, genomic

sequences are available.

cQC accomplishes this by:

• Identifying cDNA sequences with similarity to bacterial IS elements for manual

removal of the IS sequence from the cDNA sequence,

• Identifying and removing cDNA sequences with similarity to rRNA,

• Identifying and removing chimeric cDNAs,

• Identifying cDNAs lacking sequence similarity to the genomic sequence,

• Identifying errors in remaining cDNA sequences by comparison with the

corresponding genomic sequence and correcting the cDNA sequence to match the

genomic sequence,

• Calculating the number of substitutions, insertions, and deletions in the 5’

untranslated region (5’UTR), major open reading frame (ORF), and 3’

untranslated region (3’UTR) of each cDNA, and

• Assessing whether these errors create a frame shift or introduce premature

termination codons in the ORF.
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Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) and Oryza sativa (rice) are good targets for

analysis by cQC because high quality genomic sequences and large libraries of full-

length cDNA sequences are available. In each species, both genomic and cDNA

sequences were derived from highly inbred lines (A. thaliana Columbia and O. sativa

spp. japonica cv. Nipponbare), minimizing the occurrence of allelic variants.

cDNA libraries contain incongruous sequences

IS and rDNA sequences (Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3) were used to create BLAST databases

and screen each of the three cDNA sequence libraries for these types of contaminants. IS

elements were found at relatively low frequencies (0 to 0.05%; Table 2-4). rDNA

sequences were infrequent in the Arabidopsis collections, but approximately 1% (214) of

the rice cDNA sequences contained rDNA sequence similarity (Table 2-4).

cDNA sequences with rDNA sequence similarity were removed from the

collections by cQC. IS elements were removed manually from individual cDNA

sequences along with one copy of the target site duplication (which is created upon

insertion of an IS and flanks the IS in direct orientation), and corrected cDNAs were

returned to the sequence libraries for analysis by cQC (Figure 2-1).

Prevalence of cDNAs misaligning or not aligning to genomic sequence

To identify the genomic locus most closely corresponding to each cDNA, cDNAs were

compared to the genomic sequence using MegaBLAST (Zhang et al. 2000). Because

most cDNAs are comprised only of exons, intronic sequences interrupt the alignment of
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Table 2-4.  Frequency of IS and rDNA contaminants

cDNA library IS contaminants
% initial set, (n)

rDNA contaminants
% initial set, (n)

Arabidopsis-R* 0.05 (6) 0.04 (5)
Arabidopsis-G* 0.00 (0) 0.02 (4)
Rice 0.01 (2)     0.75 (214)

*R denotes RIKEN sequences and G denotes Genoscope sequences
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cDNA sequence to genomic sequence, resulting in a cluster of aligned exon sequences on

the genomic sequence. Clusters of exons were identified by clustering high-scoring pairs

(HSPs) based on proximity to each other on the genomic sequence (here, the maximum

allowable intron length was set to 10 kb for Arabidopsis and 40 kb for rice). Clustering

allows cQC to distinguish three categories of cDNA sequences:  1) normal cDNAs,

which correspond to a single cluster, 2) chimeric cDNAs, which correspond to two or

more clusters, each aligning to different segments of the cDNA), and 3) cDNAs which

have no genomic counterpart. cQC removes chimeric cDNAs and cDNAs lacking a

genomic counterpart from cDNA sequence sets and deposits them in a separate file

(Figure 2-1).

In the rice library cQC found a higher proportion of cDNA sequences lacking a

genomic counterpart than in either of the Arabidopsis libraries (Table 2-5). This seems

likely to be due to the 78 gaps that remain in the rice genome sequence (Yuan et al.

2005). Chimeric cDNAs were found to occur relatively infrequently in the Arabidopsis

cDNA collections, but at a much higher frequency (approximately 1% of cDNAs) in the

rice collection. This result is similar to what was found for rDNA sequence-containing

cDNAs, many of which are also chimeric cDNAs. When a maximum intron length of 5

kb was used to cluster HSPs, some Arabidopsis cDNA sequences were erroneously

identified as being chimeric because their genomic counterparts contained introns longer

than 5 kb. Clones RAFL07-18-C11 and RAFL09-18-C08 from the RIKEN dataset both

cover an intron of 7.4 kb (apparently alternatively spliced transcripts) but the largest
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Table 2-5.  Frequency of cDNAs misaligning to genomic sequence

cDNA library
No genomic
counterpart

% initial set, (n)
Chimeric cDNAs
% initial set, (n)

Lacking similarity
internal to cDNA
% initial set, (n)

No similarity at
termini

% initial set, (n)
Arabidopsis-R   0.1 (6)     0.3 (36)   0.1 (8)     0.6 (79)
Arabidopsis-G      2.5 (540)   0.0 (0)       3.3 (711)       1.1 (232)
Rice         5.0 (1,412)       0.8 (229)       0.4 (117)       1.0 (275)
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intron, 8.1 kb, was covered by RAFL21-45-F24. Thus, the maximum intron size allowed

for Arabidopsis was set to 10kb.

Next, cQC uses sim4 (Florea et al. 1998), a program designed to align cDNA

sequences to highly similar genomic sequence and infer splice sites, to align each cDNA

sequence with genomic sequence spanning the cluster of exons. These sim4 alignments

allow the identification of three categories of cDNA sequences: 1) those lacking genomic

sequence similarity at one or both ends (due to fusion of cDNA to an unrelated sequence,

or poor sequence quality), 2) those lacking sequence similarity internally (sometimes due

to regions of poor sequence quality), and 3) those with continuous similarity throughout

their entire lengths. cQC removes the second category of cDNA sequences and appends a

corrected version of category 1 sequences to the final set of cDNAs (these sequences are

trimmed of their misaligning terminal sequence). cDNAs with aberrant termini or internal

irregularities were found at combined frequencies ranging from 0.7% to 4.4% (Table 2-

5). In total, cDNA sequences with IS elements, rDNA sequences, no continuous

similarity to genomic sequence, or no genomic counterpart comprised 1-8% of the cDNA

collections (Table 2-6).

Small-scale discrepancies: substitutions, deletions, and insertions

Finally, cQC takes the remaining set of intact cDNA sequences, identifies small-scale

discrepancies between each cDNA and the corresponding genomic sequence, and

changes the cDNA sequence to match its genomic counterpart (Figure 2-1).

Discrepancies between cDNA sequences and their genomic counterparts were found in
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Table 2-6. cDNA counts and frequencies throughout the cDNA Quality Control process

cDNA library
cDNAs in
initial set

(n)

cDNAs
misaligning to

genomic
% initial set, (n)

cDNAs in final
set

% inital set, (n)

cDNAs with
small-scale

discrepancies
% final set, (n)

Total error
frequency

% initial set, (n)
Arabidopsis-R 13,181      1.1 (140) 99.0 (13,047) 50.7 (6,620) 51.3 (6,760)
Arabidopsis-G 21,503   6.9 (1,487) 93.1 (20,016)   89.3 (17,881)   90.1 (19,368)
Rice 28,469   7.9 (2,249) 92.1 (26,222)   75.3 (19,748)   77.3 (21,997)
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51-89% of intact cDNAs, depending on the cDNA collection (Table 2-6). The frequency

of discrepant nucleotides varied among the three libraries from 1.31 to 10.54 per 1000

nucleotides (nt) (Table 2-7). The locations of discrepancies varied within cDNAs, and

collections differed with respect to the frequency of discrepancies in the major ORF as

compared to the 5’ and 3’ UTRs. The highest frequency of discrepancies occurred in the

5’ UTRs of the rice and Arabidopsis RIKEN collections, whereas in the Arabidopsis

Genoscope collection, 3’ UTRs had the highest frequency of discrepancies.

To determine the extent to which discrepancies in cDNA sequences would affect

their utility as primary sources of data in bioinformatic studies, differences were

categorized as insertions, deletions, or substitutions. Substitutions were the most common

error type in each library (Table 2-8). In the RIKEN Arabidopsis library, the frequency of

substitutions was similar in the ORF and the 3’UTR (0.22 and 0.39 substitutions/1000nt,

respectively) but much higher in the 5’UTR (1.58sub/nt).  Substitution frequencies in the

RIKEN sequences were consistently lower than substitution frequencies in the same

regions of the Genoscope and rice datasets. The Genoscope dataset had the highest

frequency of substitutions in each region (6.31, 6.01, and 11.97 substitutions/1000nt in

the 5’UTR, ORF, and 3’UTR regions, respectively).

In total, Genoscope’s sequences were found to have an approximately 10-fold

greater discrepancy rate than RIKEN’s sequences. To determine to what extent these

changes have a major effect on ORF prediction, we determined the number of cDNA

sequences that contained a frameshift mutation or a premature termination codon (prior to

correction by cQC). Genoscope’s sequences were found to have a high frequency of
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Table 2-7.  Small-scale discrepancy frequencies in 5’UTR, ORF, and 3’UTR

Table 2-8.  Insertion, deletion and substitution frequencies in 5’UTR, ORF and 3’UTR

  Discrepancies/ 1000nt  

 cDNA library 5'UTR ORF 3'UTR Overall
Arabidopsis-R 2.51 0.29   1.12   1.31
Arabidopsis-G 8.12 7.60 15.90 10.54
Rice 3.53 0.62   0.85   1.67

                     5’UTR                       ORF                    3’UTR
inserted
nt per
1000nt

deleted
nt per
1000nt

subsituted
nt per
1000nt

inserted
nt per
1000nt

deleted
nt per
1000nt

subsituted
nt per
1000nt

inserted
nt per
1000nt

deleted
nt per
1000nt

subsituted
nt per
1000nt

Arabidopsis-R    0.45    0.47       1.58     0.03    0.04       0.22    0.60   0.13       0.39
Arabidopsis-G    1.36    0.45       6.31     1.12    0.47       6.01    2.70   1.23     11.97
Rice    0.31    0.75       2.47     0.05    0.10       0.47    0.18   0.14       0.52
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changes that generate frameshifts or premature termination codons (41.6% and 41.9% of

cDNAs, respectively), whereas the other two sets of sequences possessed such changes at

more moderate frequencies, ranging from 4% to 8% of cDNAs (Table 2-9). Taken

together, sequences containing a frameshift mutation, a premature termination codon, or

both, account for 5.4 to 46.3% of the total mRNA sequences, depending on the library

(Table 2-7).

After identifying discrepancies, cQC corrects all sequences with small-scale

discrepancies and, together with cDNAs having perfect similarity to genomic sequence,

includes all of these sequences into the Final Set, from which small-scale discrepancy

frequencies are inferred and reported in the Altered Sequences file. This Final Set is then

written to the Cleaned Sequences file to which are appended cDNAs lacking a genomic

counterpart and cDNAs with no similarity at their termini (after they have been trimmed

of their misaligning sequence, compared to genomic sequence for small-scale

discrepancies, and corrected, if necessary).

Sets of cleaned cDNAs for the two Arabidopsis and single rice full-length cDNA

libraries are available at http://genomics.arizona.edu/software/cQC/.
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Table 2-9.  Small-scale discrepancies affecting predicted protein sequence

 
Frameshifted
 (%final set)

Premature stop
(%final set)

Total early stops
and/or frameshifts

(%final set)
Arabidopsis-R   4.9   3.9   5.4
Arabidopsis-G 41.6 41.9 46.3
Rice   7.8   6.6   8.7
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DISCUSSION

Evaluation of three independent datasets of full-length cDNA sequences with cQC

demonstrated a strikingly high frequency of discrepancies, ranging from 51% to 90% of

cDNA sequences, depending on the collection. Not surprisingly, most of these

discrepancies are small-scale deletions, insertions, and substitutions which, most likely,

are the result of single-pass sequencing, the approach used by all three sequencing

projects. Importantly for bioinformatic studies, these discrepancies alter predicted protein

sequences at a significant frequency, ranging from 5% in the best quality library analyzed

to 46% in the Genoscope Arabidopsis library. Only a small minority of these

discrepancies may result from sim4 misaligning cDNA and genomic sequence, especially

at splice site junctions. As Haas et al. (2002) have shown, sim4 predicts identical splice

sites to programs such as gap2, est_genome, and GeneSeqer in nearly 99% of full-length

cDNAs, excluding the possibility that incorrect alignments can explain the high

frequencies of discrepancies found in all three datasets. Clearly, such high error rates will

impair bioinformatic analyses of predicted mRNAs and predicted proteins, demonstrating

a need for correcting cDNA sequence datasets prior to informatic analysis.

cQC uses genomic sequence to evaluate and correct cDNA sequences, therefore

ideally, cDNA datasets should derive from the same genetic stock as the genomic DNA

sequence to avoid counting and “correcting” real polymorphisms in addition to

sequencing errors. In the case of highly heterozygous organisms such as Homo sapiens,

analysis by cQC would yield an inflated number of discrepancies in cDNA sequences due

to the high frequency of sequence polymorphisms. Nonetheless, such libraries could still
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be analyzed for premature termination codons because differences due to polymorphisms

would contribute relatively few such variants as compared to the number that are

introduced by sequencing errors.

cDNAs that misalign to the genomic sequence are a significant cause for concern

in bioinformatic analyses because they may lead to prediction of aberrant protein

sequences, part or all of which do not exist in the genome. There are multiple sources of

such cDNAs: bacterial IS sequences, rDNA copies, foreign cDNAs, chimeric cDNAs,

vector sequences, and poor quality cDNA sequences. Removal of such clones from a

cDNA sequence dataset is clearly desirable.

Bacterial IS elements are introduced into cDNA clones while they are being

propagated in E. coli. IS elements are even found in the most recent release of the

Arabidopsis genome sequence (version 5, as has been annotated at Genbank;

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). IS elements found in full-length cDNAs are not found at

corresponding positions in the genomic sequence, indicating that these ISs are not

normally resident in the Arabidopsis genome, but are merely contaminants of cDNA

libraries. Although ISs and rDNA sequences are not a large source of contamination, they

can be removed from future cDNA sequence datasets.

Chimeric cDNAs occurred at a similar frequency as cDNAs with rDNA

sequences in the rice dataset analyzed here. In many of these cDNAs the two segments

were joined at a polyA tract of 10 nt or more (e.g., RIKEN clones RAFL07-18-N03,

RAFL08-08-C24, and RAFL17-28-D01), which may indicate that reverse transcriptase is
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more prone to join two transcripts in these regions or that two different transcripts are

occasionally ligated into a single cloning vector along with their polyA tails.

The rice dataset had the highest frequency of cDNA sequences lacking a genomic

counterpart (5%). A partial explanation for this is that the rice genome sequence still

includes 78 gaps of unknown size (Yuan et al. 2005). In addition, sequences with no

genomic counterpart could be derived from centromeric regions (most of which have not

been sequenced), organellar genomes, or foreign sequences that were introduced during

the cDNA synthesis and cloning procedure. 2.5% of Genoscope’s Arabidopsis cDNAs

could not be localized in the Arabidopsis genomic sequence, whereas only 0.1% of the

RIKEN Arabidopsis cDNAs could not be localized. Considering the high number of

small-scale discrepancies in Genoscope’s dataset (Table 2-7), this difference seems likely

to be due to poor cDNA sequence quality, which would result in many of the Genoscope

cDNAs falling below the 95% identity cutoff used here to identify genomic counterparts.

Low sequence quality also results in a greater number of cDNA sequences with

internal segments lacking similarity to genomic sequence. In part, this is simply because

sim4 cannot align short segments of poor quality sequence to genomic sequence and

identifies them as lacking similarity to genomic sequence. It may also be the case that

segments of IS or rDNA sequences that are too short to produce a significant E-value in

the initial BLAST search are present in cDNAs.

Approximately 1% of sequences from all three collections lack similarity to

genomic sequence at one or both ends. Inspection of the RIKEN Arabidopsis cDNA

sequences suggests that this group is mostly comprised of cDNAs contaminated with
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vector sequences. Although evaluating these sequences with NCBI’s VecScreen

identifies no vector contaminants, 75% of these misaligning terminal regions align to one

another (all align to one of two sequences), indicating that untrimmed vector sequence is

the most likely explanation (data not shown). An additional 10% of sequences contain

long tracts of non-aligning A’s, T’s, or C’s at one of their termini which suggests that the

quality of the sequence chromatogram may have been poor in these regions.

Of those cDNAs that align well to genomic sequence, 51-89% contain one or

more small-scale discrepancies. Both the RIKEN and the rice datasets contain less than 2

discrepancies per 1000 nt, whereas the Genoscope sequences have an average of 10.54

discrepancies per 1000 nt (Table 2-7). This may reflect the use of different reverse

transcriptase enzymes to generate first strand cDNA (RIKEN and rice datasets were

generated using trehalose-thermoactivated reverse transcriptase and Genoscope

sequences were generated using Invitrogen’s Superscript II RT), or these discrepancies

may have been introduced during sequencing. Another formal possibility is that some of

these small-scale discrepancies arise as a result of RNA editing. However, in plants most

editing occurs in transcripts derived from the mitochondrial genome, 10-fold fewer sites

are edited in chloroplast transcripts, and no reported editing occurs in nuclear transcripts

(Gott 2003; Knoop 2004). Thus, RNA editing cannot account for the high frequencies of

small-scale discrepancies found in the cDNA datasets.

Clearly, the quality of full-length cDNA sequence collections is quite variable. If

this important resource is to be used effectively as a primary source of data by the

bioinformatic community, information about the quality of the sequence as well as
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corrected sequences must be accessible. cQC can provide this for any species for which

there is a high quality genome sequence, including highly redundant (e.g., 10x) draft

genome sequences.
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CHAPTER 3:

IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CONSERVED PEPTIDE

UPSTREAM OPEN READING FRAMES IN ARABIDOPSIS AND RICE

INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of mechanisms act within 5’ untranslated regions (5’UTRs) of mRNAs to

modulate the amount of protein produced from a given transcript, including ribosome

shunting, Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) recognition, ribosome reinitiation,

ribosome stalling, and 5’cap-3’tail interactions (Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres 2002;

Mignone et al. 2002). Upstream open reading frames (uORFs), which are small open

reading frames found in the 5’UTR of a mature mRNA, can mediate translational

regulation of the largest, or major, ORF (mORF) via, or in conjunction with, many of

these mechanisms. Regulation by uORFs has been studied in several individual

transcripts (Geballe and Sachs 2000), but the biological consequences of uORFs on a

genome-wide scale is still unclear.

Upstream start codons occur in 20-30% of yeast, mammalian, and plant transcript

5’UTRs (Churbanov et al. 2005; Galagan et al. 2005; Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres

2005) therefore potentially thousands of genes are regulated by uORFs. The majority of

characterized uORFs appear to act in an amino acid sequence-independent manner,

regulating mORF translation by the uORF start codon nucleotide context, by the uORF
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length, or by the distance between the uORF stop codon and the mORF start codon,

rather than by uORF-encoded peptides (Futterer and Hohn 1992; Kozak 1987b; Kozak

2002; Luukkonen et al. 1995). Some uORFs, however, do rely on peptide sequences to

mediate translational regulation of the associated mORF, but few examples have been

identified and characterized to date. In fungi and animals, a few genes have been shown

to contain uORFs whose amino acid sequences are similar between two or more

unrelated species (Fang et al. 2000; Gopfert et al. 2003; Gray et al. 1999; Jin et al. 2003;

Lee et al. 2002; Lincoln et al. 1998), but only two cases, CPA1 and SAMDC1, have

demonstrated uORF sequence-dependent regulation. In plants two groups of genes, S-

Adenosylmethionine decarboxylases (AdoMetDCs; EC 4.1.1.50) and group S basic

region leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factors, have been shown to contain uORFs

with similar amino acids between monocots and dicots (Lee et al. 1997; Martinez-Garcia

et al. 1998). In both groups, mORF translational regulation is dependent on the sequence

of the uORF peptide (Hanfrey et al. 2002; Wiese et al. 2004) and overexpression of the

mORF results in stunted or lethal phenotypes, suggesting that these genes play a critical

role in growth and/or development. Indeed, AdoMetDC is required for polyamine

synthesis, molecules which are implicated in essential plant functions such as cell

division, embryogenesis, leaf, root, and flower development, and stress responses (Evans

and Malmberg 1989; Walden et al. 1997).

In general, it has been difficult to carry out genome-wide surveys of conserved

peptide uORFs due to poor annotation of 5’UTRs. The availability of Expressed

Sequence Tags (ESTs) has improved exon and intron annotation of the genomic
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sequence, but they are relatively short and often do not predict the entire mRNA

molecule, even if several ESTs overlap the same genomic region and can be assembled to

predict one transcript. Since there are very few introns in yeast transcripts, prediction of

uORF conservation has been attempted in S. cerevisiae by analyzing genomic sequence

upstream of predicted mORF start sites (Zhang and Dietrich 2005), but it is still not clear

whether these uORFs are truly conserved (ie., are under negative selection pressures), or

are simply undergoing evolutionary drift. With the sequencing of the Aspergillus

nidulans genome, comparison to A. fumigatus and A. oryzae has identified 38 uORFs

with putatively conserved start and stop codon positions relative to the mORF, 14 of

which are conserved in one of Neurospora crassa, Fusarium graminaerum, or

Magnaporthe grisea (Galagan et al. 2005), but it is not clear from this study whether the

uORF amino acid sequences are also conserved.

With the emergence of large plant full-length cDNA sequence collections

(Castelli et al. 2004; Kikuchi et al. 2003; Seki et al. 2002), it is now possible to adopt a

comparative genomics approach to determine the prevalence of conserved amino acid

uORFs in the genome and the persistence of these elements throughout eukaryotic

evolution. Because rice and Arabidopsis shared a common ancestor 140-200 Mya (Chaw

et al. 2004; Sanderson 1997; Wolfe et al. 1989), sequence similarity retained over this

amount of time provides good candidates for truly conserved peptide uORF sequences. In

this study we have used Oryza sativa (rice) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) full-

length cDNA sequence collections to estimate the prevalence of conserved peptide

uORFs in the rice and Arabidopsis genomes, to identify mORFs which preferentially
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associate with conserved peptide uORFs, to compare evolutionary rates for uORFs versus

mORFs, and to postulate one mechanism by which uORFs can arise within genes.
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RESULTS

Identification of conserved peptide uORFs in rice and Arabidopsis transcripts

To identify conserved peptide uORFs, we developed uORF-Finder (Appendix B), a Perl

program that first compares the mORF amino acid sequence of each cDNA from one

collection with the mORF sequences of another species’ collection to identify putative

mORF homologs, and then compares the uORFs in the 5’UTRs of the two paired

sequences to identify uORFs with conserved amino acid sequences (Methods).

Comparison by uORF-Finder of a corrected set of 34,000 full-length cDNA sequences

from Arabidopsis with a similar set from rice resulted in the identification of conserved

peptide uORFs in 44 Arabidopsis genes and 36 rice genes, which together comprise 19

homology groups (Tables 3-1 and 3-2; Figure 3-1). Each group was formed based on

uORF amino acid similarity.

Two homology groups have been previously characterized in the literature and

both were found by ORF-Finder (Hanfrey et al. 2002; Wiese et al. 2004). The remaining

17 homology groups have not been reported previously to encode conserved uORFs.

Predicted conserved uORFs were found to lie upstream of the annotated gene instead of

the annotated 5’UTR in approximately 10% of Arabidopsis and 25% of rice genes

(Tables 3-1 and 3-2). The discrepancies with the accepted annotations, found at TAIR

(www.arabidopsis.org) and TIGR (http://tigrblast.tigr.org/euk-

blast/index.cgi?project=osa1), respectively, demonstrate the benefit of using full-length

cDNA sequences for this analysis.
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Table 3-1.  Arabidopsis loci with conserved peptide uORFs identified from Arabidopsis-rice comparison
Homology

group Locus Gene Name mORF description Gene Ontology
molecular function

Recent
Duplicate

1 At2g18160.1 GBF5,AtbZIP2 Basic leucine zipper (bZIP) Transcription factor At4g34590
1 At4g34590.1 GBF6, ATB2,

AtbZIP11
bZIP Transcription factor At2g18160

1 At3g62420.1a AtbZIP53 bZIP Transcription factor Not found
1 At5g49450.1 AtbZIP1 bZIP Transcription factor Not found
1 At1g75390.1 AtbZIP44 bZIP Transcription factor Not found
2 At2g27230.1 AtBHLH156b Basic helix-loop-helix

(bHLH)
Transcription factor Not found

2 At2g31280.1 AtBHLH155b bHLH Transcription factor At1g06150
2 At1g06150.1 bHLH Transcription factor At2g31280
3 At3g02470.1 AdoMetDC1 AdoMetDC c AdoMetDC c At5g15950
3 At5g15950.1 AdoMetDC2 AdoMetDC c AdoMetDC c At3g02470
3 At3g25570.1 AdoMetDC c AdoMetDC c Not found
4 At4g25670.1 Expressed transcript DNA binding At5g52550
4 At4g25690.1 Expressed transcript DNA binding At5g52550d

4 At5g52550.1 Expressed transcript None At4g25670
5 At5g61230.1 Ankyrin repeat Protein binding At5g07840
5 At5g07840.1 Ankyrin repeat Protein binding At5g61230
6 At2g43020.1 Amine oxidase Amine oxidase At3g59050
6 At3g59050.1 Amine oxidase Amine oxidase At2g43020
7 At1g36730.1 eIF2B and eIF-5 domains Translation initiation

factor
Not found

8 At3g12010.1a Similar to Mic-1 None Not found
9 At5g09670.1 &.2 Expressed transcript None At5g64550
9 At5g64550.1 Expressed transcript ATP binding At5g09670
9 At1g64140.1 Expressed transcript None Not found
10 At5g45430.1 Serine/Threonine kinase,

Tyrosine kinase
ATP binding, protein
kinase

At4g19110e

10 At4g19110.1 Serine/Threonine kinase,
Tyrosine kinase

ATP binding, protein
kinase

At5g45430e

11 At4g12430.1 Trehalose-6-phosphate
phosphatase (TPPase)

None At4g22590

11 At4g22590.1 TPPase None At4g12430
12 At1g70780.1 Expressed transcript None At1g23150
12 At1g23150.1 Expressed transcript None At1g70780
13 At3g18000.1 XPL1, NMT1,

PEAMT1,
Phosphoethanolamine N-
methyltransferase

Methyltransferase At1g48600

13 At1g48600.2 NMT2 Methyltransferase Methyltransferase At3g18000
13 At1g73600.1 NMT3 Methyltransferase Methyltransferase Not found
14 At3g01470.1 HAT5, HB-1,

HD-ZIP-1,
ATHB1

Homeobox DNA binding,
Transcription factor,
Transcriptional activator

Not found

15 At1g29950.2 AtBHLH144b bHLH Transcription factor Not found
15 At5g50010.1 AtBHLH145b bHLH Transcription factor Not found
15 At5g64340.1 AtBHLH142b bHLH Transcription factor At5g09460
15 At5g09460.1a AtBHLH143b bHLH Transcription factor At5g64340
16 At3g51630.1 ZIK1,WNK5 Serine/Threonine kinase,

Tyrosine kinase
Protein kinase Not found

17 At1g58120.1 Expressed transcript None Not found
17 At3g53400.1 Expressed transcript None Not found
17 At5g03190.1 Expressed transcript None Not found
17 At5g01710.1 Expressed transcript ATP binding, isocitrate

dehydrogenase (NADP+)
Not found

18 At4g36990.1 AT-HSFB1,
ATHSF4

Heat shock factor Heat shock protein,
Transcription factor

Not found

19 At5g53590.1 Auxin responsive None Not found
a uORF found upstream of annotated mORF-containing locus (within 2kb)
b as designated by Bailey et al (2003), nomenclature agreed upon by both Heim et al (2003) and Toledo-Ortiz et al (2003)
c AdoMetDC, S-Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase
d At4g25670 and At4g25690 (tandem duplicates) have the same recent retained duplicate (not reported by Blanc and Wolfe)
e not found in Blanc and Wolfe’s initial analysis of paralogons, but synteny and homology suggest they are retained recent duplicates
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Table 3-2.  Rice loci with conserved peptide uORFs identified from Arabidopsis-rice comparison
Homology

group Locus mORF description Gene Ontology molecular function

1 LOC_Os02g03960 bZIP DNA binding, Transcription factor
1 LOC_Os09g13570 bZIP DNA binding, Transcription factor
1 LOC_Os05g03860 bZIP DNA binding, Transcription factor
1 LOC_Os03g19370 bZIP None
1 LOC_Os12g37410 bZIP DNA binding, Transcription factor
2 LOC_Os12g06330 bHLH None
3 LOC_Os02g39790 AdoMetDCa Catalytic
3 LOC_Os04g42090 AdoMetDCa Catalytic
3 LOC_Os09g25620 AdoMetDCa Catalytic
4 LOC_Os02g01360 Expressed transcript DNA binding, Transcription factor
5 LOC_Os02g01240,

133165-133284b
Ankyrin repeat None

6 LOC_Os04g53190,
31234580-31234757b

Amine oxidase Catalytic

7 LOC_Os09g15770 IF2B and IF5 domains Translation factor, nucleic acid binding
7 LOC_Os06g48350 IF2B and IF5 domains Translation factor, nucleic acid binding
8 LOC_Os10g26140 Similar to Mic-1 None
9 LOC_Os04g38520 Expressed transcript None
9 LOC_Os02g36590,

22043438- 22043536b
Expressed transcript None

9 LOC_Os01g43370 Expressed transcript None
9 LOC_Os02g15880,

8987945- 8988028b
Expressed transcript None

10 LOC_Os06g02550 Serine/Threonine kinase,
Tyrosine kinase

Nucleotide binding, Signal transduction, Protein
binding, Kinase, Transferase, Hydrolase

10 LOC_Os02g47220,
28767408- 28767530b

Serine/Threonine kinase,
Tyrosine kinase

Nucleotide binding, Signal transduction, Kinase,
Transferase, Hydrolase

11 LOC_Os02g44230 Trehalose-6-phosphate
phosphatase

Hydrolase

11 LOC_Os10g40550 Trehalose-6-phosphate
phosphatase

Hydrolase

12 LOC_Os02g21920 Expressed transcript None
13 LOC_Os01g50030 Methyltransferase None
13 LOC_Os05g47540 Methyltransferase None
14 LOC_Os08g32080,

19755174- 19755260b
Homeobox DNA binding, Transcription factor

15 LOC_Os02g21090 bHLH None
15 LOC_Os01g43680,

25011025- 25012089b
bHLH None

15 LOC_Os03g39440,
21870203- 21870427b

bHLH None

15 LOC_Os03g27390 bHLH None
16 LOC_Os11g02300 Serine/Threonine kinase,

Tyrosine kinase
Nucleotide binding, Signal transduction, Kinase,
Transferase, Carbohydrate binding

17 LOC_Os07g42830,
25650516- 25650623b

Expressed transcript None

17 LOC_Os02g52300 Expressed transcript None
18 LOC_Os09g28350 Heat shock factor Heat shock protein, Transcription factor
19 LOC_Os10g36700 Auxin responsive Protein binding

Note: All locus identifiers based on version 3 TIGR pseudomolecule assembly
a AdoMetDC, S-Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase
b Locus numbers indicate mORF location, and coordinates indicate uORF location in intergenic region on the same chromosome.
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Figure 3-1. Plant uORF Homology Group 1-19 ClustalW Alignments

Plant sequences aligned using ClustalW v. 1.82 and displayed using Jalview with clustalx

default colors. Decimal places in the group number indicate multiple conserved uORFs in

a given 5’UTR. Species name abbreviations for all groups: Adica, Adiantum capillus-

veneris; Allce, Allium cepa; Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Aspof, Asparagus officinalis;

Brana, Brassica napus; Citpa, Citrus paradisi; Citsi, Citrus sinensis; Chlre,

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii; Cycru, Cycas rumphii; Eupes, Euphorbia esula; Helan,

Helianthus annuus; Glyma, Glycine max; Goshi, Gossypium hirsutum; Gosar, Gossypium

arboreum; Gosra, Gossypium raimondii; Hevbr, Hevea brasiliensis; Iponi, Ipomoea nil;

Jugre, Juglans regia; Lacsa, Lactuca sativa; Lacse, Lactuca serriola; Linus, Linum

usitatissimum; Lyces, Lycopersicon esculentum;  Maldo, Malus domestica; Medtr,

Medicago truncatula; Mescr, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum; Mesvi, Mesostigma

viride; Nicbe, Nicotiana benthamiana; Orysa, Oryza sativa; Phaac, Phaseolus acutifolius;

Phypa, Physcomitrella patens; Pontr, Poncirus trifoliata; Popde, Populus deltoides;

Popca, Populus canadensis; Popeu, Populus euphratica; Poptt, Populus tremula x

Populus tremuloides; Prupe, Prunus persica; Sachc, Saccharum hybrid cultivar; Sacof,

Saccharum officinarum; Selmo, Selaginella moellendorffii; Soltu, Solanum tuberosum;

Sorbi, Sorghum bicolor; Theha, Thelungiella halophila; Torru, Tortula ruralis; Triae,

Triticum aestivum; Ulvli, Ulva linza; Vitvi, Vitis vinifera; Welma, Welwitschia mirabilis;

Xenla, Xenopus laevis; Xentr, Xenopus tropicalis; Zeama, Zea mays.
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Abbreviated species names and associated accession number, cDNA clone number, or

genome identifier for Group 1: Arath1 (CNS0ABWH); Arath2 (CNS09Y87); Arath3

(CNS0A364); Arath4 (CNS0A728); Arath5 (RAFL11-10-D10); Orysa1 (AK070887);

Orysa2 (AK065180); Orysa3 (AK064903); Orysa4 (AK109929); Orysa5

(LOC_Os12g37410). Group2: Arath1 (At2g31280); Arath2 (At1g06150); Arath3

(RAFL04-15-e03); Lacsa (BQ869454); Lyces (AW621910); Medtr, (BF643643); Orysa

(AK074015.1). Group3: Arath1 (CNS0A7A6); Arath2 (RAFL04-16-A04); Arath3

(RAFL09-22-L13); Cycru (CB092297); Orysa1 (AK072162); Orysa2 (AK100397);

Orysa3 (AK070259); Selmo (DN838497); Torru (CN201012); Ulvli (AJ892634).

Group4: Arath1 (RAFL09-11-P17); Arath2 (RAFL09-63-H05); Arath3 (RAFL06-76-

P19); Brana (CD823274); Goshi (AI730427); Gosra (CO113165); Medtr (AW689516);

Orysa (AK060830); Poptt (BU896557); Prupe (BU045695). Group 5: Arath1 (RAFL05-

05-C03); Arath2 (CNS0A9PN); Gosra (CO130855); Hevbr (CB376393); Lacse

(BU011020); Orysa (AK103103); Phaac (BU791117); Triae (BJ233459). Group 6:

Arath1 (RAFL05-17-I08); Arath2 (CNS0A6ZP); Aspof (CV291431); Glyma

(BM143067); Gosar (BG442153 ); Orysa (AK064902); Pontr (CD576165); Triae

(CK161649); Vitvi (CB980452). Group 7: Arath (RAFL09-25-N17); Brana

(CD836460); Mescr (BM301482); Nicbe (CK290710); Orysa1 (AK067685); Orysa2

(LOC_Os06g48350); Triae (CV066319). Group 8: Arath (RAFL07-08-P17); Chlre

(BE121764); Mesvi1 (DN255332); Mesvi2 (DN261354); Orysa (AK072620); Phypa

(BJ174896); Popca (CX178804); Popeu (AJ776458); Sachc (CF573523); Triae

(CA499582). Group 9: Allce (CF443194); (Arath1 (RAFL07-09-G06); Arath2
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(RAFL09-23-F23); Arath3 (At1g64140); Gosra (CO081490); Orysa1 (AK101398);

Orysa2 (AK105763); Orysa3 (AK068099); Orysa4 (AK099577). Group 10: Arath1

(RAFL07-11-O11); Arath2 (RAFL09-17-I10); Brana (CN732239); Orysa1 (AK069526);

Orysa2 (AK100056); Poptt (BI131713); Sorbi (CN139168); Theha (BE758596). Group

11: Arath1 (RAFL07-14-D12); Arath2 (CNS0A404); Glyma (CA783255); Jugre

(CV197923); Medtr (AW691064); Orysa1 (AK103391); Orysa2 (AK069361); Soltu

(BQ113418). Group 12: Arath1 (RAFL07-18-F03); Arath2 (CNS0AB39); Brana

(CD812479); Citse (CN185367); Jugre (CV196770); Orysa (AK060405); Popde

(CK319714); Triae (BQ752938); Zeama (CD433782). Group 13: Arath1 (RAFL08-10-

M03); Arath2 (At1g48600.2); Arath3 (At1g73600); Cycru (CB093136); Gosra

(CO080661); Iponi (BJ562806); Linus (CA483285); Medtr (AW587372); Orysa1

(LOC_Os05g47540); Orysa2 (AK102037); Phypa (BJ204269); Xenla (CA792398);

Xentr (CX412233); Zeama (AY103779). Group14: Allce (CF450799); Arath (RAFL09-

10-M04); Medtr (AW267817); Nicbe (CK295530); Orysa (AK101569); Soltu

(CK258175); Zeama (CO519993). Group 15: Adica (BP914226); Arath1 (CNS0ADY7);

Arath2 (RAFL08-17-G21); Arath3 (RAFL04-17-N21); Arath4 (RAFL16-69-M04); Citpa

(DN959636); Gosra (CO125506); Maldo (CV082382); Medtr (CX528608); Orysa1

(AK102703); Orysa2 (AK101749); Orysa3 (AK071582); Orysa4 (AK065674); Sacof

(CA154823); Vitvi (CB001711); Welma (DT579937). Group 16: Arath (CNS0A4RC);

Medtr (AW693231); Orysa1 (AK071885); Orysa2 (AK067447). Group 17: Arath1

(RAFL09-25-E19); Arath2 (At5g03190); Arath3 (RAFL19-67-G09); Arath4

(At5g01710); Gosra (CO108440); Lyces (AW738430); Medtr1 (BQ149694); Medtr2
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(AC144517); Orysa1 (AK69088); Orysa2 (AK070250); Sacof (CA191644). Group 18:

Arath (RAFL08-18-B11); Gosra (CO115325); Nicbe (CK286574); Orysa (AK061433).

Group 19: Arath (CNS09ZXM); Eupes (DV113097); Helan (AJ541596); Medtr

(BI309364); Orysa (AK068270); Triae (CD927685); Vitvi (CB918939); Zeama

(DV166198).
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To determine whether sequences similar to these conserved uORFs reside

elsewhere in the rice and Arabidopsis genomes, uORF amino acid sequences were

aligned with sequences translated from the genome sequence using tBLASTn (Altschul et

al. 1990). Sequences similar to these uORFs were found within 5’UTRs of homologous

mORF loci, and were absent from non-homologous transcripts, intronic regions, and

intergenic regions with only one exception, Arabidopsis NMT3 (AGI locus identifier

At1g73600). The annotated mORF for NMT3

(http://arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=29540&type=locus) is not covered by any

available full-length cDNA and has no EST support at its 5’ end. Thus, we annotated

NMT3 by comparison with its paralog, NMT1 (At3g18000; Blanc et al. 2003). NMT3

possesses sequences similar to the NMT1 uORF, as well as sequences similar to the

NMT1 mORF, but the TAIR annotation fuses these into a single ORF. However, NMT3

possesses potential splice sites that would produce transcripts with uORF and mORF

sequences similar to those in NMT1. The NMT3 uORF predicted by one alternative splice

model is the same length as, and is 72% identical to, the NMT1 uORF amino acid

sequence, (Group 13 in Figure 3-1).

Identification of conserved peptide uORFs by comparison of Arabidopsis paralogs

A whole genome duplication (WGD) event occurred in an ancestor of Arabidopsis

approximately 24-40 Mya (Blanc et al. 2003; Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Schranz and

Mitchell-Olds 2006). Some uORFs that are not sufficiently well conserved to be detected

in the rice-Arabidopsis comparison could conceivably be detected as conserved in
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duplicate pairs of genes that originated either by WGD, or by segmental duplications of

single genes or chromosome segments.  Thus, uORF-Finder was modified (Appendix C)

to allow comparison of each full-length cDNA to all other cDNAs in the same collection

(Methods). Analysis of the Arabidopsis collection in this manner identified seven new

uORF homology groups (Table 3-3; Figure 3-2). Six of these paralog pairs were created

by the most recent WGD in an Arabidopsis ancestor. The seventh paralog pair is not

found in syntenic regions, but appears to have arisen at about the same time as the recent

WGD event because its synonymous substitution frequency (Ks value) of 0.7  is similar to

the mode of Ks values for recent duplicate pairs (0.8 and within the Ks range of 0.4-1.6;

Blanc and Wolfe 2004).

Although none of these seven new uORF groups had been identified by

comparison of rice and Arabidopsis cDNAs, mORF homologs for five of these groups

(21, 22, 23, 24, and 26) were found in rice Genbank EST or cDNA collections. Putative

uORFs were present in transcripts from four groups, three of which (21, 22, and 24) had

uORFs conserved in other monocotyledenous plants such as Zea, Hordeum, and Allium.

These uORF were not found in the comparison between Arabidopsis and rice because the

sequence similarity of these uORFs is specific to each lineage (Figure 3-2).

Conserved uORFs were preferentially retained after the recent WGD in

Arabidopsis

Since the most recent WGD event in the Arabidopsis lineage, only 14% of the original

gene pairs present in the ancestral tetraploid have been retained as a duplicate pair in the
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Table 3-3.  Arabidopsis loci with conserved peptide uORFs identified from Arabidopsis-Arabidopsis comparison

Homology
group Locus Gene name mORF description Gene Ontology

molecular function
Recent

duplicate

20 At3g53670.1 Expressed transcript None At2g37480a

20 At2g37480.1 Expressed transcript None At3g53670a

21 At1g68550.1 AtERF#118b ERF/AP2 transcription
factorc

Transcription factor At1g25470

21 At1g25470.1 AtERF#116b ERF/AP2 transcription
factorc

Transcription factor At1g68550

22 At1g16860.1 Expressed transcript Transcription factor At1g78880
22 At1g78880.1 Expressed transcript None At1g16860
23 At1g64630.1 Serine/threonine kinase,

Tyrosine kinase
Transcription factor Not found

23 At5g41990.1 WNK8 Serine/threonine kinase,
Tyrosine kinase

Protein kinase Not found

24 At3g22970.1 Expressed transcript None At4g14620
24 At4g14620.1 Expressed transcript None At3g22970
25 At3g45240.1d Serine/threonine kinase,

Tyrosine kinase
ATP binding, Protein
kinase

At5g60550

25 At5g60550.1 Serine/threonine kinase,
Tyrosine kinase

ATP binding, Protein
kinase

At3g45240

26 At3g10910.1 Zinc finger, C3HC4-type
(RING finger)

DNA binding,
Ubiquitin-protein
ligase, Zinc ion
binding

At5g05280

26 At5g05280.1 Zinc finger, C3HC4-type
(RING finger)

DNA binding,
Ubiquitin-protein
ligase, Zinc ion
binding

At3g10910

a Blanc and Wolfe (2004) report that At2g3790 and At3g53670 are retained recent duplicates, but the At2g3790 locus has since been
replaced by At2g3780
b As defined by Nakano, et al (2006) and previously characterized as part of subfamily B-6 by Sakuma, et al (2002)
c ERF/AP2, Ethylene Response Factor/Apetela 2 transcription factor
d uORF found upstream of annotated mORF-containing locus (within 2kb)
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Figure 3-2. Plant uORF Homology Group 20-26 ClustalW Alignments

Plant sequences aligned using ClustalW v. 1.82 and displayed using Jalview. Groups with

both similarity in both the monocot and dicot lineages are shown as separate alignments

and as a ojint alignment. Species name abbreviations for all groups: Allce, Allium cepa;

Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Betvu, Beta vulgaris; Brana, Brassica napus; Brugy,

Bruguiera gymnorhiza; Citja, Citrus jambhiri; Citsi, Citrus sinensis; Erate, Eragrostis tef;

Escca, Eschscholzia californica; Eupti, Euphorbia tirucalli; Glyma, Glycine max; Gosar,

Gossypium arboreum; Gosra, Gossypium raimondii; Horvu, Hordeum vulgare; Lacse,

Lactuca serriola; Maldo, Malus domestica; Medtr, Medicago truncatula; Orysa, Orysa

sativa; Pethy, Petunia hybrida; Phaco, Phaseolus coccineus; Popca, Populus canadensis;

Poptd, Populus trichocarpa x Populus deltoides; Prupe, Prunus persica; Sacof,

Saccharum officinarum; Soltu, Solanum tuberosum; Sorbi, Sorghum bicolor; Styhu,

Stylosanthes humilis; Triae, Triticum aestivum; Vitsh, Vitis shuttleworthii; Zeama, Zea

mays.

Abbreviated species names and associated accession number, cDNA clone number, or

genome identifier for Group 20: Arath1 (RAFL04-17-G13); Arath2 (CNS0A8YX);

Brana (CD835762); Brugy (BP941533); Gosar (BF274209); Maldo (CN940921); Medtr

(BE316669); Styhu (L36823). Group 21: Allce (CF450138); Arath1 (RAFL07-08-G04);

Arath2 (RAFL21-49-G19); Betvu (BQ594525); Brana (CD835573); Erate (DN481483);

Escca (CD481239); Eupti (BP958766); Gosra (CO074819); Glyma (BU761432); Horvu

(AV834976); Lacse (BQ998418); Maldo (CV881926);  Medtr (CA991201); Orysa
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(AK100575); Popca (CX182168). Group 22: Arath1 (RAFL07-11-D20); Arath2

(RAFL11-03-J07); Brana (CD836422); Horvu (CA023398); Orysa (CK041713); Sacof

(CA242575); Triae (BJ247925); Zeama (CO458204). Group 23: Arath1 (RAFL07-11-

L03); Arath2 (RAFL09-07-L11); Citsi (CV720092); Glyma (BI892512). Group 24:

Arath1 (RAFL07-14-J09); Arath2 (CNS0A44P); Brana (CD828343); Glyma (BI471587);

Horvu (BQ471053); Orysa (AK119634); Sacof (CA118382); Sorbi (CB928687); Triae

(CA483985); Zeama (CO520078). Group 25: Arath1 (RAFL09-94-P19); Arath2

(CNS0A6N0); Brana (CD835519); Citsi (CN191447); Escca (CD481312); Glyma

(BE805986); Phaco (CA913939); Soltu (DN940765); Vitsh (CV098492). Group 26:

Arath1 (CNS0A7NI); Arath2 (CNS0A1F5); Citja (CO912573); Pethy (CV298852);

Poptd (CN521002); Prupe (BU045483).
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extant Arabidopsis genome; for the remaining 86% of gene pairs, one member has been

lost (Blanc and Wolfe 2004). Among 31 ancestral gene pairs that possessed conserved

uORFs immediately after the genome duplication, 12 (39%) have been retained in the

present Arabidopsis genome (Table 3-1), a frequency that is significantly higher than the

genome-wide average (p=0.0005). Not only was the mORF retained after the duplication

event, but also the conserved uORF was retained in both copies of each of the twelve

retained duplicate pairs. Retention in both paralogs suggests that these 12 uORFs act in

cis, consistent with the expectation that uORFs control translation of downstream mORFs

on the same RNA molecule, as has been demonstrated in several cases in eukaryotes

(Geballe and Sachs 2000).

Purifying selection maintains uORF amino acid sequences

Pairwise Ka/Ks tests for selection on amino acid sequences were applied to each uORF

homology group and their associated mORFs to determine whether uORF amino acid

sequences are under selective constraints similar to their associated mORFs. Both an

approximate method (Yn00) and a maximum likelihood method (codeml) were used to

calculate mean pairwise Ka/Ks ratios for each group. A Ka/Ks ratio less than 1 implies that

negative, or purifying, selection has acted on the sequence, a ratio equal to 1 suggests

drift, and a ratio greater than 1 indicates that positive selection has acted on an amino

acid sequence. Analysis of all 26 homology groups showed that generally both uORFs
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Table 3-4.  Mean pairwise Ka/Ks values for all pairwise
combinations of a given homology group using two methods (yn00
and codeml)
Decimal points after homology group numbers are used when
multiple independent uORF peptides are conserved within a
single transcript.

uORF mORFHomology
Group yn00 codeml yn00 codeml

 1 0.20 0.16 0.22 0.11
 2 0.28 0.15 0.29 0.19
 3 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.09
 4 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.22
 5 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08
 6 0.43  0.01a 0.10 0.08
 7 0.43 0.89 0.09 0.05
 8 0.14  0.01a 0.11 0.09
 9 0.19 0.05 0.20 0.09

  10.1 0.69 0.48 0.10 0.10
  10.2 0.70 0.64

11 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.09
12 0.25 0.26 0.15 0.09
13 0.07 0.04 0.10 0.09
14 0.17 0.05 0.14  0.01a

   15.1 0.31 0.17 0.34 0.21
   15.2 0.03 0.07
   15.3 0.37 0.16

16 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.11
17 0.28 0.24 0.41 0.11
18 0.26  0.01a 0.15  0.01a

19  0.00a  0.01a  0.01a  0.01a

20 0.13 0.17 0.48 0.39
21 0.47 0.44 0.11 0.09
22 0.52 0.16 0.09 0.09
23 0.57 0.43 0.23 0.21
24 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.20
25 0.53 0.50 0.16 0.14
26 0.37 0.28 0.23 0.22

a Ka or Ks values too high to determine Ka/Ks ratio accurately
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and mORFs have been under mild to strong purifying selection since the divergence of

each gene pair (Table 3-4).

uORF homology groups vary with respect to conservation of uORF length

Homologs of these conserved uORF loci were found in a number of other angiosperm

species. Alignment of all uORF sequences within a homology group led to the

observation that not only are amino acid sequences conserved, but also the positions of

their N- and/or C-terminal ends (Table 3-5; Figures 3-1 and 3-2). To develop a

framework in which uORF homology groups can be classified and in which modes of

translational regulation may be reflected, uORF homology groups were classified into

four broad classes based on the relative distance of sequence conservation regions to a)

the N-terminus, b) the C-terminus, c) both N- and C-termini, or d) neither terminus. The

largest group is comprised of uORF peptides that are conserved at both termini; fewer are

conserved at a single terminus, and only a small number are not conserved in length.

Further characterization will be required to determine the functional significance of

conserved length in each case.

Transcription factor mORFs are over-represented among transcripts with

conserved peptide uORFs

Comparison of frequencies of GO molecular function terms among conserved peptide

uORF loci with Arabidopsis genome-wide frequencies of GO terms showed that 31% of
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Table 3-5.  Angiosperm uORF classes as determined by conserved
peptide sequence and their conserved distance from the N or C
terminus

N-terminus C-terminus N and C terminus Neither N nor C
terminus

6, 7, 9, 14a, 21m,
24m

1, 2, 11, 15.3,
16, 17, 20

3 a, 4, 5, 8, 10.1,
10.2, 12, 13, 15.1,
15.2, 19b, 21d

 c 22d,
22.1 m, 22.2 m, 25

18, 23, 24 d, 26

a Alignment contains transcripts with second position (and not first position)
methionine in good initiation context, maintaining the alignment conservation
as well as initiation position.
b C-terminus distance conserved in dicotyledenous species but variable in
monocotyledenous species
c Distance conservation different within the Brassicacea and among other
angiosperms
d denotes dicot-specific alignments
m denotes monocot-specific alignments
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conserved peptide uORF loci encode a putative or functionally characterized transcription

factor mORF (Tables 3-1 and 3-3), as compared to 5.9% of genomic loci as predicted by

Riechmann et al. (2000). This demonstrates that genes encoding predicted transcription

factors are significantly overrepresented (p=1.2x10-7) among conserved peptide uORF

loci.  In each case, GO terms were validated by manual annotation of protein functions

using domain predictions from NCBI Conserved Domain and InterProScan Database

searches (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2005; Zdobnov and Apweiler 2001);

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi and

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan/). The overrepresentation of transcription factors may

be due, in part, to preferential retention of transcription factor recent duplicates (22.7%

retention of transcription factor duplicates vs. 14.4% retention genome-wide (Blanc and

Wolfe 2004), but this alone cannot account for the high frequency of predicted

transcription factors among the uORF loci. When duplicate history bias is removed by

calculating GO term frequencies of the pre-duplication set of loci, transcription factors

are still overrepresented (11/31 loci, or 35%). Different types of transcription factors,

including bZIP, ERF/AP2-like, bHLH, and homeobox proteins, are represented among

conserved peptide uORF loci with no demonstrable bias.

Conserved angiosperm uORF peptide sequences in primitive plants and other

eukaryotes

To determine whether any of the nineteen uORF homology groups conserved

between rice and Arabidopsis might also be present in other eukaryotes, we searched for
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uORF sequences in all Genbank eukaryotic ESTs. Amino acid sequences similar to four

homology groups (#3, 8, 13, and 15) were detected in non-angiosperms. Group 15 was

found only as distantly as a fern (Adiantum); group 3 was found as far from angiosperms

as the green algae (Ulva); group 13 was found in an animal (Xenopus tropicalis); and

group 8 uORF sequence was found in primitive plants, animals, fungi, and a slime mold

(Figure 3-3 and 3-4). The group 13 uORF homolog found in a X. tropicalis EST was also

found in a genomic contig sequence (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway) in

which the uORF homolog is flanked by genes that are more similar to animal sequences

than to any known plant sequences. Thus, this group 13 uORF homolog most likely exists

in the Xenopus genome rather than being an EST library contaminant.

Sequences similar to group 8 Arabidopsis and rice uORFs were found in most

eukaryotes, but sequences downstream of the uORF varied among the different lineages.

All land plant uORFs were associated with homologous Mic1-like mORF sequences

while the mORFs downstream of the group 8 uORF homologs in nematodes and

arthropods code for an unknown protein and a putative mannosyl transferase, respectively

(Figure 3-5). Available EST sequences for each of the group 8 uORF homologs in

mammals, fungi, algae, and slime mold end shortly after the conserved peptide uORF,

suggesting that in these eukaryotes the uORF homolog is not associated with a mORF

and is simply a short ORF. This is further supported by more than ten human ESTs which

end at the same position and include a polyA sequence. In the sea squirt lineage a

putative mORF is present in the EST sequences, but a full-length cDNA sequence will be

needed to further investigate this possibility.
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Figure 3-3. Group 13 alignment and percent identity of A) uORF and B) mORF

sequences

Representative eukaryotic species were aligned using ClustalW v. 1.82 and displayed

using Jalview. Panel A alignment is restricted to the first 50 amino acid positions which

excludes the full 92 a.a. uORF of Cycas rumphii but all other uORFs are shown in their

entirety. Panel B alignment is restricted to the first 100 amino acid positions of the

mORFs. Species abbreviations, species name, and associated accession number, cDNA

clone number, or genome identifier number: Arath1, Arabidopsis thaliana (RAFL08-10-

M03); Arath2 (At1g48600.2); Arath3 (At1g73600); Cycru, Cycas rumphii (CB093136);

Gosra, Gossypium raimondii (CO080661); Iponi, Ipomoea nil (BJ562806); Linus, Linum

usitatissimum (CA483285); Medtr, Medicago truncatula (AW587372); Orysa1, Oryza

sativa (LOC_Os05g47540); Orysa2 (AK102037); Phypa, Physcomitrella patens

(BJ204269); Xenla, Xenopus laevis (CA792398);  Xentr, Xenopus tropicalis

(CX412233); Zeama, Zea mays (AY103779).
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Figure 3-4. Group 8 small ORF/uORF alignment and percent identity across various

eukaryotes

Representative eukaryotic species aligned using ClustalW v. 1.82 and displayed by

percent identity using Jalview. Arrowheads represent two conserved intron positions for

all but Mesvi (no genomic support), Dicdi (first but not second intron present), Ciosa (no

introns), Caeel (no introns), Drome (no introns), and Neucr (first but not second intron

present based on predicted mRNA). Species abbreviations, species name, and associated

accession number, cDNA clone number, or genome identifier number: Arath,

Arabidopsis thaliana (RAFL07-08-P17); Caeel, Caenorhabditis elegans (U10402);

Ciosa, Ciona savignyi (BW577210); Danre, Danio rerio (CO350578); Dicdi,

Dictyostelium discoidium (AU072562); Drome, Drosophila melanogaster (AI297387);

Homsa, Homo sapiens (BU541024); Mesvi, Mesostigma viridae (DN255332); Orysa,

Neucr, Neurospora crassa (BX284746); Oryza sativa (AK072620); Phypa,

Physcomitrella patens (BJ174896); Strpu, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (CX079489);

Ustma, Ustilago maydis (CF644197).
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Although there is variability in the sequences found downstream of group 8

uORFs, three features of these uORF homologs are relatively well conserved: the length

of the predicted uORF, the relative positions of four cysteine codons, and the positions of

two introns (Figure 3-4). The length of the uORF peptide ranges from 51 amino acids in

Haemonchus (nematode), to 74 amino acids in humans, and length is even more highly

conserved within each of the land plant, arthropod, nematode, fungal, and vertebrate

lineages (59-62, 65-69, 51-68, 54-66, and 69-74 amino acids, respectively). Four cysteine

residues consistently align in all eukaryotes, with nine amino acids separating the first

and second cysteine residues, as well as the third and fourth cysteine residues, whereas

11-15 residues separate the second and third cysteines. Two intron positions are perfectly

conserved among the land plants, vertebrates, and at least one member of the fungal

lineage. The first intron lies between the third and fourth amino acids following the first

conserved cysteine position, and the second intron lies between the fourth and fifth amino

acids following the fourth conserved cysteine position (Figure 3-5). The first and/or

second intron positions are present in Dictyostelium, algae, and some fungi, but are

absent in nematodes, arthropods, and sea squirts.

The four cysteines are part of a putative coiled coil-helix, coiled coil-helix

(CHCH) domain (Pfam accession number PF06747) also found in three small yeast

proteins, Cox17p, Cox19p, and Mrp10p. Cox17p and Cox19p are required for assembly

of functional cytochrome oxidase and Mrp10p is homologous to a nuclear-encoded

mitochondrial ribosomal protein. A hypothetical human gene, CHCH domain 7

(CHCHD7), is also similar to the group 8 uORF, as determined by BLAST similarity
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Figure 3-5. Diagrammatic representation of Group 8 features among eukaryotes

Light grey boxes represent small ORFs/uORFs, four perfectly conserved cysteine

residues are shown as ‘C’, and numbers within triangles represent the number of amino

acids between the immediately preceding cysteine and an intron. Brackets surrounding

fungal introns represent the variable nature of the intron position and/or presence. White

boxes show mORFs directly downstream of the uORFs in a given lineage. Presence of a

polyA tail is likely to occur in vertebrates (pA; see Results). Question marks indicate

mORFs may be present, but insufficient EST sequence is available to infer this feature

reliably.
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searches.

Phylogenetic relationships among group 8-like ORFs

Fungal, animal, and plant representatives of each CHCH-containing ORF were identified

using a BLAST search, and their evolutionary relationships were inferred using a

Bayesian phylogenetic approach (Figure 3-6). Animal Mrp10p-like (BC075310,

DR155443, BX935835), Debaryomyces group 8-like (NC_006045), and Dictyostelium

Cox19p-like sequences (XM_631387) were more divergent than other sequences, causing

long branch attraction (Felsenstein 1978). Thus, these sequences were removed from the

analysis to prevent tree topology distortion. Five distinct clades were observed, which we

refer to as Cox17p-like, Cox19p-like, Mrp10p-like, CHCHD7-like, and uORF group 8-

like (Figure 3-6). All clades but one (Mrp10p-like) contain representatives from fungi,

animals, and plants and are strongly supported, showing branch order probabilities

greater than 0.8, which suggests that these sequences emerged in a common eukaryotic

ancestor and have since diverged in the three lineages. Mrp10p-like sequences do not

strongly group independently of other branches (P= 0.57), which may be due to highly

divergent amino acid sequence represented by relatively long branches. The tree shows

that the group 8-like proteins are a distinct clade from other CHCH domain proteins

(P=1.0), and that CHCHD7-like proteins are more closely related to group 8-like

members than to other CHCH-containing proteins (P=0.94). The tree topology also

indicates that Cox17p-like and Cox19p-like genes are more closely related to each other

than to other CHCH proteins (P=0.97).
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Figure 3-6A
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Figure 3-6B

Hordvu   MGRKA-GLYINPKKFGGVVK PCMLEMTDFLNCLAL--NKH IDEKCTRHKELLITCAKTIN YHL
Orysa1   MGRKAGALYINPKKFGGGAK PCMIEMVSFLNCLAL--NKQ NDDKCVRQKDLLVACTKTIN YHL
Sacce1   PPVYRLPPLPRLKVKKQEAN KCLVLMSNLLQCWSS--YGH MSPKCAGLVTELKSCVQKSN INY
Arath1   AQPSK--------------E PCKKEACDIQACLSK--NNF LPQRCQRVIEMLQACCERCN NES
Schpo1   VNPPRLQGLSRLRVRPKNTI PCGQEMAALLGCWQNHGGQT DTAQCANLVAALENCMKTTH RKT
Cocpo   MKPVRLQTIQSLRIQRQEQS PCQTAMSAVLNCWAS--AGH NIQGCHALEDQLRQCMDTAK YQK
Phypa   -MGET-DAPARTGPLKLSDS MCAPQYAASLKCLDE--ANY DKSKCQDHFDAYKECLRLEA NRK
Arath2   GAAAAYPSAARI-----SDS PCYLQYSASLKCLEE--FGS DKSKCQDHFDVYKECKKKER EAR
Erate   DSPTHRAYSPATSNPPIADS ACFPQYTASLKCLE---AHQ DKSKCQQQFDDYKECKKKER EAR
Yarli   GPDDPTAMSNRVQFLAQYYD PCAEASKMSLNCLER--NNY KKAMCEEYFQIYRDCGEIFE TEN
Parbr   WEKAK----PMFTNKPGYYD PCQDFADRSIKCMRR--NGN DKTMCSDYFQAYRDCWTTQR KNK
Sacce2   ENPVN-KYKFALKADSQYYD PCEESSKLSFQCLER--NDY DRSKCQEYFDAYRECLTARR KNR
Locmi1   SKQSRASQRKKDQLNNADNN PCLKEHELSLKCLSD--SNY DRDACSKHFDNYNICRAKGI IPY
Homsa2   MPSVT----QRLRDPD--IN PCLSESDASTRCLDE--NNY DRERCSTYFLRYKNCRKNGV KPF
Musmu1   PMVTR-----RLRDPD--IN PCLSESDASTRCMDE--NNY DRERCSSYFLKYKNCRQNGV QPS
Dicdi1   -WSQRV----------ASLG DCTFEMSIYGACVTSNLDNI EKNVCKVEFEKFKNCMAKSM VSK
Chlre1   PPGLRSAPEQTAARIGRAFA ACSAKAELYGTCIKKLVPEV DKGVCAKEFQELKTCFTRAM RSG
Mesvi1   GGRSVPSSSKYLKELGQGLA SCTAEVAVYGKCISQGLQDI NKGMCEQEFRALTKCMRQAR VGR
Mesvi2   -----PSSWKILKELRQVWG LCPPEVAVYRKCISQALQDI NKGMCEQDFRALTKCMRQAR VGR
Acypi   MDAVN-KAKSRFKRYPELLL TCRVEGLEYAACIIKNEKDL KPNSCKTQFMKFRECLTSNA LKL
Schma   MPVVL-DGKTRLLRYPALLS QCILESSVYAKCVLSL-KDV KHNYCEKEFQILKRCVQSRA RET
Locmi2   MEAVQ-AARSRLRKYPLLLS KCSAEASLYATCVLSR-DNI KHSECEHEFRKLTTCLQKAA QEA
Cicli   MESVK-KTQNRLRQYPVLLG KCSSEAIAYANCVLQK-DSV NHNDCLQDFKKFKLCLQKTA SEL
Apime   MEAVK-KAKERFRKYPIIVA QCHESGAKYAACVLAK-SNL RKDDCENEFKEFKACLMKAA AKN
Drops   MESVR-KANQRLRNYPILLT KCADKASAYAICVSRD-LNV QHKICDAEFKEFLSCIRKSA MEL
Drome1   MESVR-KANQRIRNYPVLLS KCADKATAYAVCVSRD-LNV QHKICDTEFKEFLSCIRKTA LEM
Glomo   MESVR-KANRRLRNYPILLS KCAHSAAIYAACVTRD-LNI EYRTCEKEFKLFKECLQKAA KDM
Anoga1   MESVK-RANQRLRSYPLLMA KCSVAAAAYATCVTTD-LNV AHRSCDKEFNNFKECMRKAA IEM
Ciosa   QSVLR-AQNYLRRELPVKVK SCSKQAVAYGTCVGEW-DNL RKGDCEKEFLAFKQCIQSLK K--
Molte   YPYLR-GQRYIFKELPASIK LCSKESFLYGKCVFEW-DNL RKNDCLKEFNSLKHCVRNIK K--
Brafl1   MKPTR-PLARPIHKMSEALV GCGREAIVYGNCVNSW-QDI QKGDCRREFEHFKNCYRKAL S--
Ustma1   PGAIKQRDVAPVQTFAKAAA KCASEARIYGACVTANYENI ERNMCQKEFFAFKACVQQKL GRK
Phypa2   SEKGR-PLPSPLK---NVFL RCSPAMKEYGQCVATKLPAV EKGMCEKEFLALKTCMQNAA KKK
Orysa2   -MKER-NPAVASSALARILA ACASQAKDYGRCIAEKVPEI EQNMCAKEFLALRSCMQTVV KRK
Sachc   -MKER-KPAASSPALVRILA VCASQAKDYGRCIAAKIPEI EHNMCSKEFLALRACMQTAV KNK
Sorbi   -MKER-KPAASSPALVRILA VCASQAKDYGRCIAAKVPEI EHHMCSKEFLALRACMQTVV KNK
Triae   -MKER-KPAAPS-ALARILA TCASQAKDYGRCIAAKVPEI EHNMCSKEFLALRACMQTAV KNK
Arath3   ---MKEKNSTTASTLGRILA TCSKQAKDYGSCVASKVHEV ERDICLKEFLALKSCMQHTI RGK
Popca   -MKER-NTTSTLR---RVLV NCAAQAKEYGGCVAAKVPEI ERDMCLKEFLALKNCMQNTI RGK
Popeu   -MKERNSSSSTLR---RILV NCAAQAKEYGCCVAEKVPEI ERDMCLKEFLALKNCMHITI RGK
Strpu   SGSVQ-KARQKMAQFPAAFA ECTPQALAYGRCVSSK-DHV GRNDCGKEFQTYKECLQKAM SKI
Ajeca   TGRTR-----PIEKFAKATA QCSAQASAYGKCVFADYNAI RKDMCAKEFMKLKECYLV-- ---
Gibze   QQRTR-----PIQKLAKAVS QCSVEATSYGKCIVADYNAV HKDKCVKEFMRLKDCYLAAS KKS
Neucr   MQPPK-TTVRPIQRFASAVS KCSVESAAYGKCILADYNSV HKDMCVKEFMRLKDCYLVRS SPP
Xentr2   SGKITAPGKGALGRIPQLLA KCRVQALSYGKCVSAAAEEL RRGACAKEFEDLKQCMIMAA KGK
Xenla1   ARGATGPGKGALDRIPQLLA KCRVQALAYGKCASAAADEL RRGTCAKEFADLKECMIMAT KRK
Oncmy   WTRSR----ERMRRFPELFA QCSGEAAAYGKCVTATTQEL RKDLCVKEFDALKTCIVTAA KKG
Danre   WTRSR----ARMRLFPELMA QCSGEATAYGKCVAATTQEL TRNMCVKEFEALKSCFQSAA KKA
Tetni   WTRSR----DKLKMFSELFA ECSLEAAAYGKCVAATTREL KKDVCSKEFGALKTCFMDAA KKK
Oryla   WTRSR----EKMRNFSDIFS KCADEAAAYGKCVAATTQEL KKDLCAKEFEALKTCFVKAA KRH
Galga2   WLRAR----ARLRRFPALLA GCGEQASAYGRCVAAASAEL RRDVCLREFQALRECFARAA AAT
Musmu2   WGRVR----SRFRAFPEHLA ACGAEASAYGKCVQASTGRL SKDLCVREFEALRSCFAAAA KKT
Bosta   WGRVR----SRLRAFPECLA ACGAEAAAYGRCVQASTGCL KKDLCAQEFEALRSCFAAAA KNT
HOmsa3   WGRVR----SRLRAFPERLA ACGAEAAAYGRCVQASTGRL SKDFCAREFEALRSCFAAAA KKT
Brafl2   MRDLS-HVRRRIRQFSYAMS ECSPQVTAYGRCVAVK-ENI KKGDCAKEFQAMKDCARKVV QKS
Strra   -MTDR----QKLLKYSKYLA NCTSEISLYGTCVSTKSDKI SKGDCTKEFEALFRCVEKQI RTA
Caeel   MPKTQ----QRLLNYATSIA KCPTETSNYGSCVSVQAERI KQGDCSAEFRKLIDCVTKNL KKK
Haeco   -------------QFASTFA ACPPEAAAYGACVSRQAERI TKDACANEFSKLLDCVKKQK NKA
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Ascsu   MPNEQ-----RLLKYAIYLS NCSPEALNYGRCVAEKAEKV TKSACEKEFSLLLKCFKKEV KAA
Hetgl   -MREK----KRLLKFAEYLG HCSREATDYGKCVATNAERI RKGDCSTEFDRLIACLKKRQ VRL
Trisp   -MQKR-----RILSFAEHLS ACSHQCAAYGRCVSKHAEDI RKGVCEKEFLELIACIRKKP KLS
Ustma2   FSDFK-VSPPERGSFPDHDG ECKSVMQEYMNCIKY--NRN DNGKCRHLSRAYLQCMDNLG FKD
Sacce3   LSALR-PTPPERGSFPDHDG ECTKYMQEYLKCMQLV-QNE NAMNCRLLAKDYLRCWSHLG LPE
Drome2   QKKFV-PTPPEKGSFPDHEG LCKKQFLLYASCLRK--NAQ DTSQCRQDAQNYLACWSKLG FHD
Tetni2   SKSFQ-PRPPDKGSFPDHFG ECTAFKERFMACLRE--KGF DNSKCRMQSKEYLECLEKLG FKD
Homsa4   TKSFQ-PRPPDKGSFPDHLG ECKSFKEKFMKCLHN--NNF ENALCRKESKEYLECLEKLG FGD
Schopo2  -MTTR--EPPERGSFPDHFG ECTHVMKQYLECIKV--KRE NQEECRLLAKKYLQCMKNLG FHG
Arath4   NRGLR-PIPPEKGIFPDHLH ECDAEKKEYLGCLKS--SAH KSEQCRHLSKKYLQCMAELG FSG
Glyso   NRGLR-PVPPEKGIFPDHMH LCDLEKIEYLNCLKT--AGH QSEKCRLFSKKYLQCLELGF KES
Orysa3   NRGVR-PVPPEKGVFPDHLH ECDLEKKDYLACLKS--TGF QSEKCRQFSKKYLECMSELG FRS
Sacce4   DKKQEQENHAECEDKPKPCC VCKPEKEERDTCILF--NGQ DSEKCKEFIEKYKECMKGYG FEV
Schopo3  ATKVSEPAPIASEEKPKPCC ACPETKQARDACMLQ--SSN GPIECAKLIEAHKKCMAQYG YEV
Cryne   PTSSS-PDATAKEVNPKPCC ACPETKQARDDCFIKSAPGE GETNCRDFIEAHKACMRGYG FKV
Anoga2   VDTSSTPATTKEKPKCKACC ACPETKRARDACI----MEN GEEKCSELIEKHKQCMRDMG FNI
Homsa5   DSNPA-PPESQEKKPLKPCC ACPETKKARDACI----IEK GEEHCGHLIEAHKECMRALG FKI
Xenla2   CESLS-PSAESQEKKPKPCC ACPETKKARDACI----IEN GEEKCQHLIEAHKECMRSLG FKV
Chlre2   LPTPS-PAPPGVPIGPKICC SCPDTKKLRDTCIAE--RGE EHAYCQALIEAHKACLRVEG FKV
Arath5   SEPSKAAASAETKPKKRICC ACPDTKKLRDECI----VEH GESACTKWIEAHKICLRAEG FNV
Orysa4   SEGGSAAPAPATDSKPKICC ACPDTKRLRDECI----VEH GESACTKWIEAHKRCLRAEG FNV
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Figure 3-6. Phylogenetic tree depicting CHCH domain-containing genes

A) Phylogenetic tree generated by MrBayes 3.0 and B) manually adjusted alignment used

to build unrooted tree. Species abbreviations, associated accession number or cDNA

clone number, and species name: Acypi (CV847404), Acyrthosiphon pisum; Ajeca

(CV605785), Ajellomyces capsulatus; Anoga1 (BX617953), Anoga2 (XM_552406),

Anopheles gambiae; Apime (NW_622706), Apis mellifera; Arath1 (BP562704), Arath2

(AY065264), Arath3 (RAFL07-08-P17), Arath4 (NM_179521), Arath5 (NM_112400),

Arabidopsis thaliana; Ascsu (BM964977), Ascaris suum; Bosta (CO877216), Bos taurus;

Brafl1 (BW786058), Brafl2 (BW840607), Branchiostoma floridae; Caeel (U10402),

Caenorhabditis elegans; Chlre1 (BE121764), Chlre2 (AF280543), Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii; Cicli (CV156944), Cicindela litorea; Ciosa (BW577210), Ciona savignyi;

Cocpo (CO006101), Coccidioides posadasii; Cryne (XM_572394), Cryptococcus

neoformans; Danre (CO350578), Danio rerio; Debha (NC_006045), Debaryomyces

hansenii; Dicdi1 (AU072562), Dicdi2 (XM_631387), Dictyostelium discoideum; Drome1

(AI297387), Drome2 (AY102691), Drosophila melanogaster; Drops (DR121964),

Drosophila pseudoobscura, Erate (DN481021), Eragrostis tef; Galga1 (BX935835),

Galga2 (CR407540), Gallus gallus; Gibze (BI750032), Gibberella zeae; Glomo

(BX557417), Glossina morsitans; Glyso (BG045953), Glycine soja; Haeco (CA956938),

Haemonchus contortus; Hetgl (CB299856), Heterodera glycines; Homsa1 (DR155443),

Homsa2 (CR607136), Homsa3 (BU541024), Homsa4 (AY957566), Homsa5

(NM_005694), Homo sapiens; Hordvu (BF628344), Hordeum vulgare; Locmi1

(CO854527), Locmi2 (CO825844), Locusta migratoria; Mesvi1 (DN255332), Mesvi2
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(DN261354), Mesostigma viride; Molte (CJ368011), Molgula tectiformis; Musmu1

(BC030366), Musmu2 (AK010111), Mus musculus; Neucr (BX284746), Neurospora

crassa; Oncmy (BX081024), Oncorhynchus mykiss; Oryla (BJ737531), Oryzias latipes;

Orysa1 (XM_482456), Orysa2 (AK072620), Orysa3 (AK120143), Orysa4

(XM_468245), Oryza sativa; Parbr (CA581923), Paracoccidioides brasiliensis; Phypa1

(BJ966696), Phypa2 (BJ174896), Physcomitrella patens; Popca (CX178804), Populus

canadensis; Popeu (AJ776458), Populus euphratica; Sacce1 (NC_001136), Sacce2

(AY692601), Sacce3 (NC_001144), Sacce4 (NC_001144), Saccharomyces cerevisiae;

Sachc (CF573523), Saccharum hybrid cultivar; Schma (CD081475), Schistosoma

mansoni; Schpo1 (NM_001019463), Schpo2 (NM_001022867), Schpo3

(NM_001022571), Schizosaccharomyces pombe; Sorbi (CD423660), Sorghum bicolor;

Strpu (CX079489), Strongylocentrotus purpuratus; Strra (BI323578), Strongyloides ratti;

Tetni1 (CR709012), Tetni2 (CNS0G27U), Tetraodon nigroviridis; Triae (CA499582),

Triticum aestivum; Trisp (BQ693345), Trichinella spiralis; Ustma1 (CF644197), Ustma2

(XM_754796), Ustilago maydis; Xenla1 (BI477811), Xenla2 (BC084847), Xenopus

laevis; Xentr1 (BC075310), Xentr2 (CN119217), Xenopus tropicalis; Yarli

(XM_500713), Yarrowia lipolytica.
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A separate phylogenetic analysis of the forty-six group 8-like sequences shows

that most cluster into five taxonomic groups (plants and green algae, arthropods,

nematodes, vertebrates, and fungi) with strong branch support (0.85-1.00) in all but the

fungal lineage (0.58) (Figure 3-7). Sea squirt sequences group with one of two

Branchiostoma sequences with weak branch support (0.53). Dictyostelium, sea urchin

(Strongylocentrotus), and one further Branchiostoma sequence do not group with any of

these with weak support (0.53). Sea squirt, Branchiostoma, and sea urchin sequences

should be more similar to other deuterastomes (includes the vertebrate lineage) than other

organisms, but the short group 8-like sequence alignment may prevent resolution of

correct evolutionary relationships of some groups. Despite weakly supported branches,

there is strong support for independent clustering of the arthropods, nematodes,

vertebrates and plants, as expected.

Although two Branchiostoma group 8-like sequences (Brafl1 and 2) suggest that

there has been a duplication event within this lineage, there is no evidence for

maintenance of ancient group 8-like gene duplications occurring within the plant,

vertebrate, nematode, arthropod, or fungal lineages. In Arabidopsis both the recent and

ancient duplicates from two WGD events have been lost from the genome. Only the

Mesostigma genome contains two group8-like transcripts. Their short branch lengths

indicate that this duplication occurred relatively recently and it is possible that

insufficient time has passed for loss of one copy.
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Figure 3-7A
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Figure 3-7B

Chlre   -AARIGRAFAACSAKAELYG TCIKKLV---PEVDKGVCAK EFQELKTCFTRAMRSGSGRA
Mesvi1   YLKELGQGLASCTAEVAVYG KCISQGL---QDINKGMCEQ EFRALTKCMRQARVGR----
Mesvi2   ILKELRQVWGLCPPEVAVYR KCISQAL---QDINKGMCEQ DFRALTKCMRQARVGR----
Dicdi   KWSQRVASLGDCTFEMSIYG ACVTSNL---DNIEKNVCKV EFEKFKNCMAKSMVSKVKK-
Schma   RLLRYPALLSQCILESSVYA KCVLSL----KDVKHNYCEK EFQILKRCVQSRARETGIRL
Locmi   RLRKYPLLLSKCSAEASLYA TCVLSR----DNIKHSECEH EFRKLTTCLQKAAQEA----
Cicli   RLRQYPVLLGKCSSEAIAYA NCVLQK----DSVNHNDCLQ DFKKFKLCLQKTASELKIKI
Apime   RFRKYPIIVAQCHESGAKYA ACVLAK----SNLRKDDCEN EFKEFKACLMKAAAKNNIRL
Drops   RLRNYPILLTKCADKASAYA ICVSRDL----NVQHKICDA EFKEFLSCIRKSAMELKTKL
Drome   RIRNYPVLLSKCADKATAYA VCVSRDL----NVQHKICDT EFKEFLSCIRKTALEMKTKL
Glomo   RLRNYPILLSKCAHSAAIYA ACVTRDL----NIEYRTCEK EFKLFKECLQKAAKDMKTKL
Anoga   RLRSYPLLMAKCSVAAAAYA TCVTTDL----NVAHRSCDK EFNNFKECMRKAAIEMKTKL
Brafl2   PIHKMSEALVGCGREAIVYG NCVNSW----QDIQKGDCRR EFEHFKNCYRKALS------
Ciosa   LRRELPVKVKSCSKQAVAYG TCVGEW----DNLRKGDCEK EFLAFKQCIQSLKK------
Molte   IFKELPASIKLCSKESFLYG KCVFEW----DNLRKNDCLK EFNSLKHCVRNIKK------
Ustma   PVQTFAKAAAKCASEARIYG ACVTANY---ENIERNMCQK EFFAFKACVQQKLGRKW---
Phypa   LPSPLKNVFLRCSPAMKEYG QCVATKL---PAVEKGMCEK EFLALKTCMQNAAKKK----
Orysa   ASSALARILAACASQAKDYG RCIAEKV---PEIEQNMCAK EFLALRSCMQTVVKRKA---
Sachc   SSPALVRILAVCASQAKDYG RCIAAKI---PEIEHNMCSK EFLALRACMQTAVKNKV---
Sorbi   SSPALVRILAVCASQAKDYG RCIAAKV---PEIEHHMCSK EFLALRACMQTVVKNKA---
Triae   APSALARILATCASQAKDYG RCIAAKV---PEIEHNMCSK EFLALRACMQTAVKNKA---
Arath   TASTLGRILATCSKQAKDYG SCVASKV---HEVERDICLK EFLALKSCMQHTIRGKA---
Popca   TTSTLRRVLVNCAAQAKEYG GCVAAKV---PEIERDMCLK EFLALKNCMQNTIRGKA---
Popeu   SSSTLRRILVNCAAQAKEYG CCVAEKV---PEIERDMCLK EFLALKNCMHITIRGKA---
Strpu   KMAQFPAAFAECTPQALAYG RCVSSK----DHVGRNDCGK EFQTYKECLQKAMSKIKK--
Ajeca   PIEKFAKATAQCSAQASAYG KCVFADY---NAIRKDMCAK EFMKLKECYLV---------
Gibze   PIQKLAKAVSQCSVEATSYG KCIVADY---NAVHKDKCVK EFMRLKDCYLAASKKS----
Neucr   PIQRFASAVSKCSVESAAYG KCILADY---NSVHKDMCVK EFMRLKDCYLVRSSPPSLFT
Xentr   ALGRIPQLLAKCRVQALSYG KCVSAAASGREELRRGACAK EFEDLKQCMIMAAKGKNK--
Xenla   ALDRIPQLLAKCRVQALAYG KCASAAAAGRDELRRGTCAK EFADLKECMIMATKRKMK--
Oncmy   RMRRFPELFAQCSGEAAAYG KCVTATTTGRQELRKDLCVK EFDALKTCIVTAAKKGVK--
Danre   RMRLFPELMAQCSGEATAYG KCVAATTTGKQELTRNMCVK EFEALKSCFQSAAKKAVK--
Tetni   KLKMFSELFAECSLEAAAYG KCVAATTTGTRELKKDVCSK EFGALKTCFMDAAKKKGK--
Oryla   KMRNFSDIFSKCADEAAAYG KCVAATTAGRQELKKDLCAK EFEALKTCFVKAAKRHGR--
Galga   RLRRFPALLAGCGEQASAYG RCVAAASAGSAELRRDVCLR EFQALRECFARAAAATKC--
Musmu   RFRAFPEHLAACGAEASAYG KCVQASTAPGGRLSKDLCVR EFEALRSCFAAAAKKTMMGG
Bosta   RLRAFPECLAACGAEAAAYG RCVQASTAPGGCLKKDLCAQ EFEALRSCFAAAAKNTLTGG
Homsa   RLRAFPERLAACGAEAAAYG RCVQASTAPGGRLSKDFCAR EFEALRSCFAAAAKKTLEGG
Brafl1   RIRQFSYAMSECSPQVTAYG RCVAVK----ENIKKGDCAK EFQAMKDCARKVVQKSH---
Strra   KLLKYSKYLANCTSEISLYG TCVSTKS---DKISKGDCTK EFEALFRCVEKQIRTAKK--
Caeel   RLLNYATSIAKCPTETSNYG SCVSVQA---ERIKQGDCSA EFRKLIDCVTKNLKKK----
Haeco   ---QFASTFAACPPEAAAYG ACVSRQA---ERITKDACAN EFSKLLDCVKKQKNKAK---
Ascsu   RLLKYAIYLSNCSPEALNYG RCVAEKA---EKVTKSACEK EFSLLLKCFKKEVKAANK--
Hetgl   RLLKFAEYLGHCSREATDYG KCVATNA---ERIRKGDCST EFDRLIACLKKRQVRL----
Trisp1   RILSFAEHLSACSHQCAAYG RCVSKHA---EDIRKGVCEK EFLELIACIRKKPKLSRSHR
Trisp2   RILSFAEHLSACSYQCAAYG RCVSKHA---EDIRKGVCEK EFLELIACIRKKSKLSRSHR
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Figure 3-7. Phylogenetic tree depicting group 8 small ORFs/uORFs

A) Phylogenetic tree and generated by MrBayes 3.0 and B) manually adjusted alignment

used to build unrooted tree. Species abbreviations, associated accession number or cDNA

clone number, and species name: Acypi (CV847404), Acyrthosiphon pisum; Ajeca

(CV605785), Ajellomyces capsulatus; Anoga (BX617953), Anopheles gambiae; Apime

(NW_622706), Apis mellifera; Arath (RAFL07-08-P17), Arabidopsis thaliana; Ascsu

(BM964977), Ascaris suum; Bosta (CO877216), Bos taurus; Brafl1 (BW840607), Brafl2

(BW786058), Branchiostoma floridae; Caeel (U10402), Caenorhabditis elegans; Chlre

(BE121764), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii; Cicli (CV156944), Cicindela litorea; Ciosa

(BW577210), Ciona savignyi; Danre (CO350578), Danio rerio; Debha (NC_006045),

Debaryomyces hansenii; Dicdi (AU072562), Dictyostelium discoideum; Drome

(AI297387), Drosophila melanogaster; Drops (DR121964), Drosophila pseudoobscura;

Galga (CR407540), Gallus gallus; Gibze (BI750032), Gibberella zeae; Glomo

(BX557417), Glossina morsitans; Haeco (CA956938), Haemonchus contortus; Hetgl

(CB299856), Heterodera glycines; Homsa (BU541024), Homo sapiens; Locmi

(CO825844), Locusta migratoria; Mesvi1 (DN255332), Mesvi2 (DN261354),

Mesostigma viride; Molte (CJ368011), Molgula tectiformis; Musmu (AK010111), Mus

musculus; Neucr (BX284746), Neurospora crassa; Oncmy (BX081024), Oncorhynchus

mykiss; Oryla (BJ737531), Oryzias latipes; Orysa (AK072620), Oryza sativa; Phypa

(BJ174896), Physcomitrella patens; Popca (CX178804), Populus canadensis; Popeu

(AJ776458), Populus euphratica; Sachc (CF573523), Saccharum hybrid cultivar; Schma

(CD081475), Schistosoma mansoni; Sorbi (CD423660), Sorghum bicolor; Strpu
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(CX079489), Strongylocentrotus purpuratus; Strra (BI323578), Strongyloides ratti; Tetni

(CR709012), Tetraodon nigroviridis; Triae (CA499582), Triticum aestivum; Trisp1

(BQ693345), Trisp2 (BQ692350), Trichinella spiralis; Ustma (CF644197), Ustilago

maydis; Xenla (BI477811), Xenopus laevis; Xentr (CN119217), Xenopus tropicalis.
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DISCUSSION

Comparative analysis of 5’ UTRs in full length cDNAs from two distantly related plant

species, rice and Arabidopsis, identified conserved peptide uORFs in 58 Arabidopsis loci

that comprised 26 uORF homology groups and in 36 rice loci that comprised 19

homology groups, increasing the number of known uORF homology groups from 2 to 26

and providing useful, new information for investigations of regulatory biology.

Extrapolation to the total number of loci present in the Arabidopsis genome suggests that

it possesses approximately 61 to 102 genes with conserved peptide uORFs that are also

conserved in the rice genome (Methods). An additional 24 conserved peptide uORF

genes are predicted among Arabidopsis loci with retained duplicates from the most recent

WGD event that are not in the rice genome. In all, there are likely to be approximately

99-140 genes, or 0.38%-0.53% of all protein-coding genes, with conserved peptide

uORFs in the Arabidopsis genome. Because it is difficult to detect short conserved

uORFs using the uORF-Finder program (< 15 amino acids), this is a conservative

estimate.

To find these predicted conserved uORFs, more extensive collections of full-

length cDNA sequences will need to be developed. It would also be helpful if computer

prediction-based annotations of 5’UTRs could be improved. As full-length cDNA

sequence resources become available for other plant species, such as maize

(http://www.maizecdna.org/) and poplar

(http://www.brc.riken.jp/lab/epd/Eng/catalog/poplar.shtml), it should be possible to

identify additional conserved uORFs that may be specific to the monocotyledenous or
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dicotyledenous lineages. It should also be possible to use the knowledge of ancient WGD

events in poplar and maize to discern uORFs conserved between retained duplicates.

Do conserved peptide uORFs mediate feedback translational regulation of key

control genes?

It has been suggested that uORFs are usually associated with mORFs that encode

proteins that regulate cell growth (Geballe and Sachs 2000; Kozak 1987a), but these

observations did not differentiate between sequence-dependent and sequence-

independent uORFs, and they were based on relatively few genes. A genome-wide study

of upstream AUGs (uAUGs) found no correlation of uAUG-containing transcripts with

any particular gene ontology (GO) molecular function term in mammalian transcripts

(Churbanov et al. 2005). Our analysis shows that genes encoding transcription factors are

overrepresented among genes predicted to encode conserved peptide uORFs, representing

almost one third of the 58 Arabidopsis loci as compared to 6% of all genes.

Conserved uORFs are not only regulating key genes in the control of

transcription, but also other types of proteins required for normal plant development. In

addition to regulating AdoMetDC1, an enzyme required for polyamine biosynthesis,

conserved uORFs are present upstream of the XIPOTL1 (XPL1/NMT1) protein, a

phosphoethanolamine N-methyltransferase required for normal root development (Cruz-

Ramirez et al. 2004). They are also found upstream of two trehalose-6-phosphate

phosphatase-like genes (TPPases; homology group 11), enzymes which convert

trehalose-6-phosphate to trehalose and are hypothesized to be involved in regulating
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sugar metabolism (Eastmond and Graham 2003). Conserved peptide uORFs in

eukaryotes respond to metabolite concentrations, such as polyamines, sucrose, and

arginine (Fang et al. 2000; Hanfrey et al. 2005; Wiese et al. 2004). Therefore, one

function of conserved uORFs is to mediate feedback of end-product concentration to

control translation of a downstream mORF. In plants, transcription factors often act

quantitatively to control target gene expression proportionate to transcription factor

concentration (Hollick et al. 2000). Translational control of the level of production of a

transcription factor, or other key control proteins, could be an effective means for

precisely modulating the levels of expression of a pathway or network of downstream

genes, for instance, in response to changing physiological or environmental conditions.

Potential for mechanistic diversity of conserved peptide uORFs

Given that conserved peptide uORFs produce proteins that undergo strong negative

selection, and therefore probably serve a biological function, there are several ways in

which a conserved uORF can mediate the regulation of mORF protein production. In

addition to maintaining mORF protein levels by mechanisms similar to those used by

non-conserved uORFs, such as leaky scanning and reinitiation, conserved uORF proteins

could, and have been shown to, regulate mORF levels by acting as a sensor for cellular

conditions. The role of conserved peptide uORFs as ‘sensors’ of cell metabolites has been

clearly established in terms of polyamine, sucrose, and arginine concentrations, but it is

still unclear how the uORF peptides gauge cellular conditions. This sensor function could

be achieved by binding a metabolite or end-product in a manner similar to the calcium-
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binding calmodulin protein, by interacting with or being modified by a protein that is part

of a signal transduction pathway such as a kinase cascade, or by binding RNA molecules

whose abundance and/or conformation is affected by developmental changes or

environmental stimuli. The uORF protein could then, in turn, affect mORF translation by

interacting directly with the ribosomal complex, by associating with other proteins that

affect the translational machinery, or by stabilizing or destabilizing secondary structure

elements in the 5’UTR which impede or promote mORF translation. Because each of the

26 uORF homology groups encodes distinct peptides with no apparent similarity to other

homology groups, it is possible that many or all of the above-mentioned mechanisms are

acting as regulatory mechanisms within the cell.

Evolutionary emergence of uORFs and a ‘transcriptional fusion’ model

Very little is known about how uORFs arise. In the extant rice and Arabidopsis genomes,

conserved uORF amino acid sequences are found only in 5’UTRs. Possible origins of

5’UTR ORFs include 1) fragmentation of mORF sequences, 2) creation of an AUG or

alternate start codon by random mutation within the 5’UTR and subsequent selection for

the peptide sequence, and 3) relocation of other ORF sequences within the genome to the

5’UTR or upstream region of a given gene and subsequent transcriptional fusion of the

two ORFs.

Transcriptional fusions occur in an estimated 2% of adjacently transcribed

mRNAs in the human genome (Akiva et al. 2006). The evolutionary history of uORF

homology group 8 suggests a stable transcriptional fusion model leading to uORF
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emergence in plants, arthropods and nematodes. Group 8 uORFs are associated with three

independent mORFs in the land plant, arthropod and nematode lineages, and the

vertebrate, slime mold, algal, and fungal small ORFs are orthologous to group 8 uORFs

but do not seem to be associated with mORFs. Given the species relationships presented

by Douzery et al. (2004) the most parsimonious explanation for the evolutionary origin of

group 8 uORFs is that they originated as a small ORF transcribed independently of a

mORF. Subsequently, this small ORF gene was displaced via genome rearrangements or

transposition events to regions upstream of three independent large ORFs resulting in

fusions of the two previously independent transcripts. The uORFs and mORFs in the

plant, nematode, and arthropod lineages have remained associated within the same

transcript for 300-500 My, therefore these transcriptional fusion events seem to be stable

and perhaps biologically advantageous. Evidence for other uORF emergence models,

such as mORF fragmentation or de novo creation, will require further analysis of closely

related organisms.

Potential dual role for uORF proteins

uORFs can regulate specific mORF protein expression in trans when the cis uORF is

intact (Parola and Kobilka 1994; Pendleton et al. 2005) but it is still unclear whether

uORF proteins can play additional roles in the cell. Small proteins, similar in length to

uORFs, play a role in plant development and may also be involved in plant defense

(Marton et al. 2005; Wen et al. 2004). Potentially, uORFs could affect such processes

independently of their role as a translational regulator. Homology group 8 uORFs are
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largely conserved in length, sequence, and intron position across most eukaryotes, but in

fungi, algae, slime mold, and vertebrates, the associated mORF seems to be absent. The

absence of the mORF and strong conservation of the uORF amino acid sequence over

one billion years in these eukaryotes indicates that, in plants, this protein may act as both

a regulator of mORF expression and as a trans acting factor in the cell.

Group 13 uORFs contain peptides similar to RS motifs found in SR proteins. SR

proteins are a family of proteins required for alternative and constitutive pre-mRNA

splicing (Fu 1995; Graveley 2000). A subset of these proteins, shuttling SR proteins, have

not only been implicated in splicing but have also been shown to stimulate translation of

a reporter gene when fused to the same transcript (Sanford et al. 2004), analogous to a

uORF-mORF associated pair. It is possible then, that group 13 uORF proteins could also

play a dual role, as a translational regulator and trans factor.

Applications

Ka/Ks analyses suggest that conserved peptide uORFs are under mild to strong

negative selection and may therefore be useful for resolving orthology and paralogy of

specific gene pairs. For example, phylogenetic studies have sometimes failed to identify

all members within a uORF homology group when only considering the mORF sequence

(e.g. homology group 2). Although the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor

domain occurs in the mORF of all three group 2 members, none were identified in the

original studies, and only two of the three members have been included in the latest
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description of Arabidopsis bHLH family members (Bailey et al. 2003; Heim et al. 2003;

Toledo-Ortiz et al. 2003).

Further characterization of conserved peptide uORFs and their functional

mechanisms may also provide useful tools for creating inducible or repressible

expression vectors in plants. Both AdoMetDC1 and bZIP11 protein levels are regulated

by conserved uORFs in a metabolite-dependent manner, polyamine and sucrose,

respectively, and other conserved uORFs may also regulate mORF translation in response

to cellular compounds, such as XPL1/NMT1 and TPPases. If this is the case, further

functional characterization of conserved peptide uORFs could provide the tools necessary

to build constructs that are quickly inducible or repressible at the translational level under

various conditions.
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Identifying Conserved uORFs in Rice and Arabidopsis

Corrected RIKEN and Genoscope Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia and

NIAS, FAIS and RIKEN Oryza sativa spp. japonica cv Nipponbare full-length cDNA

collections were used for all analysis (Hayden et al. 2005). A cDNA’s major ORF

(mORF) was defined as the longest ORF starting with an AUG, the sequence upstream of

this AUG was designated the 5’UTR, and upstream ORFs (uORFs) were any ORFs found

in the 5’UTR starting with an AUG. All ORFs were identified using getorf

(http://emboss.sourceforge.net/). Arabidopsis mORFs were aligned to rice cDNAs using

tBLASTn with an E-value cutoff=1e-5 (Altschul et al. 1990; Gish and States 1993) to

find putative homologs.  Rice cDNAs with hits below this threshold were paired with

their respective Arabidopsis transcript, 5’UTR sequences extracted from both, uORFs

determined using getorf, and all combinations of rice and Arabidopsis uORF peptide

pairs aligned using needle (http://emboss.sourceforge.net/). The reciprocal analysis was

also done, starting with rice full-length cDNA sequences and comparing them to

Arabidopsis transcript sequences. All uORFs greater than 100 aa were excluded from this

analysis.

All pairs with scores >50 were kept and examined manually against existing

Arabidopsis transcript annotations (TAIR and TIGR) and existing ESTs to determine

whether aligned peptides fall within a probable 5’UTR.  To validate the putative uORFs,

the first 100 a.a. of the Arabidopsis mORF were aligned to Genbank plant ESTs using

tBLASTn (E-value=1e-10, limit: Viridiplantae[orgn] NOT Arabidopsis[orgn]),
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complexity filter off), and all retrieved plant uORF sequences were aligned to rice and

Arabidopsis uORFs using ClustalW  (Thompson et al. 1994). There were two exceptions

to this procedure. Because the uORFs in group 10 are 400-600 bp upstream of the mORF

AUG, only the first 25 mORF amino acids were used to search Genbank plant ESTs (first

25 amino acids are very highly conserved). Secondly, high identity was limited to the 3’

end of mORFs in group 17, therefore the Arabidopsis transcript’s terminal 50 a.a. were

aligned to Genbank non-EST plant sequences.  Support for a conserved uORF was found

in the Medicago truncatula and Lotus corniculatus genomic sequences.

To test whether uORFs appear upstream of non-homologous genes, Arabidopsis

uORF sequences were aligned to the entire Arabidopsis genome (version 5,

www.arabidopsis.org) using tBLASTn (E-value=10).

The TAIR website was used to assign locus numbers for each Arabidopsis

transcript and the TIGR website for rice locus numbers. The Arabidopsis locus numbers

were then used to search for retained duplicates from the recent and ancient whole

genome duplications as defined on the Arabidopsis Paralogon website (Blanc et al. 2003).

Calculating Ka/Ks

For homology groups 1-19, Ka/Ks values for homologous rice and Arabidopsis mORFs

and uORFs were determined using pairwise_kaks.PLS (version 1.7,

http://cvs.bioperl.org/cgi-bin/viewcvs/viewcvs.cgi/bioperl-

live/scripts/utilities/pairwise_kaks.PLS?cvsroot=bioperl&rev=HEAD).  Both the

approximate method (option –kaks yn00) and the maximum likelihood method (-kaks
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codeml) were used. Any Ka/Ks values resulting from a Ka or Ks value > 10 was excluded

from the analysis, as these values result in inaccurate predictions of Ka/Ks (Anisimova et

al. 2001; Yang 1998). Homology group 20-26 Ka/Ks values were determined with the

same approach using Arabidopsis sequences only.

GO Molecular Function Terms

GO molecular function terms (Ashburner et al. 2000) were retrieved from TAIR Locus

History pages (http://arabidopsis.org). GO terms for all Arabidopsis loci were

downloaded from the TAIR website and used to compare genome-wide GO molecular

function term frequencies to those found in the conserved uORF-containing loci.

Statistically significant differences were detected using the Exact Binomial test as

described in the R program package (http://www.r-project.org/). This analysis was also

carried out by GeneMerge, a program which incorporates a Bonferroni corrected P-value

(Castillo-Davis and Hartl 2003).

Identification of Arabidopsis Paralogs with Conserved uORF

Conserved uORFs were found in Arabidopsis duplicates in much the same way as

conserved uORFs found between rice and Arabidopsis. uORFs and mORFs were defined

in the same way, and mORF sequences were aligned to the entire Arabidopsis full-length

cDNA collection using BLASTp (E-value cutoff = 1e-5) to detect transcripts deriving

from a duplicated locus. mORFs aligning with ≥ 99% identity were discarded, and

uORFs of all remaining pairs were aligned using needle and validated as above.
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Generation of Phylogenetic Trees

Sequences similar to Cox17p, Cox19p, Mrp10, CHCHD7, and uORF homology group 8

(as determined by tBLASTn and analyzed for conservation of the CHCH motif) were

aligned using muscle (Edgar 2004), trimmed of non-informative sites, and analyzed using

Mr. Bayes 3.0 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) (rates=gamma, aamodel=mixed,

ngen=2000000). Phylogenetic trees were visualized using PHYLIP’s DRAWTREE

program v.3.65 (Felsenstein 1989).

Sequences similar to uORF homology group 8 were aligned, edited, and analyzed in the

same manner with one exception, ngen=3,000,000.

Estimate of conserved peptide uORF prevalence

Number of Arabidopsis-rice loci: There is an average of 2.23 full-length cDNAs per

uORF locus identified (excluding loci identified by BLAST alignment; Tables 3-6 and 3-

7) which suggests that 15,200 Arabidopsis genes are represented in the cDNA collections

(34,000 cDNAs/2.23 cDNAs per locus), representing approximately 60% of all

Arabidopsis genes (assuming 26,000 genes; (AGI 2000)). In addition, Kikuchi et al.

(2003) report that the 28,000 rice full-length cDNA sequences represent 20,000

transcription units (TUs) and that 64% of these (12,800) have a homolog in Arabidopsis.

Assuming that 60-100% of these homologs are represented in the Arabidopsis cDNA
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Table 3-6. Arabidopsis loci and cDNA clone
numbers with conserved peptide uORFs
identified from Arabidopsis-rice comparison

Homology
group Locus Sequence Source

1 At2g18160.1 RAFL02-06-L17,
RAFL08-13-K01,
CNS09Y87

1 At4g34590.1 RAFL06-69-D05,
CNS0A2AF,
CNS0A364

1 At3g62420.1a RAFL08-12-G11,
CNS0A728,
CNS0A6UU

1 At5g49450.1 RAFL11-10-D10,
CNS09Z8Q,

1 At1g75390.1 CNS0ABSC,
CNS0ABWH,
CNS0AC7E

2 At2g27230.1 RAFL04-15-E03
2 At2g31280.1 BLAST
2 At1g06150.1 BLAST

3 At3g02470.1 RAFL04-16-A04,
RAFL09-22-I20,
RAFL09-72-M12

3 At5g15950.1 RAFL09-22-L13
3 At3g25570.1 CNS0A7A6
4 At4g25670.1 RAFL05-03-K03,

RAFL09-63-H05
4 At4g25690.1 RAFL09-11-P17,

CNS0A3VX,
CNS0A3SZ

4 At5g52550.1 RAFL06-76-P19,
CNS0A0SZ

5 At5g61230.1 RAFL05-05-C03,
CNS09YM2,
CNS09ZOD,
CNS0A098

5 At5g07840.1 RAFL09-70-J17,
CNS0A0VI,
CNS0A9PN

6 At2g43020.1 RAFL05-17-I08,
CNS0A7YF

6 At3g59050.1 RAFL07-16-P17,
CNS0A6RU,
CNS0A6ZP

7 At1g36730.1 RAFL07-07-A03,
RAFL09-25-N17

8 At3g12010.1 a RAFL07-08-P17,
CNS0A4Q0

9 At5g09670.1 &.2 RAFL07-09-G06,
CNS0A286

9 At5g64550.1 RAFL09-23-F23

9 At1g64140.1 RAFL08-12-K09

10 At5g45430.1 RAFL07-11-O11
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10 At4g19110.1 RAFL09-17-I10

11 At4g12430.1 RAFL07-14-D12

11 At4g22590.1 CNS0A3WC,
CNS0A404

12 At1g70780.1 RAFL07-18-F03,
RAFL09-70-E08,
CNS0ADP3,
CNS0ADF1

12 At1g23150.1 RAFL14-89-O03,
CNS0AAWY,
CNS0AB39,
CNS0AB7H,
CNS0ABQ7

13 At3g18000.1 RAFL08-10-M03,
RAFL09-10-N16

13 At1g48600.2 BLAST
13 At1g73600.1 BLAST
14 At3g01470.1 RAFL09-10-M04,

CNS0A6MR,
CNS0A6ME,
CNS0A7C5

15 At1g29950.2 RAFL09-11-E02,
CNS0ADY7

15 At5g50010.1 RAFL16-69-M04,
CNS0A078

15 At5g64340.1 RAFL08-17-G21,
CNS0A1RW , and
BLAST

15 At5g09460.1 a RAFL04-17-N21

16 At3g51630.1 RAFL09-13-F09,
CNS0A4RC

17 At1g58120.1 RAFL19-67-G09
17 At3g53400.1 RAFL09-25-E19

17 At5g03190.1 BLAST
17 At5g01710.1 BLAST

18 At4g36990.1 RAFL08-18-B11

19 At5g53590.1 CNS09ZXM,
CNS0A1Y6

a uORF found upstream of annotated mORF-containing locus (within 2kb)
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Table 3-7. Arabidopsis loci and cDNA clone
numbers with conserved peptide uORFs identified
from Arabidopsis-Arabidopsis comparison

Homology
group Locus Sequence Source

20 At3g53670.1 RAFL04-17-G13,
CNS0A545,
CNS0A55G,
CNS0A5GY,
CNS0A5IC,
CNS0A5SL

20 At2g37480.1 CNS0A8YX,
CNS0A8J0

21 At1g68550.1 RAFL07-08-G04,
CNS0AAQF,
CNS0ADSH

21 At1g25470.1 RAFL21-49-G19,
CNS0A9NJ,
CNS0AAUQ,
CNS0ADNZ

22 At1g16860.1 RAFL07-11-D20,
RAFL07-11-E19,
CNS0AC9R,
CNS0ADWZ

22 At1g78880.1 RAFL11-03-J07,
RAFL09-26-I20

23 At1g64630.1 RAFL07-11-L03,
CNS0ADYY

23 At5g41990.1 RAFL09-07-L11,
CNS09YWE

24 At3g22970.1 RAFL07-14-J09,
CNS0A60Z,
CNS0A5AR

24 At4g14620.1 CNS0A46R,
CNS0A44P

25 At3g45240.1a RAFL09-18-F23,
CNS0A6N0

25 At5g60550.1 RAFL09-94-P19
26 At3g10910.1 CNS0A7NI
26 At5g05280.1 CNS0A1F5_3

a uORF found upstream of annotated mORF-containing locus (within 2kb)
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Table 3-8. Rice loci and cDNA clone numbers with
conserved peptide uORFs identified from
Arabidopsis-rice comparison

Homology
group Locus Sequence

Source
1 LOC_Os02g03960 AK070887.1
1 LOC_Os09g13570 AK064903.1,

AK098869.1,
AK072360.1

1 LOC_Os05g03860 AK105138.1,
AK065180.1,
AK104844.1

1 LOC_Os03g19370 AK109929.1
1 LOC_Os12g37410 BLAST
2 LOC_Os12g06330 AK074015.1
3 LOC_Os02g39790 AK070259.1,

AK062133.1,
AK070269.1

3 LOC_Os04g42090 AK072162.1,
AK100589.1,
AK067166.1,
AK098918.1

3 LOC_Os09g25620 AK100397.1,
AK101535.1,
AK102445.1,
AK067682.1

4 LOC_Os02g01360 AK060830.1
5 LOC_Os02g01240,

133165-133284a
AK103103.1,
AK060523.1

6 LOC_Os04g53190,
31234580-31234757 a

AK064902.1

7 LOC_Os09g15770 AK067685.1,
AK098857.1

7 LOC_Os06g48350 BLAST
8 LOC_Os10g26140 AK072620.1
9 LOC_Os04g38520 BLAST

AK101398.1
9 LOC_Os02g36590,

22043438- 22043536 a
AK105763.1

9 LOC_Os01g43370 AK101393.1,
AK099577.1,
AK101548.1,
AK103381.1

9 LOC_Os02g15880,
8987945- 8988028 a

AK068099.1,
AK100409.1

10 LOC_Os06g02550 AK069526.1
10 LOC_Os02g47220,

28767408- 28767530 a
AK100056.1,
AK101989.1

11 LOC_Os02g44230 AK103391.1
11 LOC_Os10g40550 AK069361.1
12 LOC_Os02g21920 AK060405.1,

AK104437.1
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AK104437.1

13 LOC_Os01g50030 AK102037.1
13 LOC_Os05g47540 BLAST
14 LOC_Os08g32080,

19755174- 19755260 a
AK101569.1,
AK100634.1

15 LOC_Os02g21090 AK107002.1,
AK102703.1,
AK106848.1

15 LOC_Os01g43680,
25011025- 25012089 a

AK071582.1

15 LOC_Os03g39440,
21870203- 21870427 a

AK101749.1

15 LOC_Os03g27390 AK065674.1
16 LOC_Os11g02300 AK071885.1,

AK072172.1,
AK071924.1,
AK067447.1

17 LOC_Os07g42830,
25650516- 25650623 a

AK070250.1

17 LOC_Os02g52300 AK069088.1
18 LOC_Os09g28350 AK061433.1,

AK101182.1
19 LOC_Os10g36700 AK109491.1,

AK068270.1
a Locus numbers indicate mORF location, and coordinates
indicate uORF location in intergenic region on the same
chromosome.
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collections, the estimated number of Arabidopsis homologs screened for uORF

conservation is 7,800-13,000. Only 80% of Arabidopsis genes also have a homolog in

rice (~21,000; Kikuchi et al. 2003), therefore the uORF-Finder program has identified

37-62% of all conserved upstream ORFs (7,800/21,000 to 13,000/21,000) when

comparing rice and Arabidopsis full-length cDNAs. Therefore, there should be 61-102

loci that contain conserved uORFs: 38 loci found by uORF-Finder, 6 additional loci

found by aligning known uORF sequences with the Arabidopsis genome using BLAST,

and 17-58 presently unidentified loci. Using both uORF-Finder and BLAST algorithms

we estimate that between 43% and 72% of conserved peptide uORFs between monocots

and dicots have been identified.

Number of Arabidopsis-Arabidopsis loci: 60% of Arabidopsis genes are represented in

the full-length cDNA collections used for this study. Therefore, the probability of

selecting two loci that have conserved peptide uORFs from the pool of known sequences

is 0.6*0.6=0.36. This translates to a total of 38 loci that have conserved uORFs using an

Arabidopsis-Arabidopsis comparison (14 identified (36%), and 24 unidentified).

Total loci: We therefore predict that there are between 99 and 140 loci in the Arabidopsis

genome that contain conserved peptide uORFs, 41-58% of which have been identified.
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CHAPTER 4:

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

The bioinformatics and genomics fields are in their infancy and now is a very exciting

time to be exploring the contents of genomes using a comparative approach. Detecting

conservation of sequences between two distantly related organisms can identify elements

which are important for normal biological function in those two lineages, whereas

detecting sequences that have been lost or retained in only one of multiple species can

reveal elements that are responsible for physiological differences between organisms.

Indeed, this latter approach has been used to pinpoint differences between primate and

human genomes (Newman et al. 2005) to attempt to answer the age-old question, what

makes us human? The former approach has been adopted to identify ultraconserved

elements (Bejerano et al. 2004) and essential genes (Tzafrir et al. 2004). In my

dissertation, this approach was used to determine the prevalence, evolutionary history,

and  putative function of conserved peptide uORFs and of their associated mORFs in rice

and Arabidopsis.

For all bioinformatic analyses, the quality of the output is dependent on the

quality of the input data. During our initial analysis of uORFs, we observed that some of

the full-length cDNAs contained sequence discrepancies when compared to the genomic

sequence. For this reason we sought to evaluate and improve the full-length cDNAs using

our program cQC. A web-based tool is now available to the scientific community to

improve other EST or full-length cDNA sequence datasets.
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Corrected full-length cDNA sequence collections identified a total of 58

Arabidopsis genes with conserved peptide uORFs, the detailed study of which has led to

several testable hypotheses. Firstly, these uORFs are likely to regulate translation of their

associated mORFs, but in vivo or in vitro experiments will be required to demonstrate the

role of these uORF, if any, in translational regulation. Typically, uORF function has been

tested by substituting the mORF for a reporter gene since misexpression of the mORF

can lead to lethal phenotypes (Hanfrey et al. 2002; Wiese et al. 2004). For genes

containing mORFs of unknown function, this approach will elucidate the role of the

uORF in translational control of the mORF but may not address the biological role of the

mORF itself. For this reason, it may be more prudent to study these uORFs in genes that

have already been characterized to some extent. For example, XPL1 has been shown to

be involved in root development and the phosphatidic acid (PA) pathway (Cruz-Ramirez

et al. 2004) and may control the limiting step in PA production (Luis Herrera, personal

communication). Also, ATHB1 may be involved in leaf cell fate (Aoyama et al. 1995), its

DNA binding domain has been experimentally verified (Sessa et al. 1997), and its

phylogenetic relationship to other class I homeobox genes has been assessed (Henriksson

et al. 2005). Other genes, such as bHLH142-145, bHLH155-156,HSF4, ERF116, and

ERF118, belong to gene families containing members that have been studied in depth and

for this reason their biological function may be elucidated more easily.

Secondly, uORF transcripts effectively contain PTCs, and could therefore affect

the stability of the mRNA by invoking the NMD degradation pathway. For those

transcripts that are not subject to increased degradation, there may be stabilizer elements
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that bypass the NMD pathway, analogous to those found in fungal uORF transcripts. (Lee

and Schedl 2004; Ruiz-Echevarria and Peltz 2000). Stabilizer elements have not

previously been identified in plants, and therefore would present a significant advance in

the understanding of NMD in plants. Unfortunately, the proteins involved in plant NMD

have not been functionally studied (Maquat 2004) and a detailed analysis of stabilizer

elements may be hampered by these undercharacterized molecular players.

The biological characterization of uORF transcripts could also reveal whether

metabolite-dependent regulation is a commonality among all conserved peptide uORF.

uORF regulation is polyamine- and sucrose-dependent in the AdoMetDC1/SAMDC1 and

AtbZIP11 transcripts, respectively. Additionally, other genes in the uORF dataset are

clear candidates for metabolite-dependent regulation, such as XPL1 and the uORF

homology group 11 TTPase-like genes (see Chapter 3 Discussion). Presumably many or

all of the transcription factor genes require induction in response to developmental cues

or environmental stimuli. Under a uORF metabolite-dependent model, transcription

factors could be quickly up- or down-regulated in response to cellular conditions. The

results from experiments establishing metabolite dependency naturally lead to questions

that as yet have remained unanswered. Most notably, researchers have not deciphered the

mechanism by which uORFs mediate metabolite-dependent regulation. Given the large

diversity of amino acid sequences found in the different uORF homology groups, many

distinct mechanisms may exist.

We predict that the conserved peptide uORFs presented in this dissertation

represent a subset of the genome-wide population. To identify the remaining conserved
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peptide uORFs genome annotations and additional full-length cDNA collections will

need to be incorporated into the analysis as they become available. Maize, poplar, and

moss full-length cDNAs sequencing projects have been initiated and the publication of

the results as well as the genome sequences should be available within the next few years.

Annotations and cDNA collections could also help identify short conserved

peptide uORFs (< 25 a.a.). In animals, most of the characterized conserved peptide

uORFs are less than 25 a.a., therefore it is conceivable that plants also have very short

conserved peptide uORFs. Presently, short uORFs are difficult to detect using the uORF-

Finder program because it is limited to comparing transcripts from only two organisms

which leads to weak statistical support of conserved uORF alignments. This population

of uORFs could be identified by comparing full-length cDNA sequences from three or

more plant species, increasing the statistical power of the original comparative method.

The approach could also be used to identify conserved peptide uORFs with non-

AUG start codons. Kozak (2002) predicts that many uORFs are in poor translation

initiation contexts and inclusion of uORFs with non-AUG start codons may reveal other

conserved peptide uORFs that were missed by the original uORF-Finder program. A

single non-AUG uORF has been identified to date (Warnakulasuriyarachchi et al. 2003)

and more are likely to follow.

As more plant full-length cDNAs and genomes become available, it will also

become feasible to identify conserved peptide uORFs which are lineage specific. These

uORFs could provide insights into lineage specific responses as well as models for how

uORFs arise or are lost throughout evolutionary history.
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We also expect that conserved peptide uORFs occur at comparable frequencies in

plants and animals since the proportion of uAUG transcripts is similar in both groups. To

date, the study of uORFs has been neglected in insects and only a few experiments have

demonstrated the presence of biologically functional conserved peptide uORFs in

mammalian transcripts (Hill and Morris 1993; Jin et al. 2003). This is a propitious time to

investigate conserved peptide uORFs in animals, not only because they are understudied,

but also because uORFs may have important roles to play in the regulation of cancerous

cells. Early work suggested that uORFs are overrepresented in mammalian transcripts

coding for oncogenes (Kozak 1987a) and recently several oncogenes have been shown to

contain functional uORFs (Alves de Almeida et al. 2005; Calkhoven et al. 2003; Jin et al.

2003; Mehta et al. 2006). One further reason to study this phenomenon in animals is the

availability of vast sequence resources; full-length cDNA sequences exist for Drosophila

melanogaster, Anopheles gambiae, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens and genome

sequences have been produced for these same organisms as well as for Apis mellifera,

twelve Drosophila species, Gallus gallus, Bos taurus, Canis familiaris, and Sus scrofa, to

name a few (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/Genomes/). The abundant bioinformatic tools

available for these organisms and the link between uORFs and human disease warrants

further study of conserved peptide uORFs in the animal kingdom.

Finally, other regulatory elements, such as IRESs and stem loop structures, have

been found to co-occur with uORFs in 5’UTRs, therefore the transcripts identified in this

study could also contain other regulatory elements. Many of these elements rely on

secondary structure for their regulatory properties and could be detected using structure-
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prediction software. This software is in its infancy, predicting structure based on free

energy estimates, but undoubtedly will become more refined in years to come.  Other

elements, such as miRNAs, can also be directly or inversely correlated to the presence of

uORFs as they become annotated features in the genome. To date, there is no evidence in

the literature that uORFs occur in the same transcripts as miRNAs and within the

conserved uORF dataset this observation holds true. It may be that miRNAs tend to

regulate genes primarily involved in development while uORFs regulate genes in

response to environmental stimuli but this remains to be seen in future experiments. What

is clear, is that both elements preferentially occur in transcription factors, both elements

originated in a plant-animal eukaryotic ancestor, and both have the potential to affect an

organism’s phenotype in very significant ways.

Whatever the outcome of these hypotheses, this field promises to be a very

interesting topic in the years to come.
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APPENDIX A:

CQC PERL SCRIPT
#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

#This is the commandline version of the cDNA Quality Control Tool, cQC.

#The tool is available as a web utility at: http://genomics.arizona.edu/software/cQC.

#Comments included in the code below are intended to help make sense of
implementation
# details for specific stretches of code. They do not provide a high-level overview of
# functionality. For a high-level overview, please read the paper, found at
# http://genomics.arizona.edu/software/cQC.

use Bio::SearchIO;
use Getopt::Long;
use strict;

my $testing = 0;

my $sim4_bin = "/usr/local/bin/sim4";
my $fasta_bin = "/usr/local/bin/fastacmd";
my $cdna_seq_file = "temp_cdnaseq.txt";
my $genomic_seq_file = "temp_genomicseq.txt";

my $database = "";
my $files_dir = "";
my $blast_result_file = "blast_result.bOUT";
my $blast_e_val = "1e-50";
my $one_hit_file = "one_hit.out";
my $many_hits_file = "chimeric_align.out";  #chimeric alignments
my $many_hits_seqs_file = "chimeric_seqs.out";  #chimeric seqs in web cQC
my $no_hits_file = "no_hits.out";   #no genomic counterpart
my $no_hits_seqs_file = "no_gen_counterpart_seqs.out";  #cDNAs with no genomic
counterpart
my $too_short_file = "lack_end_sim.out";    #lacks end similarity
my $too_short_seqs_file = "lack_end_sim_seqs.out";
my $too_short_snippets_file = "lack_end_sim_snippets.out";  #end sequence that doesn't
align
my $altered_seqs_file = "altered_seqs.out";
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my $altered_seqs_align = "altered_align.out";   #sim4 alignment of cDNAs to genomic
that don't align perfectly.
my $mystery_align_file = "lack_int_sim_align.out";  #lack internal similarity
my $mystery_seqs_file = "lack_int_sim_seqs.out";
my $rdna_seqs_file = "rdna_seqs.out";   #rDNA-containing cDNAs
my $is_matches_file = "insertion_seq_matches.out";  #insertion sequence-containing
cDNAs

my $is_db = "/home2/websites/igert/software/cQC/files/BLAST_IS_DB/IS_dbIII";

my $cdna_file = "";
my $good_hit_pct = 95;
my $flank_length = 2000;
my $cluster_proximity = 10000; # the default for Arabadopsis
my $flanking_ext_increase = 5000;
my $begin_discrep=1;
my $end_discrep=0;

my $one_hit_altered_fasta_line = "cDNA sequence altered";
my $one_hit_perfect_fasta_line = "perfect alignment to genomic";
my $no_hit_fasta_line = "no genomic counterpart";
my $non_homol_term_fasta_line = "lacks end similarity";
my $non_homol_intern_fasta_line = "lacks internal similarity";
my $many_hit_fasta_line = "chimeric sequence";

my ($orf_nt_num, $utr5_nt_num, $utr3_nt_num) = (0,0,0);

my $sim4_A = 3;
my $sim4_K = 20;

my $rrna_db = "";
#my $blast_bin = "/usr/local/ncbi/bin/blastall -p blastn";
my $blast_bin = "/usr/local/blast/megablast -D 2";

my $big_number = 1000000000;

eval {   #The rest of the code is in an eval context to assist with recovering from errors in
the webscript.
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    GetOptions(
            "4|sim4:s" => \$sim4_bin,
            "a|altered:s" => \$altered_seqs_file,
            "b|blast:s" => \$blast_bin,
            "c|cdna:s" => \$cdna_file,
            "d|db:s" => \$database, #genome database
            "e|eval:s" => \$blast_e_val,
            "f|fasta:s" => \$fasta_bin,
            "g|hitpct:i" => \$good_hit_pct,
            "h|nohitseqs:s" => \$no_hits_seqs_file,
            "i|isdb:s" => \$is_db,
            "j|alteredalign:s" => \$altered_seqs_align,
            "k|filesdir:s" => \$files_dir,
            "l|flank:i" => \$flank_length,
            "m|chimeric:s" => \$many_hits_file,
            "n|nohits:s" => \$no_hits_file,
            "o|onehit:s" => \$one_hit_file,
            "r|rrnadb:s" => \$rrna_db,
            "s|nogenseqs:s" => \$too_short_seqs_file,
            "t|nogen:s" => \$too_short_file,
            "u|nogensnip:s" => \$too_short_snippets_file,
            "v:i" => \$begin_discrep,
            "w:i" => \$end_discrep,
            "x|clust_prox:i" => \$cluster_proximity,
            "y|lackintseqs:s" => \$mystery_seqs_file,
            "z|lackint:s" => \$mystery_align_file,
            "chimeric_seq:s" => \$many_hits_seqs_file,
            "test:i" => \$testing,
            );

    $files_dir .= "/" if $files_dir;
    open (MANYHITS, ">$files_dir$many_hits_file");
    open (MANYHITS_SEQS, ">$files_dir$many_hits_seqs_file");
    open (NOHITS, ">$files_dir$no_hits_file");
    open (NOHITS_SEQS, ">$files_dir$no_hits_seqs_file");
    open (FASTA_ERRORS, ">$files_dir"."fasta_errors");

    open (IS_MATCHES, ">$files_dir$is_matches_file");
    open (RDNA_SEQS, ">$files_dir$rdna_seqs_file");

    open (ONEHIT, ">$files_dir$one_hit_file");
    open (TOOSHORT, ">$files_dir$too_short_file");
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    open (TOOSHORTSEQS, ">$files_dir$too_short_seqs_file");
    open (TOOSHORT_SNIPPETS, ">$files_dir$too_short_snippets_file");
    open (ALTERED, ">$files_dir$altered_seqs_file");

    open (ALTERED_ALIGN, ">$files_dir$altered_seqs_align");
    #print header to file...may be the only thing that gets printed if no seqs are altered
    print ALTERED join("\t" , qw( qid
            utr5_inserted_bases utr5_deleted_bases utr5_insertion_gaps utr5_deletion_gaps
utr5_substitutions
            orf_inserted_bases orf_deleted_bases orf_insertion_gaps orf_deletion_gaps
orf_substitutions
            utr3_inserted_bases utr3_deleted_bases utr3_insertion_gaps utr3_deletion_gaps
utr3_substitutions
            frame_shifted stop_added) ). "\n";
    open (MYSTERY, ">$files_dir$mystery_align_file");#put all sequences (run through
sim4)that don't match entire cDNA internally into this file
    open (MYSTERY_SEQ, ">$files_dir$mystery_seqs_file");#put all sequences (run
through sim4)that don't match entire cDNA internally into this file
    if ($testing) {
        #print data out to files right away so you can follow them realtime
        $| = 1;  #print right away (no buffer)
        ONEHIT->autoflush(1);
        TOOSHORT->autoflush(1);
        TOOSHORTSEQS->autoflush(1);
        TOOSHORT_SNIPPETS->autoflush(1);
        ALTERED->autoflush(1);
        ALTERED_ALIGN->autoflush(1);
        MYSTERY->autoflush(1);
        MYSTERY_SEQ->autoflush(1);
    }

    #capture the list of all cdna names and their corresponding sequence
    my $old_splitter = $/;
    $/= ">";
    open (CDNA, "<$cdna_file");
    my @cdnas = <CDNA>;
    shift @cdnas; #remove the first one, cause it's empty
    my %cdna_seqs;
    my %untouched_cdna_seqs;
    my %orig_cdna_order;
    my @not_hit_cdnas;
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    my $i=0;
    #get pairs of id/sequence
    foreach (@cdnas) {#for each sequence (fasta format)
        #capture first line into $id, the rest into $seq (ignoring the ">" at the end)
        #my ($id, $seq) =  ( $_ =~ m/(\S+?)(?:\n|(?:(?: |\t).*?\n))(.*?)>?/s ) ;
        my ($id, $seq) =  ( $_ =~ m/(\S+?)(?:(?:\015|\012)+|(?:(?:
|\t).*?(?:\015|\012)+))(.*?)(>|$)/s ) ;
        #remove whitespace (includes newlines, carriage returns, etc.)
        $seq =~ s/\s//sg;

        #remove poly-A tail
        $seq .= "A";  #this is put here so the regex below will match something.  It'll be
removed by that regex
        $seq =~ s/(a+.{0,3}a*)$//gi;  #replace polyA with nothing (can have up to three bps
that are not A's)

        #remove poly-Ns at the end of the sequence
        $seq .= "N";  #this is put here so the regex below will match something.  It'll be
removed by that regex
        $seq =~ s/(n+.{0,3}n*)$//gi;  #replace polyN with nothing (can have up to three bps
that are not N's)

        $cdna_seqs{$id} = $seq;
        $untouched_cdna_seqs{$id} = 0;
        $orig_cdna_order{$id} = $i;
        $i++;
    }

    $/ = $old_splitter; # back to the original file splitter...for future reading

    #figure out which cdna seqs contain rrna matches. Note them and remove them
    my $rna_cmd ="$blast_bin -F F -d $rrna_db -i $cdna_file -b 1 -v 1 -e 1e-50 -m 8";
    my $blastall_result = `$rna_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result

    my @blast_array = split(/\n/,$blastall_result);#split blast result by newline
    my %cdnas_with_rrna;
    foreach my $row (@blast_array) {
        my ($blast_name) = ($row =~ m/(.+?)\s/); #dump names with hits into $blast_name
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        $cdnas_with_rrna{$blast_name} = 1;  #create deduped array (as hash) of all cdnas
with rrna
    }

    foreach my $id (keys %cdnas_with_rrna) {
        print RDNA_SEQS ">$id\n$cdna_seqs{$id}\n";
        delete $cdna_seqs{$id};
    }

    #figure out which cdna seqs contain insertion sequences. Note them
    my $is_cmd ="$blast_bin -F F -d $is_db -i $cdna_file -b 1 -v 1 -e 1e-10 -m 8";
    my $is_blastall_result = `$is_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result
    my @is_blast_array = split(/\n/,$is_blastall_result);#split blast result by newline
    foreach my $row (@is_blast_array) {
        my ($blast_name) = ($row =~ m/(.+?)\s/); #dump names with hits into $blast_name
        print IS_MATCHES "$blast_name\n";
    }

    #Blast cdna sequences against the blast db. Finds best matches in genomic for each
cdna
    #For each cdna, pick the good (hit (if it's possible and there's only one) and use it to
perform QC.
    my $blast_cmd ="$blast_bin -a 1 -d $database -i $cdna_file -o
$files_dir$blast_result_file -b 2 -v 2 -e $blast_e_val";
    my $res = `$blast_cmd`;

    my $srchio = new Bio::SearchIO ('-format' => 'blast', '-file' =>
"$files_dir$blast_result_file");
    # Now look at the results for each Query

    while (my $res = $srchio->next_result) {
        my ($good_hit_count, $first_good_hit) = test_hits($res);

        next unless $res->query_name;
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        delete($untouched_cdna_seqs{$res->query_name});
        next unless $cdna_seqs{$res->query_name};  #If we removed it during rrna
processing, don't bother with the blast result

        #...and pass the result on to the appropriate function,
        # according to the # of good hits
        if ($good_hit_count == 0) {
            my $qid = $res->query_name;
            push (@not_hit_cdnas, $qid);
        } elsif ($good_hit_count == 1) {
            one_good_hit($res, $first_good_hit);
        } else { # $good_hit_count > 1
            many_good_hits($res);
        }

    }

    #Wrap-up: note all the sequences that didn't have hits, and deal with them.
    #Print out the whole list of un-hit cdnas, along with alteration stats

    foreach my $id ( keys %untouched_cdna_seqs ) {
        next unless $id;
        next unless $cdna_seqs{$id};
        push (@not_hit_cdnas, $id);
    }

    #sort by original order
    @not_hit_cdnas = sort { $orig_cdna_order{$a} <=> $orig_cdna_order{$b}}
@not_hit_cdnas;
    foreach my $id (@not_hit_cdnas) {
        print NOHITS "$id \n\n";
        print NOHITS_SEQS ">$id $no_hit_fasta_line\n$cdna_seqs{$id}\n";
    }

    print ALTERED  "Total number of nt in 5'UTRs of final set = $utr5_nt_num\n";
    print ALTERED  "Total number of nt in ORFs of final set = $orf_nt_num\n";
    print ALTERED  "Total number of nt in 3'UTRs of final set = $utr3_nt_num\n";
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    #     .
    #     .
    #     .

    #That's the end of the main program.  Subroutines called in that program are below

    #     .
    #     .
    #     .

    # ------------------ #
    #     Subroutines    #
    # ------------------ #

    # ####################
    # test_hits
    # in: a bioperl ResultI object representing the hits for one cdna sequence
    # out: # of good hits (above the threshold), and the first one found (a HitI object)
    #
    # The first hit found is returned in case of >=1 hit, but is only used by the calling
    # function in the case that exactly one hit is found
    # ####################
    sub test_hits {
        my $res = $_[0];
        my $good_hit_count=0;
        my $good_hit ;
        my $first_good_hit;
        while (my $hit = $res->next_hit) {
            $good_hit = undef ;
            while (my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp) {
            my $hspPct = $hsp->frac_identical() * 100;
                if ($hspPct >= $good_hit_pct) {
                    $good_hit = $hit;
                    $first_good_hit ||= $hit ; #assign first_good_hit if it isn't already assigned
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                    last;
                }
            }
            $good_hit_count++ if $good_hit;
        }
        return ($good_hit_count, $first_good_hit);
    }

    # ####################
    # one_good_hit
    # in: a bioperl ResultI object for one cdna and a single HitI object from the set found in
that Result
    # out: nothing
    #
    # This gets called if there's one good hit.  It handles the job of matching up the cdna
    # sequence to genomic (clustering to find the bounds of the genomic sequence, then
using
    # fasta and sim4), and storing the results. In clustering, may identify problem in
sequence,
    # which will cause the sequence to be handled as a chimera
    # ####################

    sub one_good_hit {
        my ($result, $hit) = @_;
        my $qid = $result->query_name;
        my $cdna_number = $result->query_name;

        if (! $cdna_seqs{$qid} ) { #must have been deleted in the rrna clearing (based on
testing)
            return;
        }

        my $hitname = $hit->name;
        $hitname =~ /\|(.+?)\|/  ||  $hitname =~ /\|(.*)/;
        $hitname = $1;  #trimmed the "name" down to just the refernce # (no pipes, etc)

        my $lowest_good_pos = $big_number;
        my $highest_good_pos = -1;
        my $blast_strand; #will store a -1 or +1, depending on the alignment orientation of
the first "good" hsp
        $hit->rewind; #we've already run through all hsps...reset so we can do it again
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        while (my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp) {
            my $hspPct = $hsp->frac_identical() * 100;
            if ( $hspPct >= $good_hit_pct) {

                #reorient genomic sequence so that cDNA and genomic sequence are in
                #same direction when input into sim4 (blast strand will be +1 or -1
                #and fastacmd strand will be 1 (plus/top) or 2 (minus/bottom)). Do this
                #otherwise sim4 reorients the cDNA to match the genomic (!!!)
                my $query_strand = $hsp->strand;
                my $subject_strand = $hsp->hit->strand;

                my $hsp_strand = $query_strand * $subject_strand  ;
                my $hspSStart =  $hsp->hit->start ;
                my $hspSEnd =  $hsp->hit->end ;

                $blast_strand = $hsp_strand if !$blast_strand;

                $lowest_good_pos = $hspSStart  if ($hspSStart<$lowest_good_pos);
                $highest_good_pos = $hspSEnd  if ($hspSEnd > $highest_good_pos);
            }
        }

        #if two totally unrelated regions of the same chromosome get counted in the same
hit,
        # they should be counted as two separate hits
        my @hsps_cluster_result = test_hsps_clustering($hit);
        my $clust_res = shift(@hsps_cluster_result);
        if ($clust_res == 1 ) {
              #just keep going;
        } elsif ($clust_res == 2 ) {
              #There are 2+ clusters, but they all overlap on cDNA, so
              # the function returns the boundaries of the largest genomic coverage by any one
of the clusters
              ($lowest_good_pos,$highest_good_pos) = @hsps_cluster_result;
              #keep going;
        } else {
              #There are 2+ clusters, and at least two of them do not overlap on cDNA...so go
to many hits
              print_many_hits ($result);
              return;
        }

        #convert BLAST strand designation to fastacmd strand designation
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        my $fastacmd_strand = 1 if ($blast_strand > 0);
        $fastacmd_strand = 2 if ($blast_strand < 0);

        $lowest_good_pos -= $flank_length;
        $lowest_good_pos = 0 if ($lowest_good_pos < 0);

        $highest_good_pos += $flank_length;

        #fastacmd to pull the correct range of genomic sequence from the db, for use by
sim4
        my $cmd = "$fasta_bin -d $database -p F \\
        -s $hitname -S $fastacmd_strand -L $lowest_good_pos,$highest_good_pos"; #-S
(strand) default(top)=1, bottom=2

        my $fasta_result = `$cmd`;

        if (!$fasta_result) { #there was an error running this fasta_cmd
            print FASTA_ERRORS "$cmd\n\n";
            return;
        }

        open (TEMPSEQ, ">$files_dir$cdna_seq_file");
        print TEMPSEQ ">$qid\n$cdna_seqs{$qid}";
        close TEMPSEQ;

        open (TEMPSEQ, ">$files_dir$genomic_seq_file");
        print TEMPSEQ "$fasta_result";
        close TEMPSEQ;

        my $gen_length = length($fasta_result);

        my $sim4result = `$sim4_bin $files_dir$cdna_seq_file $files_dir$genomic_seq_file
A=$sim4_A, K=$sim4_K`;
        process_sim4($sim4result, $cdna_seqs{$qid}, $fasta_result, $qid,
                            $hitname, $fastacmd_strand, $lowest_good_pos, $highest_good_pos);

        `rm $files_dir$cdna_seq_file`;
        `rm $files_dir$genomic_seq_file`;
    }
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    # ####################
    # many_good_hits
    # in: a bioperl ResultI object for one cdna
    # out: nothing
    #
    # The current cdna seems to have chimeric sequence.
    #    If this is true, note it and move to next sequence
    #    Otherwise, redirect to the one-good-hit process.
    # ####################
    sub many_good_hits {
        my $result = $_[0]; #first argument (result) gets copied into local variable
        my $qid = $result->query_name;

        #if the two hits had an overlap, we pass the best (first) hit off to one_good_hit
        # then "return"...which shortcircuits the rest of the code, returning to the calling
function
        if ( hits_overlap($result) ){
            one_good_hit ($result, ($result->hits)[0]);
        } else {
            print_many_hits ($result);
        }
    }

    # ####################
    # print_many_hits
    # in: a bioperl ResultI object for one cdna
    # out: nothing
    #
    # Print info about a chimeric sequence
    # ####################
    sub print_many_hits {
        my $result = $_[0];
        my $qid = $result->query_name;

        print MANYHITS_SEQS ">$qid $many_hit_fasta_line\n$cdna_seqs{$qid}\n";
        print MANYHITS "----------\ncdna name: $qid \n\n";

        foreach my $hit ($result->hits) {
            my $hitname = $hit->name;
            my $acc = $hit->accession;
            my $dsc = $hit->description;
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            my $printed_hitname = 0;

            $hit->rewind;
            while (my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp) {
                my $hspPct = $hsp->frac_identical() * 100;
                if ($hspPct >= $good_hit_pct) {
                    if (!$printed_hitname) {
                        print MANYHITS "\t$acc\n";
                        $printed_hitname = 1;
                    }
                    print MANYHITS "Query:". $hsp->query->start." - ";  #print start and stop
of query--do the 100%
                    print MANYHITS $hsp->query->end."\n";    #matches overlap?

                my $hit_strand = $hsp->strand * $hsp->hit->strand;

                    print MANYHITS "Hit:". $hsp->hit->start." - ";  #print start and stop of
query--do the 100%
                    print MANYHITS $hsp->hit->end."\n";  #matches overlap?

                    print MANYHITS "Hit:". $hsp->hit->end." - ";  #print start and stop of
query--do the 100%
                    print MANYHITS $hsp->hit->start."\n";  #matches overlap?

                    print MANYHITS $hsp->query_string."\n";
                    print MANYHITS $hsp->homology_string."\n";
                    print MANYHITS $hsp->hit_string."\n\n";

                }
            }
        }
    }

    # ####################
    # process_sim4
    # in:
    #   $sim4result: the standard output of a sim4 run on one cdna seq and one genomic
region sequence
    #   $cdna_seq: the cdna sequence
    #   $genomic_seq: the sequence from the best matching genomic region
    #   $qid: the name of the cdna sequence
    #   $hitname: the name of the hit genomic sequence (from the blast)
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    #   $fastacmd_strand: a 1 or a 2, depending on orientation of blast match to genomic
seq in db
    #   $lowest_good_pos: beginning of the range that was used to fetch genomic (used in
case genomic must be expanded)
    #   $highest_good_pos end of the range that was used to fetch genomic (used in case
genomic must be expanded)
    #
    # out: nothing
    #
    # Given a sim4 alignment, check to see if it covers the entire cdna.
    #  - if it does, then print out the altered sequence (and gather stats)
    #  - if it doesn't, hand off to a function that will try a longer stretch of genomic
    # ####################
    sub process_sim4 {
        my ($sim4result, $cdna_seq, $genomic_seq, $qid,
                $hitname, $fastacmd_strand, $lowest_good_pos, $highest_good_pos) = @_;

        my ($cdna_length)  = ($sim4result =~ m/seq1.*?(\d+)\sbp/);

        my $sim4result_orig = $sim4result;
        $sim4result =~ s/(seq\d.*?\n)//g; #trim off the info preceeding the exon position info

        my @exons = split(/(?<=%)\s+(?:->|<-)/,$sim4result);  #split on -> or <-

        $genomic_seq =~ s/^.*?\n//; #remove the first line (gene id, etc.)
        $genomic_seq =~ s/\n//g; #remove all newlines (compact string to just bases)

        my $fixed_cdna_seq = "";

        foreach my $exon_string (@exons) {
            my ($start, $stop, $pct) =  ($exon_string =~ m/\((\d+)-(\d+)\)\s+(\d+)\%/);
            $fixed_cdna_seq .= substr($genomic_seq,$start-1,$stop-$start+1);
        }

        #Check the starts and stops of the sim4 alignment--if doesn't start at
        # first cdna position or last cdna position, don't bother printing here (it's already been
handled).
        #If it does start and stop at the right place, but already got handeled
        # as a mystery seq (lacks internal sim), don't bother printing.
        my ($too_short, $already_wrote_seq) = test_too_short($qid, $sim4result,
$fixed_cdna_seq, $cdna_seq, $cdna_length,\@exons,
                                $hitname, $fastacmd_strand, $lowest_good_pos,
$highest_good_pos);
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        if ( $too_short || $already_wrote_seq ){
            return; #too_short_test was either too short,
                    # or was not too short ...but already got handeled as a mystery seq (lacks
internal sim).
                    # In either case, we don't want to print to one_hit
        }

        #got here? must be a single good hit that covers the cdna, so count the changes
        # and print out the fixed sequence.
        my ($orf_ins, $orf_del, $orf_ins_count, $orf_del_count, $orf_sub,
                $utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_ins_count,$utr5_del_count,$utr5_sub,
                $utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_ins_count,$utr3_del_count,$utr3_sub,
                $frame_shifted, $stop_added, $orf_start, $orf_stop
                )  = count_alterations($sim4result_orig);

        if ($orf_sub || $orf_ins || $orf_del || $utr5_ins || $utr5_del || $utr5_sub
            || $utr3_ins || $utr3_del || $utr3_sub) {

            print ONEHIT ">$qid $one_hit_altered_fasta_line\n";
            print ONEHIT "$fixed_cdna_seq\n";

            print ALTERED "$qid\t";
            print ALTERED join ("\t", ($utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_sub,
                    $orf_ins, $orf_del, $orf_sub,
                    $utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_sub,
                    $frame_shifted?'T':'F', $stop_added?'T':'F')) ."\n";
            print ALTERED_ALIGN "$qid$sim4result\n\n" ;

        }   else {
            print ONEHIT ">$qid $one_hit_perfect_fasta_line\n";
            print ONEHIT "$fixed_cdna_seq\n";
        }
    }

    # ####################
    # count_alterations
    # in: the standard output of a sim4 run on one cdna seq and one genomic region
sequence
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    # out: an array of counts, corresponding to substitution, indel, and premature stop
codons
    #      for 5'UTR, ORF and 3'UTR
    #
    # Counts through all the positions at which cdna and genomic differ (per sim4
alignment),
    #  and tracks substitutions, indels and early stop codons. UTR-ORF boundaries are
    #  based on the assumption that the longest orf is the protein coding orf.
    # ####################
    sub count_alterations {
        my $sim4_results = $_[0];

        $sim4_results =~ s/.*%\n+//; #strip off everything up to the first row of alignment.
        my @align_rows = split(/\n\n/, $sim4_results);

        my ($orf_sub, $orf_ins, $orf_del, $curr_ins, $curr_del, $frame_shifted,
$stop_added)
           = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
        my ($full_hit_len, $full_hom_len, $full_query_len) = (0,0,0);
        my ($full_hit_str, $full_hom_str, $full_query_str, $hit_str, $hom_str, $query_str);
        my ($utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_curr_ins,$utr5_curr_del,$utr5_sub) = (0,0,0,0,0);
        my ($utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_curr_ins,$utr3_curr_del,$utr3_sub) = (0,0,0,0,0);
        my ($orf_del_count, $orf_ins_count, $utr5_del_count, $utr5_ins_count,
$utr3_del_count, $utr3_ins_count)
           = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
        my ($first_orf_pos_ch_in_hit, $last_orf_pos_ch_in_hit) = (0,0);

        #NOTE:   "hit" = cdna,  "query"=genomic

        #getorf to find longest orf
        foreach my $row (@align_rows) {
          next unless $row =~ /:[\s\.]*\n(.*?)\n(.*?)\n(.*)/;
          my $hit_line = $1;
          my $hom_line = $2;
          my $query_line = $3;

          #determine the length of the left column, used to place position #s.
          $hit_line =~ /^(.*?\d+\s)/i;
          my $num_col_width = length($1); #the next 3 regexes will strip that many
positions at beginning
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          $hit_line =~ s/^.{$num_col_width}//;
          $full_hit_str .= $hit_line;

          $hom_line =~ s/^.{$num_col_width}//;
          $full_hom_str .= $hom_line;

          $query_line =~ s/^.{$num_col_width}//;
          $full_query_str .= $query_line;

        }

        $full_hit_len = length($full_hit_str);
        $full_hom_len = length($full_hom_str);
        $full_query_len = length($full_query_str);

        #remove the 3 preceeding and following characters for a ">>>...>>>" entry
        my $compressed_query_str = $full_query_str;
        $compressed_query_str =~ s/.{3}\.{3}.{3}//g;

        #Find the major ORF
        my $orf_start = 1;
        my $orf_stop = 1; #length($compressed_hit_str);
        {
            open (TEMPSEQ, ">$files_dir$genomic_seq_file.b");
            print TEMPSEQ "$compressed_query_str";
            close TEMPSEQ;

            my $getorf_result = `getorf -find 1 -noreverse -auto -filter
$files_dir$genomic_seq_file.b 2>&1`;
            `rm $files_dir$genomic_seq_file.b`;

            my @orfs = split(/>/,$getorf_result);
            shift @orfs;

            foreach my $orf (@orfs) {

                my ($cur_orf_start, $cur_orf_stop) = ($orf =~ m/\[(\d+) - (\d+)\]/);
                if ($cur_orf_stop-$cur_orf_start > $orf_stop-$orf_start) {
                    $orf_start = $cur_orf_start;
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                    $orf_stop = $cur_orf_stop;
                }
            }
        }

        $utr5_nt_num += $orf_start - 1;
        $orf_nt_num += $orf_stop - $orf_start + 1;
        $utr3_nt_num += length($compressed_query_str) - $orf_stop ;

        #do a whole lotta counting (and tracking for early stop codons inside the orf)
        my $hit_ch_cnt = 0;
        my $query_ch_cnt = 0;
        for my $pos (0..$full_hom_len-1) {
          my $hom_ch = substr($full_hom_str,$pos,1);
          next if $hom_ch =~ /[><.]/;  #skip the ">>>...>>>" sections

          my $hit_ch = substr($full_hit_str,$pos,1);# if $full_hit_len>$_;
          $hit_ch_cnt++ if $hit_ch && $hit_ch !~ /[ -]/;
          my $query_ch = substr($full_query_str,$pos,1);# if $full_query_len>$_;
          $query_ch_cnt++ if $query_ch && $query_ch !~ /[ -]/;

          #5'utr region
          if ($query_ch_cnt < $orf_start ) {
            if ($hom_ch eq "-") {
                if ($query_ch eq " ") {
                    $utr5_curr_ins++;
                } else {
                    $utr5_curr_del++;
                }
            } else {
                #just finished an indel
                if ($utr5_curr_ins>$utr5_curr_del) {
                    $utr5_ins_count++;
                    $utr5_ins += $utr5_curr_ins;
                    $utr5_curr_ins=0;
                } elsif ($utr5_curr_del>$utr5_curr_ins) {
                    $utr5_del_count++;
                    $utr5_del += $utr5_curr_del;
                    $utr5_curr_del=0;
                }
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                if ($hom_ch eq " ") {
                    $utr5_sub++;
                }
            }
            next;
          }

          #3' region
          if ($query_ch_cnt > $orf_stop) {

            $last_orf_pos_ch_in_hit = $hit_ch_cnt-1  if !$last_orf_pos_ch_in_hit;

            if ($hom_ch eq "-") {
                if ($query_ch eq " ") {
                    $utr3_curr_ins++;
                } else {
                    $utr3_curr_del++;
                }
            } else {
                if ($utr3_curr_ins>$utr3_curr_del) {
                    $utr3_ins_count++;
                    $utr3_ins += $utr3_curr_ins;
                    $utr3_curr_ins=0;
                } elsif ($utr3_curr_del>$utr3_curr_ins) {
                    $utr3_del_count++;
                    $utr3_del += $utr3_curr_del;
                    $utr3_curr_del=0;
                }
                if ($hom_ch eq " ") {
                    $utr3_sub++;
                }
            }
            next;
          }

          #in the orf
          $first_orf_pos_ch_in_hit = $hit_ch_cnt  if !$first_orf_pos_ch_in_hit;

          $hit_str .= $hit_ch  if ( $hom_ch eq "|" || $hom_ch eq " " || ($hom_ch eq "-" &&
$hit_ch ne " "));
          $query_str .= $query_ch  if ( $hom_ch eq "|" || $hom_ch eq " " || ($hom_ch eq "-"
&& $query_ch ne " "));

          if ($hom_ch eq "-") {
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            if ($query_ch eq " ") {
              $curr_ins++;
            } else {
              $curr_del++;
            }
          } elsif ($hom_ch eq " ") {
            $orf_sub++;
          }

          if ($hom_ch eq "-" || $hom_ch eq "|" || $hom_ch eq " ") { #ignore spaces between
alignments (which look like ">>>...>>>")
            if ($query_ch_cnt >= $orf_start and $query_ch_cnt <= $orf_stop) {

              if ($hom_ch ne "-" ) {  #reading an equality/substitution
                if ($curr_del%3 || $curr_ins%3) {#if we've just ended a non-3bp indel
                    $frame_shifted=1;
                }
                $orf_del += $curr_del;
                $orf_ins += $curr_ins;
                $orf_del_count++ if $curr_del;
                $orf_ins_count++ if $curr_ins;
                $curr_del = 0;
                $curr_ins = 0;
              } elsif ( $query_ch ne " ") { # starting a deletion
                $frame_shifted=1 if ($curr_ins%3); #out-of-phase
                $orf_ins += $curr_ins;
                $orf_ins_count++ if $curr_ins;
                $curr_ins = 0;
              } elsif ( $query_ch eq " ") { # starting an insertion
                $frame_shifted=1 if ($curr_del%3); #out-of-phase
                $orf_del += $curr_del;
                $orf_del_count++ if $curr_del;
                $curr_del = 0;
              }
            }
          }
        }

        #in case there's an indel at the end of the 3' end
        if ($utr3_curr_ins>$utr3_curr_del) {
            $utr3_ins_count++;
            $utr3_ins += $utr3_curr_ins;
        } elsif ($utr3_curr_del>$utr3_curr_ins) {
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            $utr3_del_count++;
            $utr3_del += $utr3_curr_del;
        }

        #in case there's an indel at the end of the 5' end
        if ($utr5_curr_ins>$utr5_curr_del) {
            $utr5_ins_count++;
            $utr5_ins += $utr5_curr_ins;
        } elsif ($utr5_curr_del>$utr5_curr_ins) {
            $utr5_del_count++;
            $utr5_del += $utr5_curr_del;
        }

        #in case there's an indel at the end of the orf
        if ($curr_ins>$curr_del) {
            $frame_shifted=1 if ($curr_ins%3); #out-of-phase
            $orf_ins_count++;
            $orf_ins += $curr_ins;
        } elsif ($curr_del>$curr_ins) {
            $frame_shifted=1 if ($curr_del%3); #out-of-phase
            $orf_del_count++;
            $orf_del += $curr_del;
        }

        my $orf_len_in_hit_str = $last_orf_pos_ch_in_hit - $first_orf_pos_ch_in_hit + 1;
        for ($i = 0; $i < $orf_len_in_hit_str-2; $i+=3) {
            my $codon = substr($hit_str,$i,3);
            if ($codon =~ /t(aa|ag|ga)/i) {
             $stop_added = 1; #changed to a stop codon
            }
        }

        return ($orf_ins, $orf_del, $orf_ins_count, $orf_del_count, $orf_sub,
                $utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_ins_count,$utr5_del_count,$utr5_sub,
                $utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_ins_count,$utr3_del_count,$utr3_sub,
                $frame_shifted, $stop_added, $orf_start, $orf_stop
                );
    }

    # ####################
    # hits_overlap
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    # in: a bioperl ResultI object for one cdna
    # out: boolean
    #
    # Test whether a series of hits overlap on cDNA
    # ####################
    sub hits_overlap {
        my $result = $_[0];
        my @hits = $result->hits();

        $hits[0]->rewind;
        while (my $hsp0 = $hits[0]->next_hsp) {
            my $hspPct0 = $hsp0->frac_identical() * 100;
            if ($hspPct0 >= $good_hit_pct) {
                $hits[1]->rewind; #need to reset the pointer to the beginning of the hits[1] hsp
list
                while (my $hsp1 = $hits[1]->next_hsp) {
                    my $hspPct1 = $hsp1->frac_identical() * 100;
                    if ($hspPct1 >= $good_hit_pct) {
                        if ( overlaps_on_cdna($hsp0, $hsp1) ) {
                            return 1; #overlaps
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }

        return 0; #doesn't overlap
    }

    # ####################
    # overlaps_on_cdna
    # in: two bioperl hsp objects
    # out: a boolean indicating whether or not a pair of hsps overlap
    #
    # Test whether sequences overlap on the cDNA
    # ####################
    sub overlaps_on_cdna {
        my $min_overlap = 100; #there must be 100nt of overlap to throw one sequence out

        my ($hsp0, $hsp1) = @_;
        my $start0 = $hsp0->query->start;
        my $stop0 = $hsp0->query->end;
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        my $start1 = $hsp1->query->start;
        my $stop1 = $hsp1->query->end;

        return overlap($start0, $stop0, $start1, $stop1, $min_overlap);
    }

    # ####################
    # overlap
    # in: two pairs of integers representing start and stop positions, and one integer
indicating allowed "slop"
    # out: a boolean
    #
    # Test of overlap in two integer ranges (the amount of overlap must exceed a threshold
before resulting in "true")
    # ####################
    sub overlap {
        my ($start0, $stop0, $start1, $stop1, $min_overlap) = @_;

        return ( ($start1>$start0  && $stop0-$start1+1 >= $min_overlap)  #1 is on right side
of 0
            ||   ($stop1<$stop0  && $stop1-$start0+1 >= $min_overlap)  #1 is on left side of 0
            ||   ($start1>=$start0 && $stop1<=$stop0)  #1 is contained within the range of 0
            ||   ($start0>=$start1 && $stop0<=$stop1) #0 is contained within the range of 1
        ) ; #if one of the statements is true, return a true value (1)
    }

    # ####################
    # test_hsps_clustering
    # in: a single bioperl HitI object
    # out: returns a list of one or more integers. The first is an integer from the set (1,2,3),
with the following meaning:
    #       1 - all hsps in this hit form one contiguous cluster
    #       2 - multiple clusters, all hitting the same cdna region. In this case, the cluster
    #              touching the the largest genomic range is chosen, and it's range is returned as
    #              the 2nd and 3rd elements of the returned list
    #       3 - the hsps form multiple clusters, and they cover different parts of the cdna
    #
    # Check to see if two totally unrelated regions of the same chromosome
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    #  got counted as a single blast hit.  If so, they should be counted as two
    #  separate hits  (that's the responsibility of the calling function)
    # ####################
    sub test_hsps_clustering {
        my $hit = $_[0];
        my @hsps_first = $hit->hsps();
        my @hsps;

        #only consider hsps with high-enough pct identity
        foreach (@hsps_first) {
          my $hspPct = $_->frac_identical() * 100;
          push (@hsps, $_) if $hspPct >= $good_hit_pct;
        }

        @hsps = sort { $a->hit->start  <=> $b->hit->start} @hsps;

        my @cluster_delimiters;
        my $k=1;
        $cluster_delimiters[0] = 0;
        for (my $i=1; $i<=$#hsps; $i++) {
             if (  $hsps[$i]->hit->start >  $hsps[$i-1]->hit->end + $cluster_proximity ) { #big
step between two consecutive hsps
                #now I know where a gap starts, splitting two groups of hsps
                $cluster_delimiters[$k] = $i;
                $k++;
             }
        }
        $cluster_delimiters[$k] = $#hsps+1;

        if ( $k == 1 ) { #all part of one cluster.
            return 1; #it took small steps to go from one hsp to another, on genomic
        } else{

            #the cdna matches 2+ areas of genomic.  Treat it the same as in the hits_overlap
case:
            # If all hsp clusters hit the same cdna region treat as one hit, use the best one.
            #    (this means "return signal to treat as many_hits, along with the boundaries of
            #     the largest genomic range touched by one of the clusters")
            # otherwise return signal that they don't overlap on cdna

            #All the hsps have been sorted according to position on genomic, so we can
consider
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            # a sequence in which each is "close" to the preceding hsp as a cluster.
            #Build the cdna sequence range for the ith and i+1th groups, then see if they
overlap on the cdna.
            # If for any two sequential clusters, the answer is no, return "3", which means "2+
genomic, no overlap"
            # In the calling function, this will be treated as multi-hit
            my ($largest_cluster, $largest_cluster_best_hsp_score) = (0,0);
            my ($largest_cluster_cdna_start,$largest_cluster_cdna_stop) = (-1,-1);
            for (my $i=0; $i<$k; $i++) {
                my ($group1_cdna_start,$group1_cdna_stop,$group1_best_hsp_score) =
($big_number,-1, 0);
                for my $j ($cluster_delimiters[$i]..$cluster_delimiters[$i+1]-1) {#for all hsps
of the current cluster
                    $group1_cdna_start = $hsps[$j]->query->start if $hsps[$j]->query->start <
$group1_cdna_start;
                    $group1_cdna_stop  = $hsps[$j]->query->end  if  $hsps[$j]->query->end >
$group1_cdna_stop;
                    $group1_best_hsp_score = $hsps[$j]->score() if $hsps[$j]->score() >
$group1_best_hsp_score;
                }

                if ($group1_cdna_stop-$group1_cdna_start  >  $largest_cluster_cdna_stop-
$largest_cluster_cdna_start) {
                    ($largest_cluster_cdna_stop,$largest_cluster_cdna_start) =
($group1_cdna_stop,$group1_cdna_start);
                    $largest_cluster = $i;
                }

                if ( ($group1_cdna_stop-$group1_cdna_start  ==  $largest_cluster_cdna_stop-
$largest_cluster_cdna_start)
                    && ($group1_best_hsp_score > $largest_cluster_best_hsp_score )
                ) {
                    ($largest_cluster_cdna_stop,$largest_cluster_cdna_start) =
($group1_cdna_stop,$group1_cdna_start);
                    $largest_cluster = $i;
                    $largest_cluster_best_hsp_score = $group1_best_hsp_score;
                }
            }

            for (my $i=0; $i<$k; $i++) {
                my ($group2_cdna_start,$group2_cdna_stop) = ($big_number,-1);
                for my $j ($cluster_delimiters[$i]..$cluster_delimiters[$i+1]-1) {
                    $group2_cdna_start = $hsps[$j]->query->start if $hsps[$j]->query->start <
$group2_cdna_start;
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                    $group2_cdna_stop  = $hsps[$j]->query->end  if  $hsps[$j]->query->end >
$group2_cdna_stop;
                }
                my $min_overlap=100;
                if ( ! overlap($largest_cluster_cdna_start, $largest_cluster_cdna_stop,
$group2_cdna_start, $group2_cdna_stop, $min_overlap) ){
                    return 3; # at least one of the genomic clusters doesn't overlap on cDNA,
                         # so return value that will cause calling function to call to
print_many_hits
                }
            }

            my ($best_start, $best_stop) = ($big_number,0);
            #look for earliest start and latest stop among hsps in the largest (in cdna length)
cluster
            for my $j
($cluster_delimiters[$largest_cluster]..$cluster_delimiters[$largest_cluster+1]-1) {
                 $best_start = $hsps[$j]->hit->start if $hsps[$j]->hit->start < $best_start;
                 $best_stop  = $hsps[$j]->hit->end  if  $hsps[$j]->hit->end > $best_stop;
            }

            return (2, $best_start, $best_stop);
        }
    }

    # ####################
    # test_too_short
    # in:
    #   $qid: the name of the cdna sequence
    #   $sim4result: the standard output of a sim4 run on one cdna seq and one genomic
region sequence
    #   $fixed_cdna_seq: the genomic sequence found to correspond with the cdna
    #   $cdna_seq: the cdna sequence
    #   $cdna_length : integer
    #   $exons_ptr : pointer to an array of strings representing exons from the sim4 result
    #   $hitname: the name of the hit genomic sequence (from the blast)
    #   $fastacmd_strand: a 1 or a 2, depending on orientation of blast match to genomic
seq in db
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    #   $lowest_good_pos: beginning of the range that was used to fetch genomic (used in
case genomic must be expanded)
    #   $highest_good_pos end of the range that was used to fetch genomic (used in case
genomic must be expanded)
    #
    # out: returns a list of one or two values. The first is an integer with the following
meaning:
    #       1 - Sequence is either too short (missing terminal hom) or is missing internal
homology.
    #             This tells the calling function not to write the sequence out as a good hit
    #       0 - Sequence does not fall into the situation described in "1". In this case, the
sequence either
    #             needs to be written out (in which case the second returned value is a 0) or has
already been
    #             written out (in which case the second returned value is a 1)
    #
    #
    # If the first sim4 alignment doesn't cover the 5' or 3' end of the cdna, expand the
genomic region used
    #  in the alignment to see if we can cover the ends.
    # Returns false (i.e. "not too short") if the sequence covers the cdna, or if it is able to
    #   expand the  genomic sequence to cover the cdna (via repeated sim4 call and a call
to test_too_short2).
    # Returns true if the the expanded genomic fails to cover the cdna ends, or results
    #  in missing internal homology (represented by the "==" entry in the sim4 result.
    # ####################
    sub test_too_short {
        my ($qid, $sim4result, $fixed_cdna_seq, $cdna_seq, $cdna_length,$exons_ptr,
                $hitname, $fastacmd_strand, $lowest_good_pos, $highest_good_pos) = @_;

        my $wrote_seqs = 0;

        #dereference the exons pointer and match to the array element
        my ($first) = (@$exons_ptr[0] =~ m/\n(\d+)/);  #start position (of query seq) of the
first exon
        my ($last) = (@$exons_ptr[-1] =~ m/-(\d+)/);   #end position (of query seq) of the
last exon
        #e.g.   1-200 ...  2010-2200  will give :  $first = 1,  $last = 2200

        my $length_minus_discrep = $cdna_length-$end_discrep;

        #If too short, expand the genomic sequence and check alignment again with a
repeated sim4 call
        if ( $first > $begin_discrep  || $last < $length_minus_discrep ) {
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            # This has the chance of picking up the missing flanking region.
            # (it's a near-duplicate of the earlier sim4 handling procedure)

            if ($first > $begin_discrep){
                if ($fastacmd_strand == 1) {
                $lowest_good_pos -= $flanking_ext_increase;
                } else {
                $highest_good_pos += $flanking_ext_increase;
                }
            }
            if ($last < $length_minus_discrep) {
                if ($fastacmd_strand == 1) {
                $highest_good_pos += $flanking_ext_increase;
                }
                else {
                $lowest_good_pos -= $flanking_ext_increase;
                }
            }
            $lowest_good_pos = 0 if ($lowest_good_pos < 0);
            my $cmd2 = "$fasta_bin -d $database -p F \\
                -s $hitname -S $fastacmd_strand -L $lowest_good_pos,$highest_good_pos";

            my $genomic_seq2 = `$cmd2`;
            if (!$genomic_seq2) {
                print FASTA_ERRORS "$cmd2 - fasta cmd failed to get a sequence\n";
            }
            open (TEMPSEQ, ">$files_dir$cdna_seq_file.c");
            print TEMPSEQ ">$qid\n$cdna_seq";
            close TEMPSEQ;

            open (TEMPSEQ, ">$files_dir$genomic_seq_file.c");
            print TEMPSEQ "$genomic_seq2";
            close TEMPSEQ;

            #sim4 alignment number 2
            my $sim4result2 = `$sim4_bin $files_dir$cdna_seq_file.c
$files_dir$genomic_seq_file.c A=$sim4_A, K=$sim4_K`;
            `rm $files_dir$cdna_seq_file.c`;
            `rm $files_dir$genomic_seq_file.c`;
            my $sim4result2_orig = $sim4result2;

            #Look for "==" in sim4 output. This indicates missing internal homology.
            # Dump into $mystery_seqs.out
            if ($sim4result2 =~ /==/) {
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                print MYSTERY "-------------\n$qid (expanded genomic seq sim4
test)\n$sim4result2\n\n";
                print MYSTERY_SEQ ">$qid $non_homol_intern_fasta_line\n$cdna_seq\n";
                return 1;  # too short, and it's a mystery sequence
            }

            my ($cdna_length)  = ($sim4result2 =~ m/seq1.*?(\d+)\sbp/);

            $sim4result2 =~ s/(seq\d.*?\n)//g; #trim off the info preceeding the exon position
info

            my @exons2 = split(/(?<=%)\s+(?:->|<-)/,$sim4result2);  #split on -> or <-

            $genomic_seq2 =~ s/^.*?\n//; #remove the first line (gene id, etc.)
            $genomic_seq2 =~ s/\n//g; #remove all newlines (compact string to just bases)

            my ($orf_ins, $orf_del, $orf_ins_count, $orf_del_count, $orf_sub,
                $utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_ins_count,$utr5_del_count,$utr5_sub,
                $utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_ins_count,$utr3_del_count,$utr3_sub,
                $frame_shifted, $stop_added, $orf_start, $orf_stop
            )  = count_alterations($sim4result2_orig);

            my $fixed_cdna_seq2 = "";
            foreach my $exon_string2 (@exons2) {
                my ($start, $stop, $pct) =  ($exon_string2 =~ m/\((\d+)-(\d+)\)\s+(\d+)\%/);
                $fixed_cdna_seq2 .= substr($genomic_seq2,$start-1,$stop-$start+1);
            }

            #check the starts and stops of the sim4 alignment--if doesn't start at
            #first cdna position or last cdna position, print out to too_short.out and
            #if return is true, get out of subroutine (return)
            my $too_short_test = test_too_short_two($qid, $sim4result2, $fixed_cdna_seq2,
$cdna_seq, $cdna_length,\@exons2);
            if ( $too_short_test > 0 ){
                return 1;#return true...the match was too short
            }

            if ($sim4result !~ /==/) { #don't want to print to altered if I'm about to print to
mystery

                if ($orf_sub || $orf_ins || $orf_del || $utr5_ins || $utr5_del || $utr5_sub
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                    || $utr3_ins || $utr3_del || $utr3_sub) {

                  print ONEHIT ">$qid $one_hit_altered_fasta_line (expanded genomic seq
sim4 test)\n";
                  print ONEHIT "$fixed_cdna_seq2\n";
                  print ALTERED "$qid $non_homol_term_fasta_line\t";
                  print ALTERED join ("\t", ($utr5_ins,$utr5_del,$utr5_sub,
                    $orf_ins, $orf_del, $orf_sub,
                    $utr3_ins,$utr3_del,$utr3_sub,
                    $frame_shifted?'T':'F', $stop_added?'T':'F')) . "\n";
                  print ALTERED_ALIGN "$qid$sim4result\n\n";

                } else {
                  print ONEHIT ">$qid $one_hit_perfect_fasta_line (expanded genomic seq
sim4 test)\n";
                  print ONEHIT "$fixed_cdna_seq2\n";
                }

                $wrote_seqs = 1;
            }

        }

        #The sim4result is not too short, Look for "==" in sim4 output, indicating missing
internal homology.
        # dump into $mystery_seqs.out, and return 1 so that it gets out of process_sim4
without writing to ONE_HIT and ALT

        #note that we have a test of "==" twice in this function. This one only gets called if
the other one fails.
        if ($sim4result =~ /==/) {
            print MYSTERY "-------------\n$qid\n$sim4result\n\n";
            print MYSTERY_SEQ ">$qid $non_homol_intern_fasta_line\n$cdna_seq\n";
            return 1;
        }

        # The "0" below means "false" (not too short).
        # The variable tells if the seq has already been written out
        return (0, $wrote_seqs);
    }
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    # ####################
    # test_too_short_two
    # in:
    #   $qid: the name of the cdna sequence
    #   $sim4result2: the standard output of a sim4 run on one cdna seq and one genomic
region sequence
    #   $fixed_cdna_seq2: the genomic sequence found to correspond with the cdna
    #   $cdna_seq: the cdna sequence
    #   $cdna_length : integer
    #   $exons_ptr : pointer to an array of strings representing exons from the sim4 result
    #
    # out: 1 if too short, 0 otherwise
    #
    # Basically a repeat of test_too_short, without the repeated attempt to get
    #   longer genomic for a new sim4 alignment
    # ####################
    sub test_too_short_two {

        my ($qid, $sim4result2, $fixed_cdna_seq2, $cdna_seq, $cdna_length,$exons_ptr) =
@_;

        #dereference the exons pointer and match to the array element
        my ($first) = (@$exons_ptr[0] =~ m/\n(\d+)/);  #start position (of query seq) of the
first exon
        my ($last) = (@$exons_ptr[-1] =~ m/-(\d+)/);   #end position (of query seq) of the
last exon
        #e.g.   1-200 ...  2010-2200  will give :  $first = 1,  $last = 2200

        my $length_minus_discrep = $cdna_length - $end_discrep;

        if ( $first > $begin_discrep  || $last < $length_minus_discrep )  {
            print TOOSHORT "------$qid\n$sim4result2";
            print TOOSHORT "$qid\n";
            if ($first > $begin_discrep){

                print TOOSHORT "first=$first\n" ;
                my $str = substr ($cdna_seq, 0, $first-1);
                print TOOSHORT "first substring: $str\n";
                print TOOSHORT_SNIPPETS ">$qid(start)\n$str\n";
            }
            if ($last < $length_minus_discrep) {
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                print TOOSHORT "last=$last (should have been $cdna_length minus
$end_discrep)\n" ;
                my $str = substr ($cdna_seq, $last, $cdna_length-$last);
                print TOOSHORT "last substring: $str\n";
                print TOOSHORT_SNIPPETS ">$qid(end)\n$str\n";
            }
            print TOOSHORT "\n-----\n";
            print TOOSHORTSEQS ">$qid $non_homol_term_fasta_line\n";
            print TOOSHORTSEQS "$fixed_cdna_seq2\n";
            return 1; #return a value = true
        }

        return 0;
    }

}; #end of the eval wrapper

if ($@) {
    open (ERROUT, ">$files_dir/ERROR");
    print ERROUT $@;
}
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APPENDIX B:

UORF-FINDER PERL SCRIPT

#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

#Celine Hayden
#May 24/05
#this is an attempt to amalgamate all the programs I wrote on the first pass
#for finding conserved upstream open reading frames between rice and arabidopsis
#hopefully I can modify this one more easily to find arabidopsis paralogs with conserved
uORFs...

use Bio::SearchIO;
use Getopt::Long;
use strict;

$| = 1;
my $testing = 0;

my $mrna_seq1 = "/scr1/seline/uorf_data/test_uorf_finding_dir/test_cdnas_arab.txt";
my $mrna_seq2 = "/scr1/seline/uorf_data/test_uorf_finding_dir/test_cdnas_rice.txt";
my $morfs_wi_uorfs1 = "morfs_wi_uorfs1.txt";
my $blast_e_val = "1e-5";
my $blast_result = "/scr1/seline/uorf_data/test_uorf_finding_dir/blast_result.bOUT";
my $fasta_bin = "/usr/local/ncbi/bin/fastacmd";

my $find = 1; #note: use -find 1 for getorf a.a. output, and -find 3 for nt output
my $blastall_result;
my @utr_getorf_result;
my @utr_getorf_result_seq2;
my @utr5_seqs;
my @utr5_seqs2;
my %utr5_seqs_array;
my %utr5_seqs2_array;
#my $proceed_morf_extraction = 0;

GetOptions(
        "m:s" => \$mrna_seq1,
        "n:s" => \$mrna_seq2,
        "r:s" => \$morfs_wi_uorfs1,
       "f:i" => \$find,

"b:s" => \$blast_result,
"e:i" => \$blast_e_val,
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# "p:i" => \$proceed_morf_extraction,
        );

my $old_splitter = $/;
$/= ">";

open (MRNA_ONE, "<$mrna_seq1") or die "Cannot open mrna file#1\n";
#open (MRNA_TWO, "<$mrna_seq2") or die "Cannot open mrna file#2\n";

#open (TEMPOUT, ">temp_out.txt");
open (OUTFILII, ">align25to50.out");
open (OUTFILIII, ">align50andup.out");
open (TAB_DELIMI, ">sequences0to25.tab");
open (TAB_DELIMII, ">sequences25to50.tab");
open (TAB_DELIMIII, ">sequences50andup.tab");

print TAB_DELIMI "uorf_name1\tuorf_name2\tScore\tuorf_seq1\tuorf_seq2\n";
print TAB_DELIMII "uorf_name1\tuorf_name2\tScore\tuorf_seq1\tuorf_seq2\n";
print TAB_DELIMIII "uorf_name1\tuorf_name2\tScore\tuorf_seq1\tuorf_seq2\n";

my @mrnas = <MRNA_ONE>;
shift @mrnas; #remove the first one, cause it's empty
close MRNA_ONE;

#if ($proceed_morf_extraction == 0) {

open (MORF_ONE, ">$morfs_wi_uorfs1");
#determine the transcripts that contain uORFs and extract mORF sequence.
foreach my $mrna (@mrnas) {

my $id;
my $seq;
$mrna =~ s/>//; #rm the > at the end of each entry...
#if the name is a gi/genbank number, grab the last seq between the pipes

and remove a .# designation
#otherwise, just grab everything not in the definition line.
if ($mrna =~ m/\|/) {($id, $seq) = ($mrna =~ m/.*\|(\S+)\s.*?\n(.*)/s);

 $id =~ s/\..*//;}
else {($id, $seq) = ($mrna =~ m/^(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);}

$seq =~ s/\n//g; #remove newlines if there are any (makes retrieving
the sequence easier)
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open (TEMP_SEQ, ">seq.in"); #...and put them back in
    print TEMP_SEQ ">$mrna";
    close TEMP_SEQ;

#######
    #get longest ORF

#######
    my $getorf_result = `getorf -minsize 30 -find $find -noreverse -auto -filter seq.in
2>&1`;

`rm seq.in`;

my @orfs = split(/>/,$getorf_result);
    shift @orfs;

my $orf_start = 1; #reset these values so the old values don't
carry over
 my $orf_stop = 1;
 my $seq1_morfs = undef;

    foreach my $orf (@orfs) {

$orf =~ s/>//;
        my ($cur_orf_start, $cur_orf_stop, $cur_seq1_morfs) = ($orf =~ m/\[(\d+) -
(\d+)\].*?\n(.*)/s);

if ($cur_orf_stop-$cur_orf_start > $orf_stop-$orf_start) {
            $orf_start = $cur_orf_start;
            $orf_stop = $cur_orf_stop;

$seq1_morfs = $cur_seq1_morfs; #mORF sequence to
retrieve easily later
        }
    }

#print TEMPOUT "$getorf_result\n";
#print "$id\n$seq1_morfs\n";

#retrieve 5'UTR sequence from mrna sequence ($mrna)
my $utr5_seq = substr($seq, 0, $orf_start-1);

$utr5_seqs_array{$id} = $utr5_seq; #fill the hash

my $utr5_id_seqs = ">$id\n"."$utr5_seq";
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push (@utr5_seqs, $utr5_id_seqs); #can print out the 5'UTR w/
sequence ID if desired using array

#print TEMPOUT ">$utr5_id_seqs\n";

open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq.in"); #...and put them back in
    print TEMP_UTR ">$utr5_id_seqs";
    close TEMP_UTR;

#######
    #get 5'UTR ORFs and create list of all mORFs with uORFs

#######
my $utr_getorf_result = `getorf -minsize 3 -find $find -noreverse -auto -

filter utr_seq.in 2>&1`;
`rm utr_seq.in`;
push (@utr_getorf_result, $utr_getorf_result);

if ($utr_getorf_result) { #if the 5'UTR has uORFs, then print the
mORF to a file, else, go to the next

my @utr_orfs = split(/>/,$utr_getorf_result);
    shift @utr_orfs;

    foreach my $utr_orfs (@utr_orfs) { ###store uorf info so I can use it later
(name, start, stop, seq)

$utr_orfs =~ s/>//;

        my ($name, $cur_orf_start, $cur_orf_stop, $uorf_seq) = ($utr_orfs =~
m/^(\S+)\s\[(\d+) - (\d+)\].*?\n(\S+)/);

#print "$name\t$uorf_seq\n";

    }
print MORF_ONE ">$id\n$seq1_morfs\n";

}
else {

next;}
#print "$utr_getorf_result\n";
#my @all_uorfs_in_mrna;
#push (@all_uorfs_in_mrna, $utr_getorf_result);
#print TEMPOUT "@all_uorfs_in_mrna\n";

}
close MORF_ONE;
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#}

##############
#BLAST seq1_mORFs to seq2 nt BLASTdb
##############

#create a nt database from $mrna_seq2
`/usr/local/ncbi/bin/formatdb -o T -i $mrna_seq2 -n MRNA_SEQ2 -p F`;

if ($find == 1) { #if getorf output is a.a. run tblastn
my $blast_aa_cmd ="/usr/local/ncbi/bin/blastall -p tblastn -a 1 -F F -d

MRNA_SEQ2 -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -o $blast_result -b 5 -v 5 -e $blast_e_val";
$blastall_result = `$blast_aa_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result

}
if ($find == 3) { #if getorf output is nucleotide run tblastx

my $blast_nt_cmd ="/usr/local/ncbi/bin/blastall -p tblastx -a 1 -F F -d
MRNA_SEQ2 -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -o $blast_result -b 5 -v 5 -e $blast_e_val";
    $blastall_result = `$blast_nt_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result

}

$/ = "\n"; #IMPT! reset the splitter otherwise Bio::SearchIO can't parse the blast
report correctly
my @id_list; #create a list of sequence id's that mORFs hit
#my $i =0;

# Get BLAST report as a SearchIO object (new Bio::SearchIO sets this up)
my $srchio = new Bio::SearchIO ('-format' => 'blast', '-file' => $blast_result);

# Now look at the results for each Query
while (my $result = $srchio->next_result) {

# Get query name
#$qid = $result->query_name;
# Look at each subject hit
while (my $hit = $result->next_hit) {

#extract genbank id# and accession # (both in $hitnam)
my $hitnam = $hit->name;
my $acc = $hit->accession;
#print "hit:$hitnam\tacc:$acc\n";
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#extract genbank id# from each hit and create array/list of names
#my @array = split /[\|]+/, $acc;
#push @id_list, $array[1];
push @id_list, $acc;

# $i ++;
} # end hit

}

#print "Total number of sig hits in blast output: $i\n";
#print TEMPOUT "@id_list\n";
#create a list with only unique names (eliminate redundant names)
my %seen = ();
my @uniq2 = ();
my $seq2_homologs;
my @mrnas2;
foreach my $item (@id_list) {
  unless ($seen{$item})  {

  #if I get there, I have not seen it before
  $seen{$item} =1;
  push (@uniq2, $item);
  #extract names and sequences for non-redundant list (@uniq)
  my $cmd = "$fasta_bin -d MRNA_SEQ2 -p F -s $item ";
  $seq2_homologs = `$cmd`;
  push (@mrnas2, $seq2_homologs);  #put unique sequences in mrna2 array

  }
}

#determine mrna_seq2 mORF and pull out 5'UTR nt sequence
foreach my $mrna2 (@mrnas2) {

my $id2;
my $seq2;
$mrna2 =~ s/>//; #rm the > at the end of each entry...
#if the name is a gi/genbank number, grab the last seq between the pipes and

remove a .# designation
#otherwise, just grab everything not in the definition line.
if ($mrna2 =~ m/\|/) {($id2, $seq2) = ($mrna2 =~ m/.*\|(\S+)\s.*?\n(.*)/s);

 $id2 =~ s/\..*//;}
else {($id2, $seq2) = ($mrna2 =~ m/^(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);}
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$seq2 =~ s/\n//g; #remove newlines if there are any (makes retrieving the
sequence easier)

open (TEMP_SEQ, ">seq2.in"); #...and put them back in
    print TEMP_SEQ ">$mrna2";
    close TEMP_SEQ;

#######
    #get longest ORF from seq2

#######
    my $getorf_result_seq2 = `getorf -minsize 30 -find $find -noreverse -auto -filter
seq2.in 2>&1`;

`rm seq2.in`;

my @orfs2 = split(/>/,$getorf_result_seq2);
    shift @orfs2;

my $orf_start2 = 1; #reset these values so the old values don't carry over
 my $orf_stop2 = 1;
 my $seq2_morfs = undef;

    foreach my $orf2 (@orfs2) {

$orf2 =~ s/>//;
        my ($cur_orf_start2, $cur_orf_stop2, $cur_seq2_morfs) = ($orf2 =~ m/\[(\d+) -
(\d+)\].*?\n(.*)/s);

if ($cur_orf_stop2-$cur_orf_start2 > $orf_stop2-$orf_start2) {
            $orf_start2 = $cur_orf_start2;
            $orf_stop2 = $cur_orf_stop2;

$seq2_morfs = $cur_seq2_morfs; #mORF sequence to retrieve
easily later (if needed)
        }

}

#print TEMPOUT "$getorf_result_seq2\n";
#print "$id\n$seq2_morfs\n";

#retrieve 5'UTR sequence from mrna2 sequence ($mrna2)
my $utr5_seq2 = substr($seq2, 0, $orf_start2-1);
my $utr5_id_seqs2 = ">$id2\n"."$utr5_seq2";
push (@utr5_seqs2, $utr5_id_seqs2);#can print out the 5'UTR w/ sequence ID if

desired using array
#print TEMPOUT ">$utr5_id_seqs2\n";
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$utr5_seqs2_array{$id2} = $utr5_seq2; #fill the hash

}

#print TEMPOUT "@utr5_seqs\n";
#print TEMPOUT "@utr5_seqs2\n";
#print "@utr_getorf_result\n";
#print "@utr_getorf_result_seq2\n";

#parse arab_rice pairs
#pair up all combinations of peptides
#align them with needle(?)

#######
#now go through each BLAST entry and pull out UTR seqs and find uORFs and align
#######
# Get BLAST report as a SearchIO object (new Bio::SearchIO sets this up)
$srchio = new Bio::SearchIO ('-format' => 'blast', '-file' => $blast_result);

# Now look at the results for each Query (seq1 mORF)
while (my $result = $srchio->next_result) {

my $qid = $result->query_name; # Get seq1 name

#######
    #get seq1 5'UTR ORFs

#######
open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq.in");

    print TEMP_UTR ">$qid\n".$utr5_seqs_array{$qid};
    close TEMP_UTR;

my $utr_getorf_result_seq1 = `getorf -minsize 3 -find 1 -noreverse -auto -filter
utr_seq.in 2>&1`;

`rm utr_seq.in`;
my $utr_getorf_result_seq2; #declare variable for printing purposes
my @uorf_seq1 = split />/, $utr_getorf_result_seq1;#put in array to parse getorf

output file
shift @uorf_seq1;
while (my $hit = $result->next_hit) {

my $acc = $hit->accession; #Get seq2 name

if ($acc){ #if seq1 mORF has a significant hit to seq2 BLASTdb, get
all seq1 uORFs

open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq2.in");
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print TEMP_UTR ">$acc\n".$utr5_seqs2_array{$acc};
    close TEMP_UTR;

$utr_getorf_result_seq2 = `getorf -minsize 3 -find 1 -noreverse -
auto -filter utr_seq2.in 2>&1`;

`rm utr_seq2.in`;

my @uorf_seq2 = split />/, $utr_getorf_result_seq2;#put in array
to parse getorf output file

shift @uorf_seq2;

foreach (@uorf_seq1) {
$_ =~ s/>//;
#print "$_\n";
(my $uorf_name1, my $uorf_aa1) = ($_ =~

m/(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);
$uorf_aa1 =~ s/\s//g;
my $length = length($uorf_aa1);

if ($length >= 100) {next;}
open (TEMP_UORF, ">uorf_seq1.in");
print TEMP_UORF ">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1";
close TEMP_UORF;

foreach (@uorf_seq2) {
$_ =~ s/>//;
#print "$_\n";
my ($uorf_name2, $uorf_aa2) = ($_ =~

m/(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);
$uorf_aa2 =~ s/\s//g;
my $length2 = length($uorf_aa2);

if ($length2 >= 100) {next;}
open (TEMP_UORF, ">uorf_seq2.in");
print TEMP_UORF ">$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2";
close TEMP_UORF;
my $needle_result = `needle uorf_seq1.in

uorf_seq2.in -auto -sprotein1 -sprotein2 -filter 2>&1`;
`rm uorf_seq2.in`;
;

# print TEMPOUT "$needle_result\n";
      

my ($score) = ($needle_result =~
m/Score:\s(\S+)\n/);
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my ($align) = ($needle_result =~
m/Score:\s\S+\n#\s\n#\n#={39}\n\n(.*?)#/s);

#print the whole alignment file to different files
depending on score
     if ($score < 25) {

   print TAB_DELIMI
"$uorf_name1\t$uorf_name2\t$score\t$uorf_aa1\t$uorf_aa2\n";

 }

     if ($score >=25 and $score <50) {
        print OUTFILII
">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1\n>$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2\nScore: $score\n\n$align\n-----
\n";

 print TAB_DELIMII
"$uorf_name1\t$uorf_name2\t$score\t$uorf_aa1\t$uorf_aa2\n";

 }

     if ($score >=50) {
        print OUTFILIII
">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1\n>$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2\nScore: $score\n\n$align\n-----
\n";
     print TAB_DELIMIII
"$uorf_name1\t$uorf_name2\t$score\t$uorf_aa1\t$uorf_aa2\n";

 }
     #else {print OUTFILIV "Could not find score\n";}
    }

`rm uorf_seq1.in`;
}

}
else {next;}

} # end hit

}
close OUTFILII;
close OUTFILIII;
close TAB_DELIMI;
close TAB_DELIMII;
close TAB_DELIMIII;
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APPENDIX C:

PARALOG UORF-FINDER PERL SCRIPT

#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

#Celine Hayden
#May 24/05
#this is an attempt to amalgamate all the programs I wrote on the first pass
#for finding conserved upstream open reading frames
#this version (uorf_paralog.pl) finds uORFs conserved between paralogs (approximately)

use Bio::SearchIO;
use Getopt::Long;
use strict;

$| = 1;
my $testing = 0;

my $mrna_seq1 = "/scr1/seline/uorf_data/test_uorf_paralogs/test_cdnas_arab.txt";
my $morfs_wi_uorfs1 = "morfs_wi_uorfs1.txt";
my $blast_e_val = "1e-5";
my $blast_result = "/scr1/seline/uorf_data/test_uorf_paralogs/blast_result.bOUT";
my $fasta_bin = "/usr/local/ncbi/bin/fastacmd";
my $good_hit_pct = 99;
my $screened_alignments = 10; #number of alignments to be screened as putative
paralogs
my $suffix = "arab";

my $find = 1; #note: use -find 1 for getorf a.a. output (run blastp), and -find 3 for nt
output (run blastn)
my $blastall_result;
my @utr5_seqs;
my @utr5_seqs2;
my %utr5_seqs_hash;

GetOptions(
        "m:s" => \$mrna_seq1,

"s:s" => \$suffix,
"r:s" => \$morfs_wi_uorfs1,

       "f:i" => \$find,
"b:s" => \$blast_result,
"e:i" => \$blast_e_val,
"a:i" => \$screened_alignments,
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        );

my $old_splitter = $/;
$/= ">";

open (MRNA_ONE, "<$mrna_seq1") or die "Cannot open mrna file#1\n";

open (MORF_ONE, ">$morfs_wi_uorfs1");

#open (TEMPOUT, ">temp_out.txt");
open (OUTFILII, ">align25to50_$suffix.out");
open (OUTFILIII, ">align50andup_$suffix.out");

my @mrnas = <MRNA_ONE>;
shift @mrnas; #remove the first one, cause it's empty
close MRNA_ONE;

#determine the transcripts that contain uORFs and extract mORF sequence.
foreach my $mrna (@mrnas) {

my $id;
my $seq;
$mrna =~ s/>//; #rm the > at the end of each entry...
#if the name is a gi/genbank number, grab the last seq between the pipes and

remove a .# designation
#otherwise, just grab everything not in the definition line.
if ($mrna =~ m/\|/) {($id, $seq) = ($mrna =~ m/.*\|(\S+)\s.*?\n(.*)/s);

 $id =~ s/\..*//;}
else {($id, $seq) = ($mrna =~ m/^(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);}

$seq =~ s/\n//g; #remove newlines if there are any (makes retrieving the
sequence easier)

open (TEMP_SEQ, ">seq.in"); #...and put them back in
    print TEMP_SEQ ">$mrna";
    close TEMP_SEQ;

#######
    #get longest ORF

#######
    my $getorf_result = `getorf -minsize 30 -find $find -noreverse -auto -filter seq.in
2>&1`;

`rm seq.in`;

my @orfs = split(/>/,$getorf_result);
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    shift @orfs;

my $orf_start = 1; #reset these values so the old values don't carry over
 my $orf_stop = 1;
 my $seq1_morfs = undef;

    foreach my $orf (@orfs) {

$orf =~ s/>//;
        my ($cur_orf_start, $cur_orf_stop, $cur_seq1_morfs) = ($orf =~ m/\[(\d+) -
(\d+)\].*?\n(.*)/s);

if ($cur_orf_stop-$cur_orf_start > $orf_stop-$orf_start) {
            $orf_start = $cur_orf_start;
            $orf_stop = $cur_orf_stop;

$seq1_morfs = $cur_seq1_morfs; #mORF sequence to retrieve
easily later
        }
    }

#####
#retrieve 5'UTR sequence from mrna sequence ($mrna)
#####
my $utr5_seq = substr($seq, 0, $orf_start-1);

$utr5_seqs_hash{$id} = $utr5_seq; #fill the hash

my $utr5_id_seqs = ">$id\n"."$utr5_seq";
push (@utr5_seqs, $utr5_id_seqs); #can print out the 5'UTR w/ sequence ID if

desired using array
#print TEMPOUT ">$utr5_id_seqs\n";

open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq.in"); #...and put them back in
    print TEMP_UTR ">$utr5_id_seqs";
    close TEMP_UTR;

#######
    #get 5'UTR ORFs and create list of all mORFs with uORFs

#######
my $utr_getorf_result = `getorf -minsize 3 -find $find -noreverse -auto -filter

utr_seq.in 2>&1`;
`rm utr_seq.in`;

if ($utr_getorf_result) { #if the 5'UTR has uORFs, then print the mORF to a
file, else, go to the next
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print MORF_ONE ">$id\n$seq1_morfs\n";
}
else {

next;}

}

close MORF_ONE;
##############
#BLAST $morfs_wi_uorfs to itself
##############

#create a nt or a.a. database from $morfs_wi_uorfs1 and blast to itself
if ($find == 3) {

`/usr/local/ncbi/bin/formatdb -o T -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -n MRNA_SEQ -p F`;
my $blast_aa_cmd ="/usr/local/ncbi/bin/blastall -p blastn -a 1 -F F -d

MRNA_SEQ -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -o $blast_result -b $screened_alignments -v
$screened_alignments -e $blast_e_val";

$blastall_result = `$blast_aa_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result
}
if ($find == 1) {

`/usr/local/ncbi/bin/formatdb -o T -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -n MRNA_SEQ`;
my $blast_aa_cmd ="/usr/local/ncbi/bin/blastall -p blastp -a 1 -F F -d

MRNA_SEQ -i $morfs_wi_uorfs1 -o $blast_result -b $screened_alignments -v
$screened_alignments -e $blast_e_val";

$blastall_result = `$blast_aa_cmd`; #put output from blast into blastall_result
}

$/ = "\n"; #IMPT! reset the splitter otherwise Bio::SearchIO can't parse the blast
report correctly

# Get BLAST report as a SearchIO object (new Bio::SearchIO sets this up)
my $srchio = new Bio::SearchIO ('-format' => 'blast', '-file' => $blast_result);

# Now look at the results for each Query
while (my $result = $srchio->next_result) {

# Get query name
my $qid = $result->query_name;
# Look at each subject hit
while (my $hit = $result->next_hit) {

my $high_hsppct = 0;
while (my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp) {
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        my $hspPct = $hsp->frac_identical() * 100;
        if ( $hspPct >= $good_hit_pct) {

$high_hsppct = 1;
}

}
#extract accession if hsp hit pct <100%
if ($high_hsppct == 1) {next;}
else {

#my $hitnam = $hit->name;
my $acc = $hit->accession;
#print "qid: $qid\tacc:$acc\n";

#######
    #get seq1 5'UTR ORFs

#######
open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq.in");

    print TEMP_UTR ">$qid\n".$utr5_seqs_hash{$qid};
    close TEMP_UTR;

my $utr_getorf_result_seq1 = `getorf -minsize 3 -find 1 -noreverse
-auto -filter utr_seq.in 2>&1`;

`rm utr_seq.in`;

my @uorf_seq1 = split />/, $utr_getorf_result_seq1;#put in array
to parse getorf output file

shift @uorf_seq1;

open (TEMP_UTR, ">utr_seq2.in");
print TEMP_UTR ">$acc\n".$utr5_seqs_hash{$acc};

    close TEMP_UTR;

my $utr_getorf_result_seq2 = `getorf -minsize 3 -find 1 -noreverse
-auto -filter utr_seq2.in 2>&1`;

`rm utr_seq2.in`;

my @uorf_seq2 = split />/, $utr_getorf_result_seq2;#put in array
to parse getorf output file

shift @uorf_seq2;

foreach (@uorf_seq1) {
$_ =~ s/>//;
#print "$_\n";
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(my $uorf_name1, my $uorf_aa1) = ($_ =~
m/(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);

$uorf_aa1 =~ s/\s//g;
my $length = length($uorf_aa1);

if ($length >= 100) {next;}

open (TEMP_UORF, ">uorf_seq1.in");
print TEMP_UORF ">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1";
close TEMP_UORF;

foreach (@uorf_seq2) {
$_ =~ s/>//;
#print "$_\n";
my ($uorf_name2, $uorf_aa2) = ($_ =~

m/(\S+).*?\n(.*)/s);
$uorf_aa2 =~ s/\s//g;
my $length2 = length($uorf_aa2);

if ($length2 >= 100) {next;}

open (TEMP_UORF, ">uorf_seq2.in");
print TEMP_UORF ">$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2";
close TEMP_UORF;
my $needle_result = `needle uorf_seq1.in

uorf_seq2.in -auto -sprotein1 -sprotein2 -filter 2>&1`;
`rm uorf_seq2.in`;

# print TEMPOUT "$needle_result\n";
      

my ($score) = ($needle_result =~
m/Score:\s(\S+)\n/);

my ($align) = ($needle_result =~
m/Score:\s\S+\n#\s\n#\n#={39}\n\n(.*?)#/s);

#print the whole alignment file to different files
depending on score
     #if ($score < 25) {
       #print OUTFILI
"$uorf_name1\t\t$uorf_name2\t$score\n$align\n-----\n";
       #}

     if ($score >=25 and $score <50) {
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       print OUTFILII
">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1\n>$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2\nScore: $score\n\n$align\n-----
\n";

 }

     if ($score >=50) {
       print OUTFILIII
">$uorf_name1\n$uorf_aa1\n>$uorf_name2\n$uorf_aa2\nScore: $score\n\n$align\n-----
\n";
     }
     #else {print OUTFILIV "Could not find score\n";}
    }

`rm uorf_seq1.in`;
}

 }
} # end hit

}

close OUTFILII;
close OUTFILIII;
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